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ABSTRACT. . 

In 1870, the  omi in ion of Canada 3ormaIly acquired Rupert's 
. - . . 

.Land and the ~orthgwaftern Territories 'from Great Britain. Ten 
I 

years later, the islands of* the Arctic ~rchipelago were also 

secured. Although various authors have--commented on the rationale 

and events surrounding these acquisitions @f. Bovey, 1967:Brown, , / 
1907; Clancy, 1985; Jenness, 1964, 1968;rJohnston, 1933; Morrison, 

1967, 1973, 1985; Zaslow, 1971, -1981, 1985), few-researchers have 

discussed them as of a proc ss undertaken by the ~anadian, 6- . . 
state to maintain stability and to impose its not-ions of cultural 

hegemony on these areas. Two assertions will be examined in this 

thesis: (1) thak perceived threats to the . stability of the' 

fledgling Canadian state hastened the eventual acquisition qf those 
b L - 

vast expanses of' territory; and, (2) that the imposition of the' 

Anglo-Canadian system of criminal justice was carried out to 

legitimize those actions to* promote the cultural hegemony 'of the 

dominant society from Southern Canada amongst the aboriginal 

inhabitants of the region. 

s Thrbugh the use of primary and secondary sources the author 
I 

examines the administration of justice, notably the actions of the 

police and courts and, to a lesser degree, corrections in the 

Northwest Territories since 1870. The historical approach adopted 

- throughout this thesis offers an example of the role which the 

criminal justice system has played in promoting the cultukal 

hegemany desired by the 'Dominion government, especially through 

periods of government financial neglect. This approach, and the 
4 

results which, it yields, will offer ~ortherners and their 

governments, at both the federal and 'territorial levels, an 

opportunity t6 understand the potential of the criminal justice 

system to act as an agent for social change. 

 his study illustrates the need for legal scholars, notably - 
those claiming ~arxist roots, to pay heed to the political and 

iii 
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cultural as well as economic aspects of criminal justi"ce in Can%da. 

Among the conclusions reached in this thesis is'the notion that the 

intdests of the central government, rather than the needs and 

aspirations of Northerners, were served by the creation, amendment, 
I 

and application of criminal justice legislation in the North. 

8' 
* RESUME 

Le Dominion du Canada acquit formellement dq l a  , Grande- 

Bretagne la terre d Rd~&e_~t et' les Territoires du Nord-Ouest en 
b \-? 

1870 et, dix ans plus 'tard, les lles de 1'Archipel Arctique. 

L'acquisition de ces terres a donne lieu 5 des-commentaires de' la 
part de plusieurs rechercheurs concernant la raison pour laqhelle 

elle se fit et les 6vkements qui 1 lont entourhe (cf. Bovey, 1967; 

Brown, 1907; Clancy, 1985; Jenness, 1964, 1968; Johnston, 1933; 

Morrison, 1967, 1973, 1985; Zaslow,'l971, 1981, 1985). N&anmoins, 

peu 'd1entre eux ont examin6 un certain point, savoir que cette 

acquisition fait paftie d'un proc6d& qui aide mainteni/r la 

stabilit6 de l'gtat canadien tout &I imposant sa notion d1hkg6monie 

culturelle. La these.suivante soutient deux points: ( I )  2 savoir 
que le navel &tat canadien acquit ces vastes territoires daris , 

lvespoir d16tablir une stabilitg soit disant menac&ef ec (2) 'a 
t 

savoir que l'imposition d'un systsme de justice criminelle"ang10- 

canadien f ut implantee dans le. but de promouvoir 1 hGg8monie 

culturelle de la soci6t'e dominant& d-u sGd canadien pa~mis - la 

population native de la region.., 

- L'auteur examine le systeme de'jbktice criminelle & 1 aide des 

sources primaires et s6condaires et joint a ses recherches son 

experience considerable comme une travailleur'dans * le s $ ~ t & ~ e  de la 

justice criminelle du - Nord. I1 - explore l'administration de la 
justice, a savoir notamment les actions de la police et des cours 

- triminelles, et mentionne ggalernent le systGme correctionnel dins f 

les Territoires du Nord-Ouest depuis 1870. L1approche historiquea 

adopthe dans cette these offre un example du role jou6 par le 

iv 



syst&me de justice criminelle dans la colonisation de cette region 
Jy, 

particulierement au cours des periodes de colonisation suivies par 

des periodes de n&gligence'gouvernementale'. Les resultits de cette a 

approche offriront aux habitants du Nord et 5 leurs gouvefnements 
(au niveau federal et territorial) , l1opportunit6 de comprendre les 
possibilites pbur le systGme de justice criminelle afin dlagir en - 
tant qulagent de changements au niveau social. 

Cette recher'cher denontre le besoin quvont les specialistes 

juridiques (notamrnent ceux de pensee Marxiste) dans le bbt de 

.suivre avec attention toutes le facettes du syst&ne de justice 

,criminelle au Canada, soit politiques, culturelles ou &onomiques. 

Une importante conclusion que Lion trouvera dans xtte thsses 

indique que les intergts du qouvernement central 071t ete servis 

dans le pass; par la' creation dlun gouvernemnet legislatif -clans le 

Nord, 'ignorant les besoins et les aspirations de ses habitants 

natifs. . i- 
C ?, 
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Introduction 
C 

During the 3ast twenty years the Dominiono government has 

shifted the focus - ,- of its attention -from the events of %the global 

village bowards the problems faqed "by those citizens living ; 
> 

through5&the various regions of a Canada (Berger , 1977 ; Penner , 
1683) 3' Issues sbch as the ecgnomic .Secession, the Canada-U. S .A. 

* 

f Free Trade Agreement, the environment and %he debate over the 

provisions of the rec'ently-defeated Meech Lake Constitutional 

Accord have become topics of discussion among.many Canadians. This 

shift in focus has brought into view not only. the multicultural 

heritage of this nation, but the fact that the $-8kt&.ry of ~anada is 

a .history of the growth and development of e various regions of ' 

can'aha, such as the Nortc, rather than a single flational history. 

,"Indeed, this thesis is a &escriptivedahalysis of the evolution of 
2 

one such region, the Northwest ~er~itortes; since its ttacquisitiontt 
Jif 

by bhe pominion of Canadq in 1870. 8 

% prior to the Second World War, the Canadian government and 
I 

&%'. :,. ,academics evidenced very little interest in the development of 

%those lands which are, currently, the Northwest Territories 
- 

(Coates, 1985; Coates and Powell, 1989; McMahon, 1988; Page, 1986) . 
Since the end<of the war in 1945 and the beginning of the Cold War 

between the two major political alliances (the North Atlantic 
P " 

heaty organization [NATO] a?@ the Warsaw Pact) in the 1950s a 
+ , , 

renewed interest has been demonst2atedlby governments. While much 

of the academic ipterest in the ~o&h has been focused through the 

physical sciences very little attention has been paid to the social 

sciences such as anthropology, education, health care, psychology 

and sociology. Far less atted-ion has been paid to those changes 

which were brought about ,by the imposition of and development 



within the legal and 

in relation to the 

~shlee, 1984; Bovey, 

political spheres of Northern, life, especially 

administration of justice (cf. Adamyk, 1987; 

1967; Braden, 1976; Carlson, 1986; Chartrand, 

1986; Clancy, 1985; Dickson-Gilmore, 1987; Feeney, 1977; Foraie, 

1976; Hardie, 1976; Jehsen, 1374; Morrison, 1973; Piddocke, 1985; 

Potts, 1977; Rea, 1968). . - -  

This thesis will focus on one aspect of the evolution, since 

1870, of th.e contemporary Northwest Territories of Canada. Within '. 

those spatial and temporal boundaries, this thesis will examine thg 

roles played by the three major components of the criminal justice 

system, namely the police, courts and corre~tions, in constructing \ 
the current social dynamics of5 Northern life. This examination 

requires exploring both the political and legal development of the- 

N.W.T. and the impact of that development upon the . , evolution and 

adminis5ration of criminal jugtice throughout the region. It will 

- examine the Euro-Canadian imposikion of systems of law . and 

politics, the indigenous peoples' resistance to this and, finally, 

the directions which that resistance-has led the indigenous-peoples 

of Canada's Northwest Territories. 

The common thread woven throughout the following chapters and, 

which binds together this thesis is the primary r,esearch question: 

Were the imposition and evolution of th& Euro-Canadian 
legal and political systems in bhe N.W.T. influenced more 
by perceived threats to stability of the Canadian state 
and its dominant ethnic hegemony rather than the legal 
developments occurring in Southern Canada? 

Each of the following chapters will seek to answer that question by' 

responding to three subsidiar; questions, first posed by Motyl 

b , (1987) in his examination of the Soviet Union, z each of which are as 

topical to the debate over the Meech Lake Constitutional Accord 

during 1990 as they were to Canada's 'lacquisition'l of the Rupert s b 

Land and the North-Western Territories in 1870, namely: 



1. How does.the state deal with its opponents? 

2. How does it i-ntqract with ethnicity? 

3. How does it reconcile the imperatives of 
survival, or self-maintenance, with those of - 
auto~omy? " *, 

- 

s"dh 
Oraanization f the Thesis P 

In order to accomplish the goal of answering ,the major and 

subsidiary research questions, this thesis has been organized along 

temporal lines. This will enable the major economic, legal and 

political events of the study period to be presented and examined 

as partv' of a process social change in the ~0rth.l The 

Of\ remainder of this chapter, hapter I, will present the general 

ent of the subsequent chapters and indicate 

how each -is essential to an understanding of the Current system of 

pol-itics and criminal justice within the N.W.T. 

e 

I Chapter I1 intyoduces the land and the peoples of the N.W.T. - 
* 

I Within this chapter, the ~orthern physical and human environments 
i are discussed in general terms. Essential to these di'scussions is 

B 
Y the presentation of the terminology commonly used when examining 

the aboriginal and non-aboriginal people's who make the Canadian 
L ,  

North their home, namely: Dene, Betis, , Inuit, and ' the 

EuropeanslEuro-Canadians ("Others1I in the current terminology used 
) 

by the Government of,the Northwest ~erritories). 

1 ~hrou~hout this thesis, the t LS I1North , " "Northern, 
llNort~rner,tt will be used to describe the areas of the 
residual or contemporary Northwest Territories and 'its 
residents regardless of ethnic origin. Similarly, the 

Lterm "North Western Territories, If ll~orth-west 
Territories, It ItNorthwest Territories, and "N.W.T. will - 
be used interchangeably, as appropriate to the temporal 
period, to describe the jurisdiction being.reviewed. 
Those areas and residents of Canada south ~f the 6 W h  
degree of latitude will be desczibed as tlSouth,ft 
I1Southern Canada, and as tlSoutherners. !I 



Chapter I11 offers an examination of the -various theories and 

..models which have been applied in the past to analyze the 
- 

relationships between the Canadian state and the Northwest 

Territories. These models have traditionally included the notions 

of colonialism and its variants - dependency, development and 
underdevelopment - and the varibus theories of the State. There is 

a brief di'scussion of their strengths and weaknesses'when applied 

to a study of the North and its peoples as well as their general 

tendency towards economic reductionism while ignoring the inherent 

political aspects and nature of the processes of change within the 

N.W.T. Finally, this chapter offers the reader, who may not be 

familiar with the works of Alexander Motyl, an opportunity to 

. ' become acquainted with his 1987 discussion "on state stability and 

ethnic hegemony wjthin the Soviet Union. ~ollowing the 
rn 

presentation of,Motylns (1987) concepts, their applicability to an 
,? +. - .  

understanding of Canada's Fourth World will be assessed. 
+& 

I;h 
.. + 

Chapter IV begins bitl? the assqnptiqa that the9history of the 

North is one of massive so-cia1 change whibh *as been unparalleled 

elsewhere in Canadd*. Indeed, it wz$l beiprgued '&at this chginge 

has been a9ong-term ratibnal prpcesawf change~on the part of the % h . w 

larger Euro-Canadian society. . This chafier examines the 
pa, 

*aditional approaches which, soci& sciin lsts hive utilized to t, 
understand the aboriginal'peoples of the their rich social 

R 
and cultural heritage, their current problems, and p~aspects for 

the future. As the processes of chaAge are l-ong-term in nature. 

either an ethnohistorical or historical approach appears to offer 

the. most' appropriate method for this thesis; This thesis will 

utilize a historical approach as financial and other &dnstrai&s 

have prevented the use of the'former method. 

5 

Chapter V employs a historical analysis to identify those 

processes of change whish had been present prior to ~onf?ederation 

in 1867 and during the foPlowing years. Motyl's notions of 

stabiEity abd ethnic hegemony will be discussed in order to 



illustrate thei.r appropriateness in Northern social fesearch. The 

contemporary views towards aboriginal people5 and Rupert's   and and 
the North-Western Territories will be presented. Similarly,, the 

4, 

results of the transformation of Anglo-Canadian values into the 

Dominion governments public policy as applied to the ~orth and 

aboriginal peoples will be analyzed using Motylls concepts. 

Finally, this chapter presents the 1835 murder case involving three I 

Metis trappers, Baptise Cadien, Creole La Graisse, and Baptise 

Jourdain, as an example of the attitudes of %he dominant society of 

that time towards the "savages and half-savages" as they labelled 

the aboriginal peoples. 

Chapter VI discusses many of the notable events which occurred 

between 1870 and 1930, such as the nacquisitiontt of the region, the 

creation of the Yukon Territory and the provinces of Alberta, 

Saskatchewan and Manitoba,, and the evolution of the Northwest 

Territories Council. Finally, the role of the police in attaining 

Sir John A. Macdonaldfs "National PolicyU and the- peaceful 

assimilation of the west (including the North), the establishment 

, of a de f a c t o  police administration supported by the Stipendiary . 

Magistrate's Courts will be discussed (Jenness, 1964, 1968;-' 

Morrison, 1973). Their respective roles in upholding +(enforkhg?) 
the generalized, Anglo-Canadian law will be examined. A . .  

Chapter. VII examines the political activity which occurred 

within the truncated Northwest Territories ,during the "1925-1945 
- period (Chartrand, 1986; Jehness, 1964, 1968). In this chapter, it 

- - is . argued - that the government priorities of' sovereignty and . 
.) 

political stability had been established during the previdCs study 

period resulting in over two decades of neglect by the central 

government. This neglect did not halt the establishment of 

additional police detachments, the use of Southern-based ucircuittf 

courts to bring justice into the North nor- the retention of 

centralized political control in Ottawa. 



* Chapter VIII examines the period, 1945-1975, when the 

colonization of the Northwest Territories began in earnest, 
* .  .FesuiLting in the rapid expansion of government a~tivity t 

the region, and ending with the increasing awareness of 

of N-ortherners, both aboriginal and nowboriginal alike. It was 

during this Iperiod, for example, that the R.C.M.P. began to ,adapt 

the roles played by aboriginal Northerners $n their ranks from 
d 

guidesrand dog--handlers towards the performance of regular police 

duties. Similarly, the establishment of the Territorial antl 

Supreme Courts in the Northwest ~erritories was the first major ' 

step' toiards aboriginal legal acculturation as the courts brought 

"justice to every man's doorff in the Northwest Territories. Unique 

to the correctional systems in Canada, this period would bear 

silent witness to the establishment of the N.W.T. Corrections 

Service which had the cosmetic appearances of blending aboriginal 

and non-aboriginal values and belief systems. However, the effects 

of a Northern correctional system would be to reinforce middle- 

class, non-aboriginal Canada. , 

\ 
ChapterJ IX, considers the imposition of the ~uro-~anadian 

systems of politics and criminal justice, the debire of Northerners 

to preserve many aspects of Northern living. This chapter will 
1 

present the efforts of the Northerners since -1975 to resist past 

and present colonial actions of the central goJernrnent, maintain 

their ethnic identity and seek ethnic survival -through the 

establishment of autonomous legal and political structures. Just - 
as the decisions and structure of the courts will serve, as 

indicators of how these two opposing have continued to clash, the 

recent Agreements-in-Principle concerning land claims anq self- 
b 

government will illustrate the renewal of Northern aspirations and 
d L 

the %beginning of a spirit of compromise. 

II 

8 
In Chapter X, the major arguments set forth in the previous 

seven chapters are summarized and conclusions about the future of 

krimipal justice iA the Northw'est Territories are offered. It 
1 



B , * 
, 

focuses on the efforts of the central government, notably within 
I 

the qreas of politics and criminal justice, to maintain its own 

versions of stability and ethnic hegemony and the counter-balancing 

efforts" of Northerners to become self-determinant in those same 

areas. In conclusion, this thesis "will offer1 researchers 

directions for future socio-legal research in the ~orthw~st 

Territories. 



C H A P T E R 1 1  , 

'i 

*HE L& AND TH* PEOPLE 
\ 
t' . 

On€ of the major aims of this thesis is to provide scholars . 
'I 

with an opportunity t o  understand the potential of the criminal 

justice system - t b  act as an agent for social change. Nowhere .does 

this become more apparent* than wh&tudying the rapid social, 

political, and economic changes which 'have occurred in the 'NWT 
since Canada acquired this area from Great Britain.   his chapter 
will present a brief description of the.physica1 geography of the 

area presently' defined as Canada's Northwest Territories and the 

peoples, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal, who make it the;r 

home. 

Northern Canada's Environment 

The scope of this thesis is quite broad in terms of its 

+spatial and temporal focus. This thesis examines, from a spatial 

perspective, the vast land mass and archipelago ceded by Great 

Britain to the Dominion of Canada in 1870 and 1880, respectively. 

Fortunately, ,hodeve< thp territorial development of ~anar:a, since 

1870, has truncated" geographic size of the Northwest Territories 

from nearly ninety percent of British North ~rnerica-to less than 

two-thirds of the.. current Dominion of Canada. This section will 

(present a brief description of the physical geography of Canada's - 

~orthwest"~erritories. u 

. . 

The 'question What are the boundarjlds of Canada ' s North?I1 ,has 
, 

,beer! asked by researchers seeking a geographical, political, or 

social* definition. a Canadian geographer Louis-Edmond Hamel in, 
* 

considered the ,doyen of those seeking to',delineate Northern CSnada 

from its southern neighbours, utilizes I1nordicityJ1 as a method.of * .  

delineating these two regions from each other. Based on a ten-pa-rt 

index which measures relatdive northern location, degree of northern 



". 

gerjgraphic-or physj.cal environment, and the type of human acfivity, 

Hamelin (-1978) argues that ~anada's North bas decreased in mass by 
3 

~ O S  since the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~ ~  brimsrily, as the result of improvements in 

transportation technology and its resultant northern expansion oy - s 

the ~anadianQ~o~ulation and economy (Hamelin, 1978:15-46). i 

From a political perspective, it is' possible to delineate th'e 

' territorial North as the land mass and archipelago north of the 
sixtieth parallel (excluding Nouveau-Quebec and Labrador). It is 

that arbitrary lin; on a map which sets the colonial Gone of the 

relations betw'een the federal government in Ottawa and the peoples 

of the North. Indeed, it illustrates that both the ~ukon~~erritory 

and the Northwest Territories are, currently, colonial extensions 

of the Canadian state, dependent upon the latter's largesse for 

their continued existence. , -+% 

* 
3 

Although the Canadian shield covers large portions of both 

tlSodthernlt ~anada and the Northwest Territories, it i's possible to 
C 

delineate these regions in terms of their respective physical 

environments. The peaks and watersheds of tBe Mackenz4e Mountains p 

provide the western boundary of the ~ort%west Territories, Canada Is 

largest, sing4e jurisdiction. ~xparrding eastward and northward 

from that mountain range one finds two distinct geographies: the 

, subarctic taiga and the arctic tundra which is found above the 
treeline. Stretching across the subarctic areas of the Northwest 

Territories is found-the Canadian Shield and the taiga andqtundra 

which cover it. b 

. 
- 

The taiga region is best described in physical,terms as a 
L 

series of rivers and lakes, rolling hills, and boreal forests 

comprised of blaqk spruce, birch, fir, poplar, tamarack, and willow 6, 

(Coates, 1985:16-18). The Liqrd, Mackenzie, ~ahanni, and Slave 

River systems along with the two largest lakes, Great Slave Lake 

and Great Bear Lake, form the major waterways of the region. The 
~ackenzie River, for example, drains over 1600 km. from the western 

9 
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ark of' Great ~1a;e Lake in the south 

. the Beaufort Sea. The short, summer 

amount of wildlife abundant throughout 

- * 
toeX;its .northern terminus in 

season has not reduced the 

the region. The abundance of 

fur-bearing mammals (beaver, fox, mink, muskrat, otter), game 
* - 

animals (brownjblack bear, silver-tipped. grizzly bear=, bison, 

woodlands caribou, moose) and fish (arctic grayling, pickerel, 
O i .  

pike, sturgeon, trout, whitefish) have been the staples of the 
. , 

&original economy-. ~uring the lakt fifty years the non-renewable 

resources (gold, 'lead-zinc, uranium, petroleum, natural gas) of the 

region have3becom& apparent and attracted attention from resource 
,P 

corporations and the federal goverriment in the South. 
U 

/ 

The treeless, tundra region is typified by the exposed rock 

which predominates the landscape. The rock forms are not, however, 

typical and range from rolling hills to spectacular mountains such 

as Mount Thor in Auyuittuq National Park on Baffin Island. 
m 

Vegetation throughout the region is a mixture of mosses, lichens, . - 

scrub grass and miniature pine and willow.. This limited vegetation 

base supports, however, an *extensive population of mammals 

(barrenland caribou, fox,.arctic hare, and muskox) and hundreds of 

migratory-and non-migratory birds. Similarly the inshore waters 

are rich with fish (arctic char, cod, herring and shrimp) and sea 

mammals. (polar bear, beluga whale, killer whale, narwhal; various - 

seals, and walrus) . These aatural resources have tradit'ionally 

supported, albeit in cycles of feast and famine, a limited human 

population. In $erms of ndn-renewable resources , there are two 
producing lead-zinc mines within the Arctic Archipelago and 

extensive reserves of oil and natural gas in the High Arctic. 

The Northwest ~Grritories stretches across three time zones, 

and covers nearly 3 million kms. and yet has a total population of 

only 53,000 residents, of whom Dene comprise 22%,  Metis account for 

18%, Inuit are 35%, pnd the remainder non-Native. Thus, it becomes 

mandatory to distinguish between these ,groups of Northerners. 

. L $ 





Addressins the semantic Concerns : ttNativett, vs. "nativett 

P 

After coiiversations during which, the concepts of "culturet1, 

tlnatives't or "Indian~'~ were discussed, this anthrbpologist-turned- 

criminologist has been observed walking away while muttering 

Comments about his "heathen criminological brethrentt. How does the 

criminologist steeped $n the traditions of either psychology or 

sociology, for example, operationalize these concepts? - Indeed, 

anthropologists Cho employ these terms as their stock-in-trade 

routinely disagree with others within- their own discipline. on the 

,definition and use of them! Therefore;prior to addressing the 

Kistory 'of indigenous-incursive relations in Canada's Northwest - 

Territories it is necessary to delineate the conce~ts and 

definitions bsed throughout this discussion. These concepts 

include: culture, natiGe/~ative, and Indian. 

(i) Cu1ture:'Culture is regarded by many as the most cent'ral 

concept of anthropo1,ogy and ethnographic inquiry. Unfortunately as 

such a central tenet ofs the discipline. it is also the most hotly 

debated one. Cashmore s ~ictionary of >;ace and Ethnic Relations 
P (Second Edition) (1988) illustrates this lack of consensus, for 

example, by noting that: \ 

Defined by Sir Edward Tyler in 1871, as when 'taken in 
its.wide ethnographical sense1 being 'that complex whole 
which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, . , 

custom and any other capabilities and hAbits acquired by 
man as a member of societyt. Since then, definitions 
have proliferated with little if any increase in 
precision. Sir Raymond Firth has , written that If 
society is taken to be an aggregate of social relations, 
then culture is the content of those relations. Society 
emphasizes the human component, the aggregate of peop'le 
and the relations between them. Culture emphasizes the 
component of accumulated resources; immaterial as well as 
material (Cashmore,. 1988:68), 

- 

- ,  Similar$y, Kottakls Anthropolosy: The Exploration of Human 
biversitv (Second Edition) (1978) presents the consensual, 



mainstream definition of culture as: - 
I 

That which is transmitted .thhrough learning, behaviour 
patterns, and modes of thought acquired by humans as 
members of society. Technology, language, patterns of 
group organization,.and ideology are aspects of culture 
(1978: 536). a -  h Y 

For the purposes of this thesis, a hybrid definition of culture 

will be employed. Based upon the works of Kottak (1978) and 

Cashmore (1988) culture will be accepted as: 

That which is transmitted through learning, behaviour*' 
patterns, and modes of thought acquired by humans as ' 
members of society. .Cultures are dynamic as individuals - 
come t o  terns with changing circumstances (such as new 
technology) they' change their ways and shared meanings 
change with them. 

(ii) ~ative/native: It is recognized that the terms 

, ttabor,iginaltt , ttAmprindiann, ttIndianltI ttindigenoustt, ttInuitlt, and 

"~etis" have been used interchangeably and incorrectly with the 

, all-inclusive term ttnativett. The-use of the terms ttNativett and/or 

ttnativetl is a case-in-point. The classification provided by 

. Peterson and Brown (1985) will be adapted herein and employed 

n t h r ~ ~ q h o ~ t ~ t h i ~ ~ d i ~ ~ u ~ ~ i o n  to include: 

Native, when written with a small Int, is the racial term 
for those persons possessing any degree of Amerindian 
ancestry' in' Canada. Written with a ~ a p i t a l . ~ ~ ~ ,  Native 
is a socio-cultural or political term for the original 
and subsequent-Amerindian peoples who have evolved into 
distinct but related cultural groups (Petersonand Brown, 
1985: 6). 

(iii) Indian: Perhaps no other definition associated with .the 

native peoples of Canada is misunderstood and subsernently misused 

to the same dkree as the single term "Indianu. Originating with 

Columbust discovery of the Caribs at Hispaniola in 1492, the term 

"Indianu has evolved into a legal definition within the federal 



" Indian Act (1985) . Indeed, within the interpretive sections of 

the -Indian Act (1985) have c q e  i n t ~  force the following legal . 
definition: 

•˜2 (1) llIndianll .means any person who pursuant to this, .. 
Act,is registered as an Indian or is entitled 
to be registered as an Indian; 

, n 

This definition provides only a limited understanding of who 

actually is an llIndiann other than in law. The inherent inadequacy 

of the definitions within the Indian Act '(1985) is i+s- lack of 

precision and incompleteness. Nicholls (1966:l) argues, for 

example, that the Indian Act (1952) mere a dichotomy 

between "Indianw and all other Canadians 

without distinguishing between cultural'or legal characteristics. 

Similarly, Weafer (1986) notes that controlled registration as an 

llIndianll is the delineating characteristic under the federal Indian 

Act (1985): 

It is also important to indicate that the legal 
definition of the term llIndianll may tend to exclude a 
large number of native people. It is the Indian Act. of 
Canada that defines an llIndianll as an individual who is 
registered as an Indian. It is obvious that this -would 
exclude those natives not registered, as well as Inuit 
and Metis. Thus, one must use caution when utilizing the 
term llIndianll and-the literature which may only focus on 
registered Indians (Weafer, 1986:21). 

For the purposes of this thesis, - Weafer Is caveat will be heeded and 

the terms l1nativel1 and/or l*Nativetl will be used in the contexts 

discussed herein, however, the term llaboriginalll is preferred. 

Indeed, wherever possible the terminology used by Northern peoples 

to describe themselves, namely l'Denel1, 'lMetisll and 'llInuitll, will be 
- 

applied. It is interesting to note $hat these terms are dften 

2 An Act to Amend the Indian Act, 1985 (Can.), c.27, 
hereafter the Indian Act (1985) . 
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d / I  ', 
discarded in the political arena in favour of the collective term 

"aboriginal peoples". 

Northerners. All: Dene, Metis, 1nuit and others3 

(i) Dene: -During 1976, average Canadians were first exposed 

to the term "~ene'; (~ronounced "Dennay*') on a national basis with 

the publication'of the Dene Declaration. That declaration was an 
* articulation of both the sense of frustration felt byemany Dene and 

their questfor self-qetermination. This may be seen, in section 4 

of the Declaration which states "The definition of tfie Dene is the 

right of the Dene. The- Dene know who- they are" (in ~atkins', 

1977: 186) . For Euro-Canadians living and/or working in the 

northern areas of Alberta and Saskat~hewan as wel.1 as the Mackenzie 

Valley-Great Slave Lake areas of the Northwest Territories, that 
T 

term was much more familiar. Dene leader George Erasmus (1977) i 

presents how this term and its usage has evolved: 

We have always called ourselves 'Dene. Simply 
translated, we defined ourselves as 'people, as 
different from the animals. With the coming of the 
Europeans, we developed t h ~  term l~enell to mean not only 
ourselves as a people separate from the animals, but. 
ourselves as separate from the Europeans (in Watkins, 
1977 : 178) . P- 

6 
The post-contact Dene lifestyle has been described as a 

migratory, subsistence mode of living which 'is gradually giving way 

to a modernized, sedentary lifestyle (cf. Coates, 1985,; Coates and 

For the purposes of brevity, this chapter, it is seen 
prudent to present only brief discussions of the social, 
political and cultural attributes of Den@, Metis, Inuit, 
and non-Native society in the North. For a fuller 
understanding of these peoples, the reader is directed 
to : David   am as Ted. ) Handbook of North American Indians. 
Volume 5: Arctic (1984) and June Helm (ed.) Handbook of 
North American 1ridians. ~olume'6: subarctic (1981); and 
Kenneth Coates and Judith Powell The Modern North: 
Pepale, Politics and the Reiection of Colonialism (1989) . ' 

15 



Source: ~ u n e    elm (ed. ) Handbook of ~orth American Indians. Vol . 
5: Subarctic, (1981) . 

Powell, 1989; Crowe, 1974; Dacks, 1981;'Damas, 1969; Helm, 1981; 

Jenness, 1968) . In general terms, much of the traditional, 

consensual-style of leadership and the primacy of the extended- 

family remains intact in the small, Dene communities in the 

treeline areas of the Northwest Territories. Indeed, most Dene 

' communities range in size from 50 to 750 persons although there 

exist the larger, regional communities of Rae-Edzo, Hay River, Fort 

Smith, Fort Simpson and Yellowknife (GNWT Bureau of Statistics, 

l989b). While the arrival of the Euro-Canadians has had a dramatic 

impact upon the traditional lifestyle of most Dene., their 

16 



"'traditionalM lifestyle is currently romanticized by many, both 

Dene and ~uro-Canadians, and practised by fewer Dene as a 

subsistence hunting/trapping existence with surplus fur yields sold - 

'for the necessities of life. Recently urbanization, individual and 

collectiye -trauma (Shkilnyk, 1984), and the decline-of the fur 

lndustry in Canada have had debilitating results upon the cultural 

resilience : d f  many Dene, who are in turn, are suc&umbing to 

pressures from the South to issirnilate. This may be seen in the 

decline in the relative importance of the extended family, elders, 

and.traditiona1 methods of confzict resolution and socia~control. 

Generally speaking and for the purposes of this thesis, the 

term I1Dene1l has referred to the ~thapaskan-speaking, native peoples 

of the Mackenzie Valley-Great Slave Lake areas of the Northwest 

.Territories. This definition includes those persons of Chipewyan, 

Dogrib-, Hare, Kutchin) ~oucheuk, Nahanni, ~ahtu Dene, Slave and 
,+* 

Yellowknife ancestry, who identify themselves as IfDenelf regirdless 

of their legal status under the I n d i a n  Act (1985). 

(ii) Metis: The Metis peoples have laboured under the yoke 

imposed by government definitional imprecision far more than any 

other ~ative group in Canada. In Home and Native Land: Aborisinal 

. R'icrhts and the Canadian Constitution (1984), ;~sch ndtes that the 

definition of llIndianll has taken on new polemic distinctions, 

namely Ifstatus Indianstf and flnon-status Indiansv1 as: 

status Indiansn refers to those persons who are 
registered under the Akt; and "non-status Indianst1 are 
those who have lost, or as the government phrases it, 
"have not m a i n t a i n e d  their rights as status Indiansf1 
(statistics Canada n.d.:7). Government, although using a 
separate verbal designation for non-status Indians, has 
tended to place this group, administratively, into the 
same category as I1Metis1' - a. category that, at least 
until the Constitution Act of 1982, did hot have 
llspecialv rights as aboriginal people (Asch, 1984~25). 

The question of Metis group membership remains somewhat 



unclear at this time, a fact which may hinder individual inclusion 

as an aboriginal person within the .meaning of 5% of the 

Constitution Act ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  4 While metissage, the process 05 

intermarriage between individual natives and non-natives, has been 

occurring since the early post-contact 'period in ~anada metisation 

or the creation of a Metis identity is still occurring (Peterson ' " +  

and Brown, 1985:4-5; ~ee6ey, 1977:ll). Peterson and Brown (1985) 

offer the definition of I1Metisl1 which shares the belief of many 

~uro-Canadians that-Metis were: 
I 

I 

Persons of mixed Indian and European ancestry who, for 
whatever reasons, are not regardea as either Indian or 
white are referred to, often pejoratively, as 

- I1halfbreeds, " l1breeds, It llmixed-bloods, "metis, I1michif 
or 'Inon-status Indian.I1 Collectively, they are 
characterized by an almost universal landlessness and an 
oppressive poverty, conditions which historically have 
inhibited political combinatioq or action (1985:4). 

While this definitidn may have characterised many Metis during 

the 1885-1945 period it is taken as a pofitical' statement of - .  
ethnogenesis by the Metis ~ational cbuncil,. As a council, they 

hold that: e 

the llMetisll people form "a distinct indigenous nation 
with a history, culture and homeland in western Canada, 
llconsisting specifically of the descendants of those who 
were dispossessed by Canadian government actions from 
1870 on ,(Peterson and Brown, 1985:6), I 

which is a position that is strongly contested by the Native 

., - Council of Canada. The latter body believes that Metis are those 

people "who base their claim on national rights rather than 

aboriginal rights" (Peterson and Brown, 1985~6). It is fortunate 

Constitution Act ( 1 9 8 2 ) .  Enacted by the Canada Act 
( 1 9 8 2 )  , (U.K. ) , c. 1 Amended by the Constitution 
Amendment Proclamation, 1983, in force June 21., 1984, 
hereafter the Constitution Act ( 1 9 8 2 ) .  . - 



that this division has been temporarily put aside in favour of a 
b 

joint Dene-Metis ~ ~ r e e m e n t - i n - ~ r i n c i m t h e  settlement of 

land claims with the federal government. 

Thus, as a people, Metis have internalized the positive 

- aspects of an externally imposed ethnic boundary and, in turp, 

regard themselves as rnichif or in the middle of two ,ethnic groups 

and endowed with the strengths of bath cultures. For' the purposes 

of this thesis, the'definition of Metis offered by Feeney as: 

persons of mixed White and Dene parentage and who 
-consider themselves to be distinct and separate from both 
Dene and Whites (some persons of mixed White and Dene 
parentage consider themselves to be Dene) (Feeney, - : - 1977:ll) ; 

- coalesces the Metis identity in the Northwest Territories and will - 
be utilized to discuss this dynamic group who share'the land with 

peoples of the Western Arctic. 

(iii) Inuit: Until theb end of the Second World 'War two 

factors limited the understanding of Canada s most-northerly 

resident?, Inuit, by the' dominant Euro-~anadian society: 1) the 

re~oteness and extremes of the ~rctic and, 2) the lack of 'the 

necessary transp~rtation and other technolocp to sustain contact 

with the region and its' peoples. These factors .cgntributed to 

incofrect views and a general InTyth-understanding'[sic] of Ynuit. 

4 PInuit" is the current term of general application used to 
D 

describe the aboriginal residents of the Circumpolar Arctic from 

Siberia eastward to Greenland, whose ancestors traditionally 

occupied territories along the Arctic Coasts and above the tree 

,line. Although Inuit share a common genetic origin they are not a 

homogeneous population., There are regional differences in 

language, material culture and cultural persistence despite the 

efforts of the dominant society in their respective nation. An 



.Source: David Damas (ed. ) , Handbook, of North American Indians, 
Volume 6: Arctic, (1984), 

example of this diversity may been seen gin the terminology Inuit 

use to+' describe themselves: Y u p i k  .'(Siberia),  nup plat (Alaska), " 
I " 

Eskimo (Alaska, Central Canadian Arctie), I n u v i a l u i t  (Mackenzie 

DeltqIBeaufort Sea* areas and Western Canadiarf Arctic), and 

~ n u i t / I n n u i t  (Eastern ~anadian Arctic, Nouveau-Quebec, Labrador, 

Greenland). 

~raditional Inuit so.ciety was constrained by the available 

resources and technology in the region. The seasonal rhythms., 

based on the summer 'and winter environments, were aimed at 

harvesting the seal and caribou resources essential for survival. 

Group survival mechanisms and 'activities were enculturated and 

maintained by the three'primary influences within the culture: the 

-miut  group (extended-family) , the i nummar i i t  (elders) , and the 
angakkoq (shamap) . These factors influenced the organization an"d 



the social regulation/social control mechanisms which it,employed. 

As with Dene in the Western Arctic, Inuit have been subject to 

recent influences from Southern Canada and not only exhibit many 

signs of individual and collective trauma, but have assimilated 

much .of $he Euro-~anadian values and beliefs. 

For ,the purposes of this thesis, the term l1InuitU will be 

, 'util'ized in deference to the aboriginal preference. The past terms 
uvE~kimoll an& llEsquimauxu, both adaptations of a Chipewyan word 

meaning "Eaters of raw meat", are not used throughout this text, 

although they will be retained within quoted extracts for the 

purposes of historical accuracy. Indeed, Lange (1972:~) notes that 

these latter terms are disliked by many Inuit, notably those 

'residing in the Eastern Canadian Arctic, and seen as a pejorative 

term and remnant of colonialism. 

(iv) Others (whites/~uro-canadians): This category, like the 

previous one describing Indians, is fraught$ with imprecision. 

ll~uro-~anadians~ includes, as ~ravitz (1974 : 7) noted, Itall non- 

indigenous residents, 1. e. English, ~anadian, Japanese, Jewish, 
b ,  . 

East f ndian, West Indian, etc. of',the Northwest Territories. The 

use of thik term has generally been used to refer to "the White 

population found in the Canadian ~rctic, for Canadians and 

Europeans form its largest part" (Lange (1972:~). Feeney 

(1977:11), for example, offers the explanation that Earo-Canadian 

refers ltprima'rily to Caucasian Anglophone Canadians, although many 

of the characteristics extend more generally to North Americans of 

European descent who are part of the industrial, capitalist 

economy. I' 

In general terms, it is often the socio-economic status and/or 

transient nature of this group which separates it from the 

aboriginal , peoples of the North. While the number of Euro- 

Canadians living in the North is leks than tie aboriginal 

population, its 88% participation rate in the Northern economy is 



dramatically highek than the 56% aboriginal+partic&pation rate. 

concomitant to these figures are the higher rates of personal 
\ - % 

income an6 improved housing standards among Euro-Canadians, often 
- 

provided by their employers (GNWT Bureau of statistics, 1989a). 

One groblem which ' has been endemic in the Northwest 

Territories is the transient nature of many Euro-Canadians employed 

there. Although the number of long-term Northerners is increasinq, 
\ 

one analyst noted that: 
9, 

"About eighty percent of non-transient non-natives are 
prepared for no more than a few years stay in the Arctic. - 
Some leave after building up a nest egg of cash; others, 
especially government employees, are transferred or 
promoted out of c~mrnunities.~~ Workers in the Beaufort 
Sea and at the Nanisivik and Polaris mines represent 
northern mobility at its most eytreme. From the beginning 
of these projects, the people have been flown in and out 
on rotation, spending from three to six weeks in the 
North, usually within the confines of a company camp, and 
then given a furlough of equal length in the South. 
While technically they are northern workers, these.highly 
paid indivi-ls have had only a marginal: impact on 
northern society and have returned very .little tp the 
region (Coates and Powell, 1989:  17) . J 

Prior to the 1970s most earlier writers employed the term 

I1White1l to describe the incursive population, or . Euvopean/Euro- 

Canadians, in the North. Dur.ing the 1970s the Government of the 

Northwest Territories began to categorize the populations of the 

North through the use of ethnic or pseudo-ethnic labels: llDenell for 

status Indians, I1Metist1 for non-status Indians, ltInuitll for persons 

of Eskimoan heritage, and "OthersI1 for persons not included within 

the previous labels'including EuropeanslEuro-Canadians, Asians, and 

Africans. This term has been used in general application by the 

governments in the North as the label for ~uro-~anadians, however, 

due to their numbers. In deference to these practices in the 

~orthw&t Territories, the term tl~uro-~anadiansll ' will be given 

general application throughout this thesis. However, those terms 



employed in quoted excerpts will remain. In the case of the 

Inuktitut (the language of Inuit), this has included the following 

diale'kt variations: k a b l o o n q ,  k r a b l  d n a k ,  k a d l u n a k ,  k a l l u n a k ,  

q a l u n a k ,  q a d l u n a k ,  and q a l l u n a a q .  



+is+- ,&: 
Concepts of the State 

r: 
\ 

Numerous philosophers, scientists and sociologists 

have written about the concept of5 the state and its role in 

regulating human activities -&&- both the individual and aggregate 

levels. From the liberal thinkers of the sixteenth and seventeenbh 
g$3 * 

centuries through to the sociolo~idbl, albeit functionalist , 
"@ 

wrLtings of the eighteenth and nFneteenth centuries and, finally, 

to Marxist works written in the nineteenth anitwerptieth centuries, 

much ink has been spilled in mankind's efforts to find an all- 

encompassing understanding of the state. This chapter will spill 

yet more ink as it examines the various perspectives of state 

theory as well as the notions of colonialism, development/ 

underdevelopment, stability; and ethnic hegemony as they relate to 

discussions of the relations between the Canadian state and the 

Northwest ~erritories. 

For the purposes of this discussion, several authors were 
' d 

surveyed in order to acquire a rudimentary understanding of what 
constitutes the state and its role in those societies practising a 

capitalist mode of production (cf.. ,Brym, 1985; Held, 1983; 

 nutt ti la, 1987; Motyl, 1987). Although'a seconpary source and, 

thereby, an interpretation of original authors, Murray Knuttila s 

State *~heories: From Liberalism to the Challenses of Feminism 

(1987) provided a broad-based perspective and,summary of the major 

school; of thought concerning the state to which the author is 
7.. 

indebted. State theorists, according to Knuttila (1987), may be 

classified initially by their perspectives on the question of what 

constitutes human nature: 

Some theorists might argue. that there is in fact a iixed' 
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and static. human nature, that human beings 'are, by 
nature, self-centred, egotistical,< aggressive, . anG 
possessive individuals. Others argue that there is no 
such thing as a fixed "human natureut and maintain thatf 
human beings are largely the products of the social 
environment into which they have been born and in which 
they develop. The conceptions held about the fundamental 
character of the species obviously have significant 
implications for any larger view ' of society and - 
ultimately for a view of the state (Knuttila, 1987:lO). 

The classical liberal theorists, such as Hobbes and Locke, 

would be representative of those who subscribe to the former 

beliefs. Indeed, they would be most likely to regard basic human 

nature as a priori and the creation of a social contract as the 

competitive expression of that human nature. Political scientist 

Roger Scruton (1983) notes that, while it is almost impossible to 

reduce liberalism to a single theoretical position, liberalism: 

expresses the political theory of limited government: and 
conveys the political sentiments of the modern man, who 
sees himself as detached fromtradition, custom, religion 
and prejudice, and deposited in the world with. no 
guidarice beyond that ' which his own reason can provide. 
Hence, if there is a reasoned account to be offered of 
fundamental human liberties and rights, the individual 
can judge the legitimacy of political institutions by the 
extent of their respect for them, and extend his 
allegiance accordingly (Scruton, 1983:269). 

within a Hobbesian framework, for example, the creation, of a social 

contract would- emerge from the conditions of continual and 

perpetual war (at thetindividual rather than collecfive level).,and 

mankind's search for solutions to improve their everyday living 

conditions (Held, 1983:6). 

The state would be created as the individual, being a member 

of a,collective, willingly or unwillingly, relinquishes certain 

rights of self-action or self-government in return for assurances 

from the group that the common or public good would be maintained 

by that collective. Within these liberal belief stements are 



found the roles 0.f the state, namely: to maintain order, ensure ' 

individual safety from the'self-centred actions of others,. and to 

encourage a stable growth of the larger society (Held, 1983:8-12). 

These functions would remain essentiallythe same regardless of the 

form of government or the mode of production practised by the 

society under review. Knuttila (1987), for example, offers a 

succinct explanation of the l a c u s  and role of the state, claiming 

that: 

For the classical liberal, the state stands outside and 
even above civil society, servinq the role of an umpire 
in the contests and- conflicts that permeate market 
society. The state's role is not to eliminate conflict, 
but rather to provide for a minimal basis of order and to 
adjudicate conflicts as they arise (Knuttila, 1987'49). 

Rejecting notions of the state operating outside civil 

society, acting as the arkiter between "disputes, and seeking +the - 
public good, elite theorists such as Bottomore (1964) and Porter 

(1965), perceive the state as stratified and operated for the 

benefit.of the powerful elites within that society. Elites, they 

claim, are.a natural evolution within any group or society as 

individuals seek to attain status, . power, and dominati.0~ over 
others. Acknowledging the plurality of elites in many stratified 

societies, Bottomore (1964) comments on those conditions which may 

lead to development of elites: 

1 

If, however, we were to find, in a particular type of 
society, that the movement of individuals and families - 

between the different social levels was so continuous and 
so extensive that no group of families was able to 
maintain itself for any length of time in a situation of 
economic and political pre-eminence, then we should have 
to say that in such a society there was no ruling class 
(Bottomore, 1964 : 43) . 

3 

Indeed, he . notes that such preconditions contribute to our 

3 understanding of the ,roles which elites play in such societies. 

For example, Bottomgre (1964) of,fers the view that: 



With their help we Can attempt to distinguish between 
societies in which there is a ruling class, and at the 
same time elites which represent particular aspects' of 
its interests; societies in which there is no ruling 
class, but a political elite which founds its power upon 
the 'control of the administration, or upon military 
force, rather than upon property ownership and 
inheritance; and societies in which there exists a 
multiplicity of elites among which no cohesive and 
enduring group of powerful individuals or families seems 
to' be discernable at all (Bottomure, 1964 : 44) . 2 -  

This statement is in direct conflict with the views of the 

classical, liberal theorists who hold human nature as predetermined 

and immutable. Found within the economic, laboyr, political, 

bureaucratic, and ideological arenas of society, elites are created -. 

through the interplay between individual effort and the existing . 

social organization (Knuttila, 1987:61). Beginning with those 

concepts of mobility and multiplicity of elites offered by 

Bottomore (1964) and concluding with Porter's (1965:26-27) 

commentary on the hierarchical nature of social institutions, the 

notion of elites evolving and emerging from the mass of society has 

been a central tenet of elite theory. Indeed, elite theorists have 

tended to ignore the role of the state, claiming it has no autonomy 

or freedom of action, while favouring the study of how,individuals 

gain power and, then, exercise it to attain dominance over others 

(Knuttila, 1987: 50-63). 

~he'value of elite theory for students of the state and, in 

particular, the relationships between the Canadian state and the 

North may be found in: (1) understanding the interplay and 

competition between bureaucratic elites and their respective 

agencies, and (2) understanding the manner by which economic 

elites, such as the Hudson's Bay Company and' various renewable 

,resource corporations in Canada, have influenced government policy 

in the North through their manipulation of the staple sectors of 

the Canadian and Northern economies. 
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That corpus of literature which claims a Marxian heritage may 
rh b-. 

be representative of the view thatyhuman nature and, by extension, 

human beings are social products. Regardless of their theoretical 

denomination of Marxist thought, theorists such as Miliband (1973), 
, x 

Milovanovic (1988), Panitch (1977), Poulamtzas (1972), and others 

differ from the elite theokists thkough their emphasis on class and 

class-interests rather than the latter's notion of individual 

efforts. 
I 

The state is perceived somewhat differently by those Marxist 
,- 

theorists who profess either a structural, instrumental, class- 

conflict (Gramscian), or a capital-logic approach towards 

understanding the state,and its roles. Of these four approaches 

structural Marxism and instrumental Marxism have received the,* 

largest amount of attention within the literature concerning the 

state. Within the 'instrumental perspective, for example, the.state 

is perceived as Iacking sufficient autonomy from the economic ' * .  

processes within the society and merely serves the interests of the 
- - 

dominant, ruling class. Structural Marxists, on-the other hand, 

argue that the state is autonomous from"the economic institutions 

and serves as an arena or domain for class-struggle while promoting 

the long-term reproduction of capital. Human agency or that 

capacity for autonomous human activity, favoured by elite 

theorists, is relegated by both approaches to secondary impor'tance 

behind the issues of class and class-struggle (Knuttila, 1987; 

MacLean, 1986; Motyl, 1987; Ratner, McMullan and Burtch, 1987). 
4 iT\ 

The value of a Marxistlneo-Marxist perspective for this 

discbssion may be found within its use as a tool in understanding 

the economic base of the North, legal and political arrangements 

between the North a d  the central government, and the metropolis- 

hinterland relationship that exists between the Northern resource- 

base and capital located in Southern Canada (Harris, 1968;; 

Jorgenson, 1971; Elias, 1975) . 



What these discussions highlight is the lack of consensus 

\ .  
which exists within the broad, theoretical range of state theory. 

Based within the theoretical perspectives di~cu3~ed in the previous 

paragraphs, this author *offers a hybrid definition of the state and 

its roles, namely: 

The state is the inititution within society which 
organizes the collective will of the people, defines and 
regulates the actions of'the populace, and promotes the 
general well-being of its citizenry. It's actions are 
influenced, directly and indirectly,' by the interests and 
actions of t h e  elite members and dominant classes within 
the society. 

d 
While this type of hybrid definition is vulnerable to attacks by 

the supporters of those theories which it attempts to consolidate, 

it may be strong enough, nevertheless, to stand an its own merit to 

withstand all attacks save the argument that it fails to address 

th,e issue of human nature, which is implicitly held to be a product 

of social interactions within a group. 

Concepts of'Ethnicity 

Just as with the previous section dealing with notions of the 

state and its role in our understanding of society, the concept of 

ethnicity, as distinct from- notions of culture, must also be 

discussed and an operational definition formulated.' The actual 

term I1ethnicityI1 has its origins within the   reek noun ethnos, 
meaning tribe orL people, and its adjecdve ethnikos. Cashmore 

5 - Intra-disciplinarydebateswithinanthropologyconcerning 
the definition and use of the concept of ethnicity - 

, continue to the present day. Rather than wading through 
a large number of examples, the reader is directed to 
Pierre van den Berghe1s The Ethnic Phenomenon (1987), 
Martin Margerls Race and Ethnic Relations: American and 
Global Perspectives (1985), and Alan Anderson and James 
Friderels Ethnicitv in Canada: Theoretical Perspectives 
(19819 for a fuller understanding of ethnicity and its 
contemporary use. 



(19881 summarizes the mainstream view within anthropology, namely: 

I ( 6 )  

. This 

ethnicity is the term used encapsulate the 
various types of responses 05 different 
groups; 

the ethnic group is based on a commonness of 
subjective apprehensions, whether shout + 

origins, interests or future (or a combination 
of these) ; 

material deprivation is the most fertile 
condition for the growth of ethnicity; 

the ethnic group does not have to be a 'race1 
in the sense that it is seen'by others as 
somehow inferior, though there is a very 
strong overlap and many groups that organize 
themselves ethnically are often regarded by 
others as a 'race'; 

ethnicity may be used for any number of 
purposes, sometimes as an *overt political 
instrument, at 'other times as a simple 
defensive s,trategy in the face of adversity; 

i 
ethnicity may become an increasingly important 
line of cleavage in society, though it is 
never entirely unconnected with class factors 
(Cashmore, 1988: 102) . , 

definition, notably its latter two aspects, offers an 

insight into the Dominion government's official use of ethnicity. 

Anderson and Frideres (1981) present such use to be based on four, 

criteria: 

4 
(1) ethnic origin, largely determined - according 

to Canadian census specification - by the 
mother tongue spoken by an individual or his 
patrilinear predecessor upon immigration to 
North America; or referring to patrilinear 
descent from a forefather claiming membership , 

in a certain ethnic group in a regior. from 
which he emigrated (not necessarily in the 
mother country), with this descent represented 
in a family name typical of the group (unless 
changed, e.g., Angkicized); - 



(2) mother tongue, i.e., a language traditionally 
spoken a by members 'of a particular ethnic 
group ; 

(3) ethnic-oriented religion, i. e., participation 
or membership in a religious affiliation ' 
recognized as the traditional religion of a 
?articular ethnic group; 

(4) folkways, i.e., the practice of certain ' 

customs unique to the group (Anderson and 
Fride~es, 1981: 37) . , 

While these definitions illustrate the components of ethnicity 

they both fail to present the temporal nature of thatf concept. 

Indeed, Cashmore (1988) notes that the salient feature 01 ethnicity 
is the consciousness it creates among its members during the 

preSent and over time. He states: 

Once the consciousness of being part of an ethnic group 
\ is created, it takes on a self-perpetuating qua1,ity and 

is passed from one generation to the next.. Distinct ' 

languhges, religioy beliefs, political institutions 
,become part of the ethnic baggage and children are reared 
to accept these (Cashmore, 1988:98-99). 

, 
For the purposes of this discussion and the thesis as a whole, 

the authbr presents ethnicity as: 

3 a sense of belonging to a roup brought about by shared 
experiences and/or origins such as commonalities of 
language, kinship, religious beliefs, and political 
oppression. Often ethnicjty may be 'developed across 
generations and may be used to provide for, not only, the 
growth and revitalization of the group, but for its 
cleavage from the resources of the larger society. 

Concepts of Stabilitv 

In discussions concerning the concept of the state, the notion 

. of stability often emerges. In the political context, stability is 

presented by Motyl (1987), who maintains that: 



As long as the state maintains all of its patterns of 
authority it maintains itself as the state it is and 
therefore is stable to, a greater or lesser degree. If 
any pattern of authority is, for whatever reason, 
replaced by another, then the original state has in fact 

- ceased to exist. (Mere changes in state personnel - such 
as changes in or of government - are unrelated to 
stability) (Motyl, 1987 : 14) . 

Indeed, Scruton (1983) elaborates on this perception of political 

stability, defining it as: . . . , 
- 

The securing of a regime from the treat of internal 
overthrow by revolution or rebellion .... However, 
political stability does not depend only upon money and 
arms, but also (so it seems) upon ideology and felt 
social unity, both of which may be provided by religion 
(Scruton, 1983:445). 

Threats to State Stability 

In the operational definition presented in the previous 

section, the notion of the state promoting the general well-being 

of the nation's citizenry was introduced. This notion has within 

it the' implicit idea of the state's roleto ensure not only the 

economic or class forces in society to the role which ethnic groups 

play in the activities of the stake and the relationship between 

its institutions. 

Alexander Motyl's Will the Non-Russians Rebel? Ethnicity and 

stability in the USSR (1987) provides the theoretical basis for an 

alternative approach, based on the notions of ethnicity and state 

stability, to understanding the dominant Euro-Canadian society's 

use of the criminal justice system in the ~orthwest Territories 

since 1870. This text is an examination of the politics within the 

Soviet Union and its component republics since the Revolution in 

1917. Motyl illustrates the actions of the Sovi'kt state ,in dealing 

with the "regional hegemoniesw of the non-Russian republics as they 

confront each other. These actions include the actions/reactions 



of both groups as the latter confronts. the state with its I1Russian 

pattern of authority [which] is generated both by the autonomousl~ 

acting state and th.e' societal-ly hegemonic ethnic power of the Great 

RussiansI1 (Motyl, 1987: xi) . This has included historical examples 

and discussions of those methods employed by tne Soviet state to 
- 

prevent undesirable attitudes, i.e, rejection of Russian control in 

favaur of autonomy and/or independence, through the ideological 

domination and coercive measures. 

Fundamental to Motyl's text is his-construction of a state- 

ethnicity-stability triad and his subsequent examination of the 

rebations between those elements and the populace. Accepting the 

broad concept of the state as the organizer of the collective will 

of the people, Motyl (1987:9-12) focuses on the relations of 

control and domination as both essential to and, ultimately, the 

goals of the state. This is illustrated by his comment: 

~mplicitly if not explicitly, the key idea in all these 
definitions .is control - just what we would expect from 
a wilful human community, a policy-making and policy- 
implementing organization with a logic, structure, and 
interests of its own. The state embodies two different 
kinds of control, however. Externally, the state aspires 

9 to control the individuals, classes, and ethnic groups 
that comprise the society inhabiting the territory under 
its jurisdiction. Internally, the state represents a set 
of institutions organized along hierarchical lines. One 
or more institutions lead the state as a whole; in turn, 
the leading institution or institutions are guided by a 
strategic elite. Although these entities stet the tone 
for the state, neither'the leading institution(s) nor the 
elite of the apex is omnipotent, so that political 
jockeying for power and a con.stant tug-and-pull among 
state agencies are always the order of the day (Motyl, 
1987: 10). 

In its efforts to control or dominate the various segments of 

society, the leading institution of the state acquires and wields 

~ocietally-generated authority patterns which, in turn, legitimate 

its position. These authority patterns may be either class-or 



ethnkity-based and may eventually become -inscribed, according to 

~ o t ~ l  (IP87:13-14), in the state's political ~ a t t e ~ n s  of authority. 

Indeed, the putcome of theke efforts may %be either ethnic 

domination, if the ethnic patterns of a segment of society become 

inscribed in the state's authority patterns among and across.its 

social institutions,, or &t,hnic terra-ins of struggle both within and 

between the skate's institutions as they are directly involved: 

h 

in authority relations with other institutions in general 
and with the leading institutions in particular: if the 
state is an ethnic terrain of -struggle, state Submits 
will be engaged in a kind of ethnic free-for-all; if it 
is marked by an ethnic pattern of domination, certain 
units will tend to be more or less perman'ently 
subordinate to others...If the state is marked by a 
pattern of ethnic domination, however, its relationship 
with societal ethnic subordinates will differ markedly 
from that with societal ethnic dominants. The former 
will be involved in a relationship that is inherently 
conflictual on both the political and ethnic levels; the 
latter will experience the state only as a source of 
political authority, whose weight may be mitigated by its 
ethnic propinquity (Motyl, 1987:15). 

The conflict inherent within such a struggle for dohinance may be 

found within any authority relations; Primary examples may be found 
< 

in colonialism (ethnic dominatioh) and those actions in opposition 

to the state's political or ethnic patterns of authority such as 

rebellion ora nationalistic politics (collective antistate 

activities). 

Having established-the state and its effectiye pursuit of 
> ,  

survival in terms of political, class and ethnic authority 

~att~erns, Motyl (1987:13-18) presents stability as the inevitable 

tug-of-war between the state, attempting to maintain its existing 

authority patterns, and those political, class, and ekhnic forces 

in society which seeks to achieve their own goals and, thus, 

undermine the stability of the state. 



Indeed, while the concept of stability requires further 

elaboration and less dichotic definitions, we are fortunate that 

Motyl (1987) offers a much more elaborate discussion of the 

conditions necessary to prqduce collective antistate activities 

when he states: 

First, _ antistate activity presupposes ' at least some 
willingness 20 engage in it: the requisite attitudes must 
exist .... Second, people must be able to communicate their 
opposition before they can actually oppose the state 
indeed. ~ntistate attitudes per se, therefore, are only 
the star.ting point, since it is the public qiring or 
deprivatization of such attitudes that really 
counts. . . .Third, there must be a colJectivity, a group of 

+ some kind sharing deprivatized antistate collectivity can 
arise only if there is sufficient space for it in that 
conceptually distinct sphere of like within which 
collective undertakings% occur .... Finally, leaders are 
necessary. A variety of scholars have correctly 
emphasizedthat collective activity without leadership is 
either infeasible or, at most, ineffective (Motyl, 
1987:15-17). 

This discussion may appear, at first glance, to be describing 

many of the characterbtics of an ethnic group in the process of 

mobilization rather than those conditions necessary for antistate 

collective activity. 

The final component bf the state-ethnicity-stability triad to 

be discussed here is the notion of ethnicity and how it is involved 

in and affects the relationships~.among and between the state's 

institutions. Motyl (1987) begins his discussion of ethnicity in 
. much, the same manner as many contemporary writers on race, ethnic 

relations and the state (cf. Anderson and Fr$deres, 198.1; Bolaria 

and Li, 1985; Cashmore, 1988; Marger,.1985; ~evitte and Kornberg, 

1985; van den Berghe, 1981). It is ~ o t ~ l ' s  (1987:21-33) choice of 

ethnic rather than class differences as a focal point -in 

, discussions of the notion of the state which sets him apart. , 

~greeing with Rothchild's (1981: 33) comment that "ethnicity i s  not 

simply primordial and that ethnic groups and ethnic conflict are 
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nbt mere masks for socioeconomic classes. and class conf licttt , Motyl 
offers the alternate* view, to those of many* state theorists, that: 

To insist, instead, that class alone really matters and 
that ethnic interests are ultimately reducible to class 
interests is, first to engage in semantic games (after 
all, when exactly does the Itlast analysistt occur?) ; 
second, to be guilty of monocausality and reductionism; 
third, to flirt with the genetic fallacy by "arguing that 
the origin of something [ethnicity] is identical with 
that from which it originates [class] It; and fourth, to 

?s 

ignore the available empirical evidence tohthe contrary 
(Motyl, 1987: 21) . 

~ndeed, <hi value of this approach is illustrated in 

(1987:26-33) discussions of ethnic power (the use of resour 

the creation and movement within ethnic hierarchies) and ethnic 

domination cthe control of state institutions along ethnic lines). 

Examining ethnic groups along the urban-biased, power dimensions 

of: 

1. . Demographic size (the. number and distlibution of 
ethnic groups within the area); 

2. Economic modernization (measured by t h e  size of an 
ethnic group's working class); 

3. Social development (measured by the number of urban 
dwellers) ; 

4. Cultural vitality (measured by the size of the - 

etlinic intelligentsia) ; 

5. Communicatio,ns capacity (measured by the number of 
books and/or newspapers published); and, 

6. organizational capacity (measured by the number of 
ethnic sociopolitical .organizations and/or activists), 

.p 

Motyl (1987:29) notes that ethnic groups may' become integrated 

within and gain control of the various state institutions in 

society. He presents.the notion that: . . 
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an ethnic group that is dominant in five or "six 
categories may be -termed hegemonic; one that is dominates 
in three or four dominant; where no one ethnic group 

P is heg&bpic or-dominant, ethnic" balance+may be said to 
* exist (Motyl, -1987: 2 9 )  . 

& 
The hegemonic ethnic group, or hegemon, is often in a unique / 

position in terms of access and resources. Such hegemons may have 
i 

'extensive, preferential access to the state's resources, according - 

to Motyl (1987: 31) , based upon' the large numbers of its members 
awqg the state's persbnnei and, often, A play a\ leadership, role - 

& @. 

within those institutions.  he here is, perhaps; no better example of - 
ethnic fiegemony, or the operation of ethnic patterns of authority 

and domination, than that exercised by the incursive &hnic group 

once ' a colonial situation has' been . established. Indeed, the . . 
colonial rkgimes of Great Britain and France, and the internal * 

colonialism of the Dominion government provide excellent examples 

of the ethnic domination of the state's institutions within Canada. 

1 The interrelated processes of colonialism and its variants 

dependency, development/underdevelopment, and modernization are 

particularly relevant to any discussion of the imposition of the 

~nglo-Canadian, political and legal systems in the North. While 

these theoretical models provide valuable insights into the 

" development of Canada and her two territories, they each have their . 
. limitations. One major limitation which they appear to have in 

common, however, is a tendency to emphasize the economic relations 

while ignoring the cultural, social, political and other relations. 

which may be occurring simultaneously. FOP the sake of brevity, 

however, it is decided that only the primary process of colonialism 

and its variants will be discussed here. 

Defining colonialism as a set of processes which have at their , 
t .  

core lithe revolutionary transf opmation . of a society thqough 



w .  

invasion by agents of qnother societyll (Brookf ield, 1972: 18) , it -is 
* ,  

possible to view an ethhi~ hegemon coming info existence. This 
I )  

hegembn comes intd existence as its agenLts attempt to ckeate. new 
- + 

\ political, class and &thnic authority patteih~ in which they are 
hegemonic. Beginning, @tli penetrations ,into the existing societal . ' 

institutions of t M  Jindi,'genous resideritidry complex, the agents of .5 

1 %  

colonia'lisfi wodld1eventir811y qreate these new authdrity .pitterns 
2" - 3 

and linkages with their former homeland  r rook field, 1972; Moty1,- 
1987). This, it becomes possible to regard colonialism as: 

< . . ." . . - 
a pr~c'ess of c~nstant interaction.' ~he'colanial system 
is a projection of *external forces, and all kinds of 
controlling, transforming arid restricting forces of 
external provenance are part of the total colonial 
impact. They are influenced and modified both by'the , 
nature ~f the interaction and by changes in their remote 
areas of origin. The colbnized residentiary system does 
not merely. receive innovations, adopting, adapting, 

"resisting or rdjecting inputs of external nature. Its 
members seek constantly to comprehend gnd manage a 
changing* total. system which includes both their own 
complex and the impinging or invasive forces. The will to 
sustain self-determination is always present even though 
the power may be*lackinq, and action at any stage follows 

I< from comprehension attained of opportunities and 
constraints within the changing system as a whole. This 
simple opposition, of forc'es is complicated by the 
creation of 'neo-residentiary;complexes which operate in 

. alliance with both basic forces and which themselves seek 
to comrnaqd events (Brookfield, 1972:205). 

- ,  . 

This process has often been described 3s  a satellite-metropolis 
' 

relationship ~(~o'rgenson,.,1971; Elias, 19.75) whereby the resources 

and destiny 6f a satell-ite region .are 'controlled bk an imperial, 

metropolitan region and makes it possible to view colonia4isrn as 

processual and including ' the varia.nts o f  neo-colonialism 'and 
. f 

internal: co.lonialism. Cashmore (1988) notes that the effects of ' 

coloriialish upon the indigenous populations were not entirely 

positive: 



colonialism worked to the severe cost of the 
populations colonized.  or-all the benefits they might 
have received in terms of new crops, technologies, 

" medicine, commerce and education, they inevitably 
suffered: human loss in the 'process of conquest was 
inestimable; self-sufficient economies were obliterated - 

r and new relationships of dependence were introduced; 
ancient traditions, customs, political systems and 
religions were destroyed (Cashmore, 1988:59). 

~eo-colonialism is defined here as an outcome of colonial 

is retained even though political independen& has been grantedu 
& 

and is characterized by Itunequal exchange between the exploitative 
9 

neo-colonial nations and their exploitedu (Lee and ' Newby, 

1985:,147). This notion of . continued dependence upon and 

subordination to a metropolis is still quite evident within the 

context of the relationship between Southern capital and the 
. ' 

.. Northern resource base. This stage in development is often 

superseded by the processes of internal colonialism (cf. Blauner, 

1969; Hechter, 1975; Kellough, 1980; Keesing, 1981; Ponting, 1986; 

Swiderski, '1989; V a n  den Berghe, 1981). 

Keesing (1981:513) presents the process of internal 

colonialism, for example, .as occurring "within an ethnically 

diverse ' nation-state cultural domination, and economic and 

political domination *and exploitation of minorities.? Another 

model of intarnal colonialism is presented by Hechter (1975), which 
? 

focuses on: 

the role of cultural and economic institutions in 
determining social-structure and processes of 

I 
change . . . [  and] the differential allocation of power 
throughout the social-structure in capitalist social 
systems (chartrand, 1986: 9-10) . 

.1 

Hechter (1975) departs from "traditional ~arxistsll and their 

perspectives on class conflict. Rather than equate ethnicity with 

social class, Hechter notes that assimilation is nob required for 



class conilict to exist, as most Marxists would argue, but tKat 

political and cultural integration would create the' inequities 

necessary for a cultural division of labour (Hechter, 1 9 7 5 r 1 9 - 4 0 ) .  

Applied to the Canadian context, this includes the actions of a d',,. 
zy 

"government within a governmentM, namely the ~i~arfment of Indian 

Affairs and Northern Development, which has socio-fiscaf control 

over 'the daily lives of the aboriginal peoples ' (~ellough,~ 1980;  

Ponting, 1986;  van den Berghe, 1981.) .  . Van den Berghe ( 1981 :175 )  

,describes this situation and the segment of the population as ,one 

in which they have become "...conquered micronations, engulfed in 

a huge neo-European representative government that treats them as 

a microcolonial empire.I1 

The question posed by the title of this section ltColonizifig or 

~olonializing?'~ appears to be an qppropriate dinale to this 

discussion. As the arguments progressed, variations on the theme 

of colonialism were introduced. Whereas the origins of colonialism 

may be found within -the notions of imperialism, colonialization is 

distinct from both concepts. Imperialism is regarded as the 

control of the exploited region from a distant imperial metropolis, 

or centre, without settlement by the imperial power. Colonialism 

and the processes of colonization, we have noted, grows out of that 

initial exploitation but extensive settlement and the imposition of 

a foreign system of governance is instituted by the imperial power. 

Colonialization- is distinct, from both imperialism and 

colonialism/colonization, in that it involves exploitation and 

limited settlement by the imperial power, however, the indigenous 

government and bureaucracy is left intact and co-opted to carry out 

the tasks assigned by the imperial authorities. From this 

perspective, it is possible to understand the British occupation of 

parts of North America, Australia, and various Caribbean islands as 

colonizing efforts, wher8a's- their endeavours in India and Egypt 

were colonialization (Frank, 19719) . 



~ethodoloqical Choices and Rationales 

Maintainins the Disciplinary Boundaries? 

The post-contact era has been witness to massive erosion of 

self-determinism, inherent with a decline in social, economic and 

political d'irection on the part of the aboriginal peoples. The 

events of the last one hundred and twenty years have been complex 
B 

i terms of socio-political directions on the part of many 

Northerners, especially the ~ene, ~etis and Inuit. Documenting and 

analyzing these events requires a methodology which addresses the 

lqng-term nature of the prokesses which have affected all aspects 

of ~orthern development. 

Thsre are many approaches available to social scientists in 

their quqst to understand the values and belief systems in a given 

culture. These approaches may include traditional ethnographic 

research, museum research, life histories, ethnohistorical research 

and traditional historical research, all of which have received 

extensive scholarly attention over the years. The approach chosen 

by the researcher may be influenced and adapted by the physical 

environment, the needs and aspirations of the study group, the 

requirements of the researcher's parent organization or funding 

agency and, finally by the researchers own personal agenda 

('Carmack, 1971; Carr, 1964; Fenton, 1966; ~ucey, 1964 ; Mandelbaum, 

1973; Sturtevant, 1966; Trigger, 1982). 

8 

~raditional ethnographic research seeks to determine qultural 

diffusion between geographically adjacent cultukes and 

reconstructing the temporal sequences of cultural change (Carmack, 

1971:127) through first-hand contact with the culture-bearers. 

Museum studies are presented by Fenton (1966:74-75) as permitting 
/ *  . 

the study of vanishing technologies in societies where field study 



I 

. *  
7 .  f 

is still possible in order to providi an understanding of the 

rnateridl culture and 'a base for the testing of n&w ideas in the 

field.* Life histories are the collected 'accounts of the life of an 

individual, compJeted or ongoing, which emphasize their coping with 

soc?ietyrat3er than the societal perspective (Mandelbaum, 1 9 7 3  : 177- 

180). Ethnohistorical research is subject t o 1  broader 

rpre%g<ions due to the dual nature of its field of inquiry: the . 
, < 

intersectio& of anthropology and history. Trigger (1982:2) 

pkesents *the vi,ew that: * 
B there 'merely seems to be a tacit agreement that 

*ethnohistory uses documentary evidence and oral 
traditions to study changes in non-literate societies 

,4 
from about the time of the earliest European contact, 

whereas the aim and methodological concerns of ethnohistory are, 

according to Sturtevant (1966) to produce: 

8 description paralleling as closely as possib1e"what 
would be possible in field ethnography, even though the 
evidence is not what the anthropologist has himself 
observed, overheard, and been told, rather what others, 
non-anthropologists, have learned and written down 
(~turtev&t 

Traditional historical research has often limited itself to the 

study of the past as reflected in written records, with pre- 

literate cultures lacking their own written history are held as 

lacking any history (Sturtevant, 1966:l-2). Indeed, Sturtevant 

argues that the nature.of the written evidence has often restricted 

traditional historical research to the political, dynastic and 

military history of a society rather than the areas of interest to 

anthropologists and ethnohistorians, namely the cultural and, 

political spheres of social life (Sturtevant, 1966:.10). 

LT 
d i %I 

Yet, history must be much more than the recording of great 

events in literate societies and the ritualistic consultation of 



vast libraries by successive generations of students. For. the 
f 

purposes of this discussion, the author is indebted to the works of . .  
three eminent historians:   arc' Bloch, for his The Historian's Craft 

, 

'(1953; original l94l), Edward K. Carr, for his What is History? \ 
.3 

(1964) , and Fr. William t. Lucey, S. J., for his History: Methods 
and Inter~tetation (1958). _ -_, 

Each writer offers the view that history is much more than the 
> - 

.definition offerid by' Sturtevant (1966) , as it (history) seeks to 
help man to uhderstand the 'truth1 of his past and present 

situation;. in terms of socially significant activities occurring in 

a changing world, or as Carr (1964) simply put it "an unending 
+ i 

" dialogue between the present and the past." ~ccording to Lucey 
J .  

@ 

(1958193-94), for example, such historical 'truth1 is to be found 

within the "permanent, basic factors and forces (causes and 

conditions) behind historical continuity and change in human 

historyt1, namely: man, the physical world, man Is cultural. milieu 

and the supernatural. 

Hbstory, according to Carr (1964), is a study in the duality 

.of history. This duality is found, first, within the term itself 

which he holds to mean "both the inquiry conducted by the historian 

acd the fa~cts of the past into which he inquiresH (1964:55) and, 
h secondly, within the dual functions, namely l1to enable m a n  to 

understand the society of the past, and to increase his mastery of 

,the pre9entI1 (1964:55) of the discipline. 
I 

,t 
The study of the methods of history, historiography; ofrers a 

possible ihsight into how Carr w0uI.d have man accomplish these dual 

functions of history. One definition of Historiography is offered 

by Henige (1982) who believes it may be seen as: 

a straightforward term meaning the study of- (literally 
'the writing about1) the past .... historiography as an 
activity incorporates any form of historical enquiry, 
including that based on oral sources, from the conception 



oS a problem thtough to its 6n or abanddnment . .  . 

(Henige, 1982 : 1-2) . 
\ 

subjective form of social science, a form of science which many 

social scientists, indeed, have,,denigrated as an area within the 

humanities,. Bloch (d953:20-23) prefers that as historians: 

we shall preserve the broadest interpretation of the word 
' I1history, l1 The word places, no a prior i  prohibitions in 

the path of inquiry, which may turn at will toward either 
the individual or the social, toward momentary 
convulsions or the most lasting developments. It 
comprises in itself no credo,; it commits us, according to, 
its original meaning, to nothing other than I8inquiryu ' I . . .At the start, while focusing our sttention upon -the ' 

real problems of investigationc it would be pointless to ' 
draw up a tedious and inflexible definition. What 
serious workman has ever burdened himself with such 
articles of faith? ... The wprst danger of such careful 
articles is that they only bring further limitations 
(1953: 20-21) 

-It is no less true, faced with the vast chaos of 
reality, the historian is necessarily led to carve out 
that particular area to which his tools apply; hence, to 
make a selection -,and, obviously, not the same as that 
of the biologist, for example, but that which is the 
proper selection of' the historian. Here we have an 
authentic problem of action (Bloch, 1953:22). 

Carr (1964 : 12-13) and Lucey (1958 : 46-88) discuss the use of 

this selectivity in, both, the determination of sources and 

interpretations of those sources. Carr (1964) discusses this same 

selectivity when he notes that: 

History therefore is a process of selection in'terms 
of historical significance. To borrow Talcott Parson's 
phrase one more, history is la selective system8 not only 
of cogngtive, but causal, orientations to reality. Just 
as from the infinite ocean of facts the historian selects 
those which are significant for his purpose, so from the 
multiplicity of sequences of cause and effect he extracts 
those, and only those, which are historically 
significant; and the standard of historical significance 

k 
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is his ability. to fit them into his pattern of rational 
explanation and interpretation, (Carr, 1964:105). 

Bloeh (1953') supports this notion of selectivity discussed by 

' Car (1964) due, in part, to what he terms the ordinary and 

, restricted sense of history, stating: I , 

We are told that the historian is, by definition, 
absolutely incapable of, observing the facts- which he 
examines. No ~gyptolocjist has ever seen Ramses. No 
expert ont eh ~apoleonic Wars has ever heard the sound of 
cannon at ~usterlitz (Bloch, 1953:48) 

, Indeed, Bloch (1953 :l38) argues that such selectivity and the 

restrictions on- historical data creates a dilemma for the 

historian, namely: "that of historical impartiality, and that of 

history as an attempt at reproduction o r  as an attempt 8t 

analysis. It In terms of impa;tiality Bloch (1954) , presents the 

historian as performing the dual roles of the scholar and that of 

the judge. For Bloch (1953) :- 

They have a common root in their honest submission to the 
truth. The scholar records - better still, he invites - 
the experience which $may, perhaps, upset his most 
cherished theories. ' The good judge, whatever his secret 
heart's desire, questions witnesses with no other concern 
than to know the facts, whatever they may be. For both 
this is an obligation of conscience which is never 
questioned. 

However, there comes a moment when their paths 
divide. When the scholar has observed and explained, his 
task is finished. It yet remains for the judge to pass 
sentence. If, imposing silence on his personal 
inclination, he pronounces it according to the law, he 
will be deemed impartial (Bloch, 1953:138-139). 

Yet, it may be the historian's own belief in what constitutes 

selectivity and historical significance which may result in the 

rewriting and reinterpretation of history and historical causality. - 

Lucey (1958) discusses the, rewriting of history: 



The most apparent reason for rewriting history is the 
discovery of new material which has substantially 
increased our knowledge of the past and requires a new 
construction on the basis of the new material .... Again, 
the history of a period ma be rewritten although no 
substantial amount of new mat 5 rial has been discovered. 
The old material is interpreted with more regard for the 
significance of certain factors or- forces .... And much 
history is rewritten because it was, in the first place, 
poor history (Lucqy, 1958: 89-90). \ 

While these notions of history, historical fact, and the 

methods utilized to determine historical fact are excellent 

measures of traditional history, i.e., accounts of economic, 

military or political events which occurred in literate societies, 

they fail to adequately address the history of non-literate, 

aboriginal societies throughout the world, but notably among the 

Amerindian populations of ~ o r t h  America. The task of redressing 

this inadequacy has been taken up by the ethnohistorian, including 

such notable authors as Fenton (1966), Helm (1978), Hickerson 

(1966), .Sturtevant (1966), and Trigger (1982, 1986). Yet 

- ethnohistorical research should not be regarded as a panacea in 

this regard. Indeed, that current state of affairs has progressed 

little since Harold ~ickerson''~ (1966) comment,  that:^ 

In general, historians whose work involves Indian- 
European relations have been as ignorant about culture as 
anthropologists have been as naive about history . . . .  A 
quick look through the ethnohistorical journals will 
disclose that there is little culture in them (in Fenton, 
l966:72). 

4 

The historical accounts of aboriginal peoples throughout North 

America have been found mainly among the. records of fur-traders, 

missionaries and government agents, who expressed their own biases 
d 

and hidden agendas through their accounys. This is commented upon 

by ethnohistorian Bruce Trigger (1986) who states: 

Recent studies have made it abundantly clear that 
frorn the beginning contact b,etween Europeans and native 



Americans was coloufed by preconceptions onboth sides. 
European explorers approached the first native peoples 
-they encountered with expectations derived from classical 
traditions and medieval -supersti$tions concerning yhat 
sorts of peoples lived in remote corners of the qorld: 
monsters, savages, cannibals, or the remnants of a Golden 
Age (Dickason, 1984). while physical *monst~osities 
proved to be short supply, the other preconceptions 
continued to shape interpretations of native peoples. 
Inevitable, however, 'self-interest influenced how 
Europeans construed native peopres far more powerfully 
than did preconceptions. Depending on circumstances, 
favourable as well as unfavourable traits were 
emphasized. Advocgtes of colonization often described 
peoples as skilful, intelligent, hardworking, 'and 
tractable (Vaughn, 1982:927-29). To win financial 
support for their missions, the Jesuits stressed the 
rationality and generosity of groups they hoped to 
convert. Yet they added that these same natives 
languished in profound religious ignorance and even 
described. them .as the abject slaves of the devil 
(Trigger, 1976:467-$0) . Even in the most nuanced 
European accounts, the depiction of native peoples was 
distorted by preconcep~ions and self-interest. 

A s  a consequence of even more ambitious European 
projects to seize possession of Arnericah lands, native , 
people were represented increasingly as savages, 
irredeemably bellicose, and the inveterate enemies of 
civilization. The Spanish conquests of Mexico and Peru 
were portrayed in contemporary accounts as crusades to 
rescue native people from ignorance and s i n ;  the 
conquerors argued that servitude in this world was a 
reasonable price for the natives to pay for the salvation 
of their souls. Puritan clergymen proclaimed that God 
had cursed the' Indians of New England and thus it was 
fitting for his elect to enslave or destroy them 
(Trigger, 1986: 2 5 4 - 2 5 5 )  . 

This approach towards understanding the aborigina1,history of 

North America continues to the present day. Even those authors who 

claim to present the aboriginal perspective of the relations 

between aboriginal peoples and the ~uro-~anadians fall prey to 

their own professional biases and the .corresponding lack of written - .  
aboriginal accounts of events. Historian Cornelius Jaenen; for 

example, attempts to present the aboriginal perspective in his 

"Amerindian Views of French Culture in the 'seventeenth Century1! 



i 

'- (1988) , yet presents only five directly quoted 'passages by . 
aboriginal speakers within an article which contains a total of 

twenty-six quotations by contemporary speakers! 

5 

One may only speculate, however, how different would be our 

understanding of aboriginal/Euro-Canadian relations if there we $ e 
contemporary, written accounts by aboriginal peoples one. Recent 

t? 
aboriginal interpretatiqns of historical events, sufh as Howard - .  
Adams,' Prison of Grass: Canada From a Native Point of View (1989) 

which details the aboriginal perspective concerning the Second Riel 

Rebellion of 1885, offer .one possible alternative. Indeed, as 

Trigger (1982:15) points out: s. 

, 
The price of ignoring native history has been not simply 
a one-sided understanding of relations between .native 
people and Europeans. In some eases it has resulted in 
serious misunderstandings of. the internal dynamics of 
European. colonization (Trigger, 1 9 8 2 : 1 5 ) .  " 1 

< .  
., * 

Rathera than aktempting 'to rewrite~the history of the Canadian 
w 

Arctic, this thesis seeks to offers a selective survey of those 
1 -  

events, issues, and personalities which, during a broad time frame, . 

illustratea +the significance of political rather than" economic . 
forces, the nature, Of a b o r i g i n a l / ~ u r . o - ~ a n a d i a n  relations, and the 

* 
D ,  

evolution of a system for the administration" of justice' in Canad~ls 
3 '  

Arctic. While critics may note the occurrence of bther signif i'ca* 
-4 #- 

events durirlg. the period in question, the events, issies, a d 

personalities presented herein were selected- to present a viable 

examination of the legal and. social change -which occurred 

throughout the Canadiah Arctic. It is illustrative of the Motyl I s  

(1987) approach and is, merely, one perspective 'available to 

researchers wishing to examine the widearange of topics concerned 

with relations between the central government in Ottawa and its 

Northern.. territories: the Yukon, .Territory and the - Northwest ' 

Territories. 
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The long-term nature of the social and legal changes in both 

Canada's Arctic,and; indeed, throughout the entire ~ircumpolar 

North, requires a methodological approach which is either 

historical or ethnohistorical in nature. As may be gleaned from I 

thedprevious paragraphs, this thesis employs a historical, rather 

than ethnohistorical, approach towards understanding those changes. 

within that framework, the main methodological emphasis is 

concerned with examining the notion of "historical causality and 

changet1 (Vansina, 1985: 130) as it relates to the interrelationships 

which existed between political events in 'Southern1 Canada, the ' 
long-term efforts- of- the dominant society to impose its own 

cultural hegemony upon aboriginal peoples of the Northwest 

~e~ritories and the resistance efforts of the latter societies. 

Both this approach and its emphasis were primarily chosen due to 

economic and other constraints. 

4 

Theses and dissertations, written between 1930 and the3 

present, and other archival materials were the primary resources 



utilized in the completion of this thesis. While theses and 

dissertations are, more often than not, classified as secondary 

data sources they are not without value. Indeed, while economic 

and other constrainks precluded the extensive use of archival 

resources, the number of theses and dissertations written as the - 
result of first-hand contact with the peoples living within the 

Northwest Territories is increasing. While the methodolog'ies 

employed by these researchers were beyond the control of this 

writer, the selection and interpretation of their results were 

wholly within hisg control. Thus, in turn, these resources were 

tempered with the writer'ls own experiences in the Canadian ,Arctic 

between -1981 and 1987 inclusive. 



CHAPTER V* 

CORPORATE AND STATE +EXPANSIONISM, 167 0-193 0 .  + 

One of the more intriguing aspects of life in Canada's' Arctic 

is that of ownership or sovereignty. Who, indeed, does hold title 

and exercise exclusive competence over the vast tracts of land and 

the islands of the Arctic Archipelago which comprises the current 

Northwest ~erritories? This question has been surfacing and 

resuriacing in halls of government in  enm mark, Great Britain, 

Norway, and the united States as well as those in Ottawa since 

before the transfer of Rupert's Land and the North-Western 

~erritories in 1870 and the islands of the Arctic Archipelago in 

1880 were effected. 

a .  

This secti0n.i~ written not with the intent of determining in 

law the question of sovereignty, rather it intends to briefly 

illustrate the events and cone-erns which have surrobded Canada's 
, acquisition of that vast land mass and inshore areas.6 Creating 

the backdrop for such a discuss~on requires an introduction to the 

manners by which the Imperial government and the Hudson's Bay 

company exercised exclusive competence over those areas prior to 

their union with the Dominion of Canada. The enactment of civil 

6 
For an in-depth, legal analysis of ~anadian sovereignty 

7 .  claims and,the territorial rights of both the Crown and 
i+ Ngrthern aboriginal peoples, the reader is guided to 

Geoffrey S. Lester's The Territorial Riqhts of Inuit of 
the Northwest Territories: A Leqal ~rsument (1981), 
William McConnell's Canadian Sovereisntv Over the Arctic 
Archipelaqo (1%70), Brian Slatteryts The Land Rishts of 
~ndiqenous Canadian Peoples, as Affected bv the Crown's , 
Acquisition ofdTheir Territories (1979), and Gordon W. 

* Smith's three excellent works on ~anadian sovereignty: 
The , ~istoricsl and Leqal Backqround of Canada ss Arctic 
claims (1952), "The Transfer of Arctic ~erritorfes From 
Great Britain to *Canada in 1880, and Some Related 
Matters, as Seen in Official Correspondence." (1961),and 
Territorial Sovereiqntv in the ~anadian North: A 
~istorical Outline of the Problem (1963). 

1 - 



and criminal legislation, the administration of justice, and 
B 

appropriate criminal cases of the period will be examined in order 

to establish that competence of jurisdiction. 

A Charter for Corporate sovereisntv7 

Prior to the passing of various acts and orders-in-council by 

both the Imperial and Dominion governments, most of the land mass 

which lay to both the north and west of the provinces of Canada 

were part of the proprietary holdings of the Goverhor and Company 

of Adventurers of England Trading into Hudson's Bay (hereafter 

llHudson's Bay Company", "HBC", or "the Companyl1 will be used 

' interchangeably with the earlier title) by virtue of the Royal 

Charter of May 2nd, 1670 issued to them by Charles I1 of England. 

The Charter granted: 

the sole Trade and Commerce of all those Seas, 
Streightes, Bayes, Rivers, Lakes, Creekes and Sounds in 
whatsoever Latitude they shall bee, that,lie within the' 
entrance of the Streightes, commonly called Hudsons 
Streightes together with all the Landes and Territoryes 
upon the Countryes, Coastes and Confynes of the Seas, i 

Bayes, Lakes, Crqekes and Sounds aforesaid that are not 
already actually po,ssessed by the Subjectes of any other 
Christian prince or State (in Stanley, 1961:3). 

More importantly for the purposes of this discussion, the ~ o ~ a l  

Charter constituted them as "the true and absolute Lordes and 

~roprietors of the same Territory, lyrnittes and places" (Stanley, 

7 While the intent of this thesis is to ekamine the legal, 
political and social legislation which was enacted during 
the time period 1870-1990,, the rapid cultural change 
among.Canadats aboriginal peoples during the two hundred 
years immediately preceding that period must be 
introduced. Indeed, that change provided the impetus for 
<a brief discussion of the period 1670-1870 which is 
presented in this chapter. 

e B 



Brlr~sh Terr~toryl 
L. - Colony 

S~urce: D.G. Kerr (ea.), A Historica1'~tlas of Canada (1966). 

The agents, traders, and officers of the ~udson's Bay Company 

were often the first Europeans/Euro-Canadians with whom the 

aboriginal peoples of the western prairies and subarctic came into 

contact. In many ways, their arrival and activities servedbas the 

imitators of change for both the ikccursive and indigenous' 

societies. The processes of socio-cultural change among the 

~thapaskan-speaking peoples of the region, the akti'ons of the 

Company's employees, and the traditional social organization of the 

aboriginal peoples have been well-documented by batteries of 

anthropologists, ethnohistorians, and historians (cf. Bishop, 1974; 

53 



Bishop and Ray,. 1976; Carmack, 1972; Hickerson, .1970; Ray, 1974; 
P : 

Yerbury, 1986). Through the use of primary and,original documents 

such as the Jesuit Relations (the published correspondence between 

the missionaries and Society of Jesus in France) and the archival 

records of the Hudson's Bay ~~mpariy, coupled with the 

reconstruction of Athapaskan kinship terminology and social 

structures, these researchers have providedthe current generations 

of schoJars of indigenous-incursive relations in Canada with a 

window, of sorts, on the operation and results of the intercultural 

processes of the period. 

I 

What*emerges from these studies is an image of Athapaskan life 

during the period of 1670-1870 which has been divided into three 

periods: prehistoric, protohistoric and historic, each containing 

distinct,patterns of aboriginal/Euro-Canadian relations. During 

the prehistoric period which ended in 1680 or so, for example, the 

Company ventured into lands traditionally occupied by the 

~tha~askans' and trade between the indigenous and incursiv.e 

populations ensued. Bishop and Ray .(1976) argue that 

of the Company traders and the bartering exchanges 

-initially ended the prehistoric period of subsistence 

trapping. 
b 

the arrival 

which they 

hunting and 
J 

The second or protohistoric period lasted from approximately 

1680 to 1769- and was marked by increased ~ o ~ t a c t  and trade between 

the two societies vis-a-vfs the traders and individual hunters and 

trappers. As the contact increased and the demands of the traders 

exceeded the ability of local bands to meet those needs, a 

Thiddleman .economy emerged. Within local bands, enterprising 

individuals ranged afar to distant bands to engage in the types of 

' 8 These areas occupied by the present-day 0.j ibwa, Salteaux, 
Western Woods Cree, ~eaver, Slavey, Mountain, Dogrib, and 
Chipewyan located in both Figure 2 and the corresponding 
areas of Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory in 
Figure 5. 
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trade preferred by the Company's traders. These same independent 

individuals provided a valuable conduit and acted as a safety valve 

between the two.cultures. Indeed, as they became more involtred in 

the middleman economy those individuals engaged less and less in 

subsistence-oriented activities. The protohistoric period was 

marked by increased exchange of goods and the beginning of 

aboriginal dependency upon those same goods and services. 

The third and final period in this schema, the historic period 

of 1769'to 1870, was marked by increased contact between the 

indigenous and incursive populations and may, itself, be divided 

further into three sub-periods: early fur trade, competitive fur 

trade, and the trading post-dependency periods. Yerbury (1986:lO- 

16) discusses the problems of delineating between the three major 

periods (prehistoric, protohistoric, historic) as well the 

components within each period, as one of. overlapping 

characteristics. During the early fur trade period, for example*, 

there appear to be few differences between the middlemap era of the 

protohistoric period and the early fur trade era of the historic 

period other than the intensity of the trade and contact. The 

competitive fur trade era was marked by the es- lishrnent of 

numerous traqing posts/centres within areas previous "4" y occupied by 
Athapaskans and increases in both the number of participants and .' 
the amount of the fur harvest. This era was marked by the ' ' 

slaughter of game, notably the beaver and buffalo, by both 

aboriginal and Euro-Canadians. Such excesses would leadoto the 
& '  eventual extinction of the buffalo and more frequent cycles of 

famine for the Athapaskans. 

Indeed, as Yerbury (1986:12) notes this period should not be 

interpreted as the time during which the significant socio-cultural 

change took place as the previous one hundred years had created the 

conditions for such change, and begun the integration of Athapaskan 

middlemen and others into the Euro-Canadian market economy. 



The excessive and wholesale slaughter of game and fur-bearing , 

animals by both aboriginal and non-aboriginal huqters ,during -the 
-a 

competitive trade era would serve to sew the seeds for, those 

conditions necessary for the emergence of the trading post 

dependency era. The competition between the newly-formed XY 

Company (amalgamated with the Northwest Company in 1804), the lager 

Northwest Company (amalgamated with the Hudson's Bay Company), and 

the well-established Hudson's Bay Company promoted the slaughter of 

game over a larger spatial zone. This disrupted the carrying 

capacity of the region resulting in cycles of famine during which 

the trading posts contihued to dispense the trade goods on a credit 

bask.. This system 0.f credit created b o d  a dependency on the new 

trade goods andda sense of debt from which the Athapaskans could 

not expiate themselves. The carrying capacity of the regisn was 

further threatened by the need to harvest even more game and f u r -  

bearing animals to'trade for basic subsistence goods. This period 

would come to a close as government, agents, missionaries and 

settlers moved into the region and the modern period of aid, 

dependency and reserves began. 9 

The Hudsonn s Bay Company, to use its current .title, exercised 

most of the functions of an indqpendent state including the minting 

* of coinage, issuance of trade rights, and the legislative powgr to 

enact laws and impose sanctions in its role as llabsolute Lorfies and 
h 

~roprietors''. In addition to these legislative powers the Hudson's 

Bay Company also exercised quasi-judicial and judicial functions. 

Their Charter authorized the Governor and Committee of the Company 

to designate its ofcicers as Justices empdwered "to judQe Company 

employees or resident of its territories in both civil and criminal 

cases, with mentioned exceptions where the accused were to be sent 

9 This discussion has purposively not included the history 
of contact between Inuit and Europeans/Euro-Canadians in 
the Arctic regions. This course of action was followed 
as the period of sustained contact and dependency would 
not occur until the late 1800s an& early1190Qs. 



4 

to England for trial1' (~c~onnell, 1970:  6) . These exceptionq , 

,.a 

ificluded civil cases exceeding ~200'and criminal cases where the 
;j 

accused could, upon convict-ion, be executed or transported to a 

penal colony (Foster, l989:24,64). J @ 

x 
. * . A& the ~ 6 d  River Settlement grew, +for example, the Company , 

= ' continued to hear civil and criminal cases-, designated judicial 

distTr2cts (using the existing Company districts), and established 
0 

a @e f a c t o -  superior court system in the operation of its General 

Quarterly Court of Assiniboia as ,the Governor's court was to become 

'kmown (Ward, 1966: 6). This arrangement would continue in opera 
* 

. until sho~tly after Manitoba became a province. 

The exclu ive competenye which t h e  Hudson's Bay Company ? 
enjoyed in civi.1 and criminal matters was to eontinue unabate 

until 1803 when the passing of the Canada J u r i s d i c t i o n  A c t  

( 1 8 0 3 )  lo'. permitted 'the  overn nor. * of Lower Canada to appoint 
V ,. territorial judges and grant them trial juri.sdiction, but required 

<, - 
that all criminal trials be .heard in ~ower'Canad3 (~6e.bec). dk, in 

exceptional cases, in uppel: Canada (.Ontario). It is int$resting to 

note, as did Stanley (1961:17), that while thik ace"assumed that 
. f 

'Icrimes committed in the Indian territories were not c~gnizabl~ by 9 
- 

any jurisdiction" it did nothing to correct that oversight. , 

Durlng 1821 the Hudson's Bay Company and the 'acts of its 
I '  

- .  agerits again came under Imperial scrutiny and was subjected a , to 
changes in legislation. It was to the Cornpay's advantage, however, 

0 

lo - A n  ~ c t  for  e x t e n d i n g  the J u r i s d i c t i o n  of C o u r t s  o f  
~ u s t i c e  i n  the Provinces o f  Lower and U p p e r  Canada, t o  
the  T r i a l  and Pun i shmen t  o f  C r i m e s ,  and Of fenses  w i t h i n  
c e r t a i n  p a r t s  o f  North America  a d j o i n i n g  t o  the s a i d  

h ., P r o v i n c e s ,  43 Geo. 111, c. 138, 1803 (Gt.B.), hereafter 
' the Canada J u r i s d i c t i o n  A c t  ( 1 8 0 3 ) .  

- 



that the Cur m a d e  Act (1821)" w a s -  enacted as it extohded the 
Company's jurisdiction into what was previously known as "Indian 

Territorytt. This effectively gave the Hudsont s Bay'Company control 

o.ver those lands whi-ch ccrrently comprise the most of the provinces 

of Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British 
-, 

I S  Columbia as well as the Yukon Territory and the Northwest 

' a Territories (less the islands of the Arctic Archipelago) . 
Similarly it established, in law, the jurisdictio'n ,of Canadian 

\ 

courts over "Indian territorytt in practice, however, the Act did 
.. 

nothing which Itcould be construed to affect the rights, privileges, 

authority, or jurisdi~tion~~ of the ~bdson's Bay Company (Stanley, 

1961: 17)  . 

The overall efdect of these two pieces of legislation was 

minimal. while the latter Fur T r a d e  Act (1821) reduced the 
\ 

competition between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Northw6st 
I P 

Company and established the former Is trade monopoly, Officers of 

the Hudsonts Bay Company Continued to deal with all civil and 

criminal matters which came to its attention as "a matter of 
\ 

internal corporate disciplinet1 pursuant to its 1670 Charter rather 

than these two Acts (Foster, 1989: 26) . An example of this practice 

is by Foster (1989:24), in the 1842 murder of the clerk in 

chsrge of Fort Stikine where the Company declined to prosecute due, 

primarily, to the expense involved in transferring the accused to - - 

Canada. Indeed, during the 1803-1857 period the Company did not 

attempt to adhere, according to Foster, to the principles- of 
4 

English common law of the period. 

What mattered was whether you were Indian or White, ' 

company employee or stranger; not whether English law, in 
some abstract and lawyerly sense, governed the Indian 
Territories (Foster, 1989:27). 

An Act for Regulating the F u r  T r a d e ,  and establishing a 
criminal' and Civil Jurisdiction within certain parts of 
North- America (1 & 2 Geo. IV, c.66, 1821, (Gt.B.), 
hereafter the Fur Trade ~ c t  (1821) . I 



Expandins themriminal Jurisdiction: A Test Case 
.. 

The most noticeable exception to this pattern was the murder 

* I* base involving three Metis, Baptise Cadien, Creole La Graisse, and 

Baptise Jourdain, from Fort Norman near Great Slave Lake. During 

Autumn, 1837, these three Company employee5 departed Fort Norman 

for a nearby fishing camp in order to bolster the dwindling food 

stocks of the fort. This was a response to the cycle of famine 

which was gripping the area since 1833 and would continue until 

1842 (Foster, 1989:28-33). Although, the contemporary accounts of 

the events differ in many details Foster (1989:27-62) presents a 

consensual account of the events, and the subsequent trials, which 

is presented here. 

~uring December, 1835, the three came upon a Hare encampment 

wherein they competed with the men for the possession .and sexual 

favours of the Hare women. As the direct and not unforeseeable 

result of this competition, jealousy and bad feelings were 

harboured by both parties. Despite these emotions the two parties 

remained in camp together for four *days and the fish which *the 
K 

accused caught was cached for future transportation to Fort Norpan. 

~uring the early morning hours of the fifth day, the three accused 

massacred eleven Hare, including women and children, of which one 

of the women was pregnant. The apparent motives surrounded 

Cadien's desire for one of the women with whom he had sexual 

relations with in the past. Cadien apparently convinced his 

companions to kill the Hare on the strength of the argument that 

they (the Hare) were plotting to kill them. 

Baptise Cadien, Creole La Graisse, and Baptise Jourdain 

confessed to their parts in the affair and were subsequently 

charged with the murders by Fort Norman Chief Trad,er Donald Ross. 

choosing not to deal with the affair he sent them to Norway House 

for his superior, Sir George Simpson; to deal with. Simpson, for 

his part, sought the advice of his Company superiors in England and 



from Lower Canada's Attorney-General. The result were the rather 

unusual trials of Cadien, La Graisse, and Jourdain -in Trois- 

~ivieres during 1838. 

It was interesting to note that while La Graisse was taken to 

England for trial in 1837 and returned to ~ o w b r  Canada in 183n 
I 

where the charges were subsequently dropped, the charges against 

his co-accused remained in force. One major point,continued to be 

argued, is support of Cadien and Jourdain, by Trois-Rivieres ' 

lawyers ~douard Barnard and Henry Judah, namely : 

that the court was without jurisdiction to try the case 
on the grounds that neither Cadien nor the Hare Indians 
were ~ritish subjects, and that Lake Puant, which is how 
the lake where they had been killed is dekcribed in the 
Canadian sources, was not within British territory 
(1989:46). - 

P 

This motion was denied by the senior trial judge, Chief Justice 
i 

James' Reid, and biitnesses would later state that only British 

subjects traded at Fort Norman (1989:46) in support of that view. 

The trials eventually ended with the acquittals of La Graisse and 

Jourdain and the conviction of Cadien in 1838. The last accounts 

concerning these three pawns of Empire revealed that Jourdain was 
i 

rehired by the Hudson's Bay Company, La Graisse returned to the 

Athabasca region where he died in f 8 7 9 ,  and Cadien, whose death 

sentence was commuted to transportation to Van Dieman's Land 

(Australia), perished en route to that colony (Foster, 1989:55). 

& 

It could be advanced that these trials were, in effect, 'the 

first recorded uses of the criminal justice system to promote 

imperialist hegemony in Canada. Foster: (1989:45-46) notes 'the 

unfortunate timing of these trials and the personal/political ., 

beliefs of -the trial judges influenced their judgements. The 

senior trial judge, Chief Justice James Reid differed from his 

colleagues Justice Elzear Bedard and Judge Vallieres de St. Real 



who were both, critical of the government's approach to the 1838 

~ebellion in Lower Canada. Chief Justice ~ e i d  was not only a 

staunch supporter of the government of the day, but Ita man who 

, believed the French majority ''represented a menacen that Itshould be 
, 
anglified as quickly as possiblett (1989:45). lndeed, not only had 

Reid passed sentence against a Hudson's Bay kompany employee for 
i 

the murder of a North-West Company employee in Rupert's Land in 

1809, but he was also married to the sister of a prominent 

NortWester. A4though it may be inferreq from this description that 

the court's decision had been influenced by political and personal . - 
concerns, it could be employed by both Imperial and Dominion 

politicians as justification for expansionist actions in the North 

and the West. It is only fitting to close this part of the 

discussion with Foster's final statement that: 

As it is, the Case of Baptise Cadien, the only offense 
ever tried by a Canadian court during the HBC1s licensed 
monopoly over the Indian Territories, stands as a little- 
known example of how imperial law was enforced in the fur 
trade. It is one of the reasons that the long distanke 
justice of the Canada Jurisdiction Act was never resorted 
to again (1989:63). 

State Expansionism, 1857-1870 

(i) The Early Years, 1857-1867 

During the same time as the Cadien trial was occurring, 

agitation by the recently established Red River Settlement, near 

present-day Winnipeg, and the colony of British Columbia attradted 

the attention of the Imperial government in London as did the 

handl-ing of its -Indian ltwardstl. Applying for a renewal of the 

exclusive trade license, required since its nerger with the North- 

West Company, the Company was the recipient of an amended license 

in 1837 which contained the clause that: 

such conditions as may enable Her Majesty to grant, for 
the purpose of settlement or colonization, any of the 



lands comprised in it; and with that view ... a power 
should be reserved even of estabJishing new colonies-or 
province-s within the limits, comprised in the Charter 
(Stanley, 1961: 2.1) . 

  his section of the license was not acted upon until 1857 when 
. .  the Crown appointed 'a "Select Committee to consider the State of 

those British ~ossessions in North America which are under the 

Administration of the Hudson's Bay Company, or .over which they 

possess a License to Trade1'-. The Select Committee charged and 

acquitted the Company with I1exercising,an obnoxious monopoly in a 

tyrannical manner and with placing every obstacle in the way of 
d 

colonization and settlement1' (Stanley, 1961: 21) . In- addition to 
those charges and ever mindful of the waning British interest in 

colonizSthn,, the Select Committee recommended that the Red River 

and Saskatchewan settlements should be ceded to the provinces ofm 

Canada, those colonies which were only just beginning to 

industrialize and flex their untested, nationalistic muscles 

(Stanley, 1961: 22-25) . 

Indeed, the Province of Upper Chnada sought to have the 

Hudson's Bay Com &Bny Charter dgclared null and void during its 
protestations to the- Colonial Office during 1857 and to the 

F, 

Judicial Committee of9thq Privy Council during 1858. It advanc.6d 
ci 

the argument, through the efforts of Chief Justice Draper and the 

Honourable Joseph ~auchan, C-issibner for Crown Lands, that the 

Charter's qualificati~n . , of lands "that a;e not 'already actually 
a 

possessed by the Subjactes of any other Christian Prince or State1' 

was the key to its efforts to have the sovereignty cla,ims of both 
. 

the Hudson's Bay Company and the 'Brikish ~r&wn negated. T h-e 

Province claimed that French subjects in New France possessed the 
& ?s lands, granted by Tharles I1 to the Comgany, by right of p~ior 
Ip 

discovery and oceupation (Stanley, 8961: 28) . ~heseelaims were, in 
turn, countered by-the Hudson's Bay Campany who claimed their 

rights were ensured by over two hundred years of pri~il~ege. 
3 - %. 



A The Crown, for its part, adopted a wait-ana-see attitude while 

it entertained legal opinions on the validity of both arguments. . 
Duri-ng 1860, however, this attitude changed and negotiations began 

in earnest with the Crown acting as a mediator between '~anada and 

the Company. -Concurrently, the Crown began to,enact the B r i t i s h  

North A m e r i c a  A c t  (1867)12, hereafter the C o n s t i t u t i o n  A c t  (1867). 

which would permit not only the political development of the 
* 4 

Dominion of Canada but the acquisition of the Company's land and- 

the Indian'Ter-ritory. This latter notion is explicit within •˜I46 

of the c o n s t i t u t i o n  A c t  (1867) which reads: 

It shall be lawful for the Queen by and with the advi-ce 
of Her ~ajesty's Most Honourable Privy Council ... and on 
address from the Houses of the parliament of Canada, and 
from the respective Legislatures- of the 'Colonles or 
Provinces of Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, and 
~ritish "Columbia, to' admit those Colonies or Provinces or 
any of them, into the Union, and on Address from .the 
Houses of Parliament of Canada to admit Rupert's .Land and 
the North-western Territory, or either of them, into the 
union, and on such Terms and Conditions in each case as 
are ih the Addresses expressed and as the Queen thinks 
fit to approve, subject to the provisions of. this Act; I - .  

and the ~rovisions of any Order-in-Council in tqat behalf 
shall have effect as if they had been enacted by. the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom pf great Britain and 
Ireland. 

\ 

The Company eventually offered "to surrender their territorial 

claims for equitable compensation" (Stanley, l961:29-3.4), but their 

agreement on what exact~ly constitutes equity would delay that 

surrender to the Crown until March 9th, 1869. Jt. was shortly 
% 2 

thereafter that the parliament in Westmlhster enacted the R u p e r t ' s  

Land A c t  ( 1 8 6 8 ) 1 3  which would serve as the enabling legislation 

l 2  An A c t  f o r  the  Union o f  Canada ,  Nova ~ c G t i a ,  and  New 
B r u n s w i c k ,  and  the  G o v e r n m e n t  thereof ;  and  f o r  P u r p o s e s p  
c o n n e c t e d  t h e r e w i t h ,  3 0  Victoria, c .  3, 1867 (Gt, we, 
hereafter the c o n s t i t u t i o n  Act (1867) . . -A 

" R u p e r t ' s  Land A c t ,  3 1 - 3 2  victoria, c.105, 1868 ( G ~ B . )  
hereafter the R u p e r t ' s  Land A c t  (1868). 



for the British Crown to accept the Hudson's Bay 'company surrender 

of its lands and privileges and their subsequent t.ransfer Co the 

Dominion of Canada. 
. . . * 

. * -  

2 

~he,bominion acted quickly to ensure that the 5rahsTer of the 

former Company lands would not be delayed in any fashion. The, 
r C 

fledgling  omi in ion government in Ottawa enacted its own en&l.inq 

legislation, the Temporary Governmbnt Act (ab69)14 which 
F' 

complemented 5146 of the earlier .constitution A c t  (1867)  . 
1 - 

I 

Reviewing those events which were occurring simultaneous to 

the negotiations provides for an understanding of the sense of 

urgency and pressure to affect the $urrend.er thak 'was felt by all 
* 

- parties. Continuing throughout the term of, the negotiations were 

the American efforts, grounded Qithin t@ir belief in a "Manifest 
I 

.Destiny1', to exploit and contra1 the resources of the region, 
"- 9:. 

Beginning with cross-border incursions by frontiersmen, whiskyT 

, traders, and gun-runners, the American efforts culkinated wit? 

their House of Representatives passing's Bill in ld66 that provided 
for "the admission of the States of Nova scgtia, New Brunswick, 

Canada East and Canada West, and for the organization of the 
i 

' territories of Selkirk, Saskatchewan and *Columbiall, 6nd ~ included 

the revealing clause: % 

e3 
Article XI.' The United States will pay ten millions of 
dollars to the Hudson's Bay Company in full discharge of 
a11 claims to territory or jurisdiction in North America, 
'whether founded on the charter of the Company, or any 
treaty, law or usage (Stanley, 1961:35-37). 

Indeed, the American purchase of Alaska from Imperial Russia 

l4  An Act for the Temporary Government of ~u~ert:s Land and 
the North-Western Territory when United with Canada, 
Statutes of Canada, 32 & 33 Victoria, c.3, 1869, 
hereafter the Temporary Government Act ( 1 8 6 9 ) .  



P --9 . .&- - 
L* 

iliustrates their ' willingness to negotiate the purchase of North 

~merica. Canada, in turn,- respoqded by increasing its negotiating 

prqssure in hopes of sec6rihg'the transfer of Rupert's Land and the 

North-West Territodes to Great Britain, while the' lafter :followed - 
' 

its' established ' routine of dispatching a battalion of * - h e a ~  

inf$n from the Royal Canadiap Regiment, to kreate an Imperial 

presence -at' F'ort Garry . , i 

f 

.% e 

jii) .. The F'inal Yealrs,, 1867-70 

* 

' From these discussions; it may be possible to ,infer that' *. *+. I 

+ confederation was heralded with a sigh of relief by the Imperial 
C * 

government and one 02 e-xasperation and confusioh by the Dominion 
government, in regards to, the administration of justice and the 

' I 

mqr&gament d of o Indian affairs. •˜91(24) of the con3tit;tion Act 

(1867) $ranted w=lusive jurisdiction over Indians and - lands 

reserved-for Indians and the enactment of criminal 1cSgislation to 
zi 

-t&e federal ;o\ernm&t while theprovinces would be gesponslble for 

the+ administration of jystice ' {such as police, courts, ' and' some 
4- 

correctional services) within their jurisdictions. 
e 

* , 

5 

* 

While the Constitution Ac,t (1867) unified the ~rovinees of 
D r 

Up~er and Lower Canada, Nsva Scotia and New Brunswick and thereby 

- greated the Dominion of Sanada, it contained only a single 

reference to the new nationhls expansion to the north and west. 

% Within the meaning and intent of S146 of that Act the future growth 
' P 

and development' of Canada pas assured. This latter notion is - 
explicit within S146 of the Constitution Act (1867) which reads: 

+ 
I 

It shall be lawful f&r the Queen by and with the advice 
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council ... and on 

ia address from the Houses of the Parliament of Ganada, and 
from'the respective Legislatures of the Colonies or 
Provinces of Newfoundland, Prince Edwatd Island, and 
British Columbia, to admit those~Colonies or Provinces or 
any -of them, into the Union, and on Address from the 
~ouscis of Parlianent of Canada to admit Rupert's Land and 3 



the North-western ~erritory, or either of them, into the 
union, and on such Terms and Conditions in each case as 
are in the Addresses expressed and as the Queen thinks 
fit to approve, subject to, the provisions of this Act; 
and the provisions of any Order-in-Council in that- behalf 
shall have effect as if they had been enacted by the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great ~~'itain and 
Ireland. 

d 
The Dominion acted swiftly and unilaterally to ensure their 

entry, into the Union through the passage of the T e m p o r a r y  

G o v e r n m e n t  A c t  J 1 8 6 9 ) .  As shown here, this Act was wholly 

inadequate for governance but, having provided for the appointment 

of a Lieutenant-Governor, the North-West Council, and the 

administration of justice, its rhetoric was adequate for polikical 

purposes in Canada. The Prime MinisTter of the day, Sir John A. 
a 

Macdonald+, recognized this fact, stating: 

It was passed simply for the purposes of having someth"n4 
like an organization ready, something like the rudime ts a , of a Government,~~from th.e time the Territory was admit gd 
into the Dominion, it being understood that the Act 

'should continue in force only until the end of the 
present session of Parliament .... The government feat 
they were not in a position from acquaintance with 'the' 
circumstances of the country and wants of its people,' to 
settle anything like a fixed- constitution upon the, 
~erritory (in Bovey, 1967 : 21) . 

Unfortunately kor Macdonald, as Bovey (19671 and Stanley (196 
P 

point out, the Government of Canada was soon iorced to make a rapid 
I .  

~hc?~uaintance with the circumstanchs of the country and wants of 

its peoplet1 as this Act may have contributed to the eRiotions 
15 whichtin turn, surfaced in the first Riel Rebellioh. 

l5 Having a rebellion thrust upon them, Canadian politicians 
i soon began to understand some of the issues throughout 

the region, notably $hose in the Red River Settlement, 
and eventually passed the Manitoba " A c t ,  34 Victoria, 
C. 16, (187-0) : 



Source: George F.G. Stanley, The Birth of Western Canada: k 
~istorv of the Riel ~ebellions (1961). . 

While the Temporary ~overnment Act ( 1 8 6 9 )  contained the 

necessary provisions fo~r the administration of justice within S2 of 

that Act, which reads in part: 

It shall be lawful for the Governor. .. to authorize and 
empower such Officer as he may from time to time appoint 
as Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Territories, to 
make provision for the administration of iustice therein, 
and generally to make, ordain and establish all such 
Laws, ~nstitutions and ordinances as may be necessary for 
the Peace, Order and good Government of Her Majesty's 
subjects and others therein (in Ward, 1966:12), 

the 'Xanadian government of the. day failed to take the immediate 

steps to effect that administration. Even though two orders-in- 

Council (August 10, 1870, 1871, no.20, p. 25; and September 13, 



'd 
% 1870, 1871 no. 20. p. - 26) were issued which authorized the 

appointment of justices of the peace thg senior government 
r. 

bureaucrat, Lieutenant-Governor.Adam G .  Archibald, did very little 

, to:' 
" 

exercise these powers but appoint Johnson [aes Recorder] 
and name six justices. It would be useless to do more 
until a territorial police force was established to 
enfhrce the rule of law (Ward, 1966:14-15). 

C 

The customary practice, in regards to the rule of law, was to defer - 
tb existing Budsonts Bay Company judicial arrangements. Although 

several inspectors and a commission of inquiry would recommend 

changes in the administration of justice, such as the appointment 

of additional magistrates and the establishment of a military 

detachment of up to 500 mounted rifles to keep the peace and 

preserve BritishICanadian sovereignty (Ward, 1966f15-19), no 
r 

serious changes would occur in the administration of justice until ' 
- 

1873. 

These rather Machiavel.lian actions would culminate with the 

transfer of the region t,o Canada through Her Majesty's Order-in- 

Council Admitting Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory into 

the Union, (July 23, 1870). Canadian acceptance of these lands 
c 

would occur with the passage of the Northwest Territories Act 

(1870)16 and the Manitoba Act (1870) . I 7  While both Acts 

fortified the Canadian title to the region for external purposes, 

they had the internal effect of merely forestalling the ethnic 

confrontation between the Canadian state and the emerging Metis 

nation under Louis David Riel and others until 1885. 

# 

l6 North-West Territories Act, Statutes of Canada, 32-33 
Victoria, c.3, 1870, hereafter the North-West Territories 
Act (1870) and/or NWT Act (1870). 

l7 Manitoba Act, Statutes of Canada, 34 Victoria, c. 16, 
.6 

1870, hereafter the Manitoba Act (1870) . 
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Indians and Eskimos, 1670-1870 . ' - * 

, 

Since their respective arrivals in North America, the various 

European nations have pursued approaches towards the aboriginal 

peoples they encountered which, although differing in technique, 

were based within the philosophies of conquest and colonization 

(cf. Asch, 1984; Boldt and Long, 1985; Cox, 1988; Fisher and 

Coates, 1988; Frideres, 1988; Getty and Lussier, 1983; Hawkes, 

1989; Little Bear, Boldt and Long, 1984; Moore, 1978; Morse, 1989; 

Ponting, 1986; ~atkins, 1977). These approaches have ranged from & 

t h e w  earlier voyages of exploration, wherein the "savagesw 

encountered were often kidnapped and brought back to Europe, to the 

use of controlling legislation, albeit without 'the knowledge or 

informed consent of the aboriginal peoples. 

r? 

This history of contact has been marked by attempts to 

establish not only a European cultural presence but a cultural 

superiority over the aboriginal peoples they encountered. Beginning 

with the various explorers, traders, missionaries and governments . 
t 

.this myth has been inculcated among both native and non-native 

'' population (Marule, 1984; Ryser, 1984; Tobias, 1983; Upton, 1973). 

Sturtevant (1980:47-49), for example, presents a tyqical, early 

account of European/Aboriginal contact, in this c&e Labrador 

~Tnuit, of North America. Although lengthy, it is presented here in 

its 'entirety as it illustrates a European/Euro-Canadian perspective ' 

whtich would survive into the late 1920s: 
- 

d 

In thistyear 1565 there arrived at Antwerp, by ship from 
Zealand, a savage woman (a small, person) tsgether with 
her little daughter, and she is:shkt$ed and clothed as 
this picture shows, and was found in Nova, Terra which is 
a new district first discovered by the French and 
Portuguese a few year2 ago, and this woman with her 
husband and -l?ittle child were met by the French (who had 
.voyaged tp this district and came ashore and sought - 

-i 
<;wonderful things), and the husbahd was shot through his 

<- 4 

body with an arrow. However he would not surrender but 
" took his stand 5.raaefy -to idsfend himself; and in t-his 

'% ", . < 
i .  

U 
I ? 
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More 

skirmish he was severely wounded in the side by another 
Frenchman with a broadsword, then he took his blood from 
his side-in his hand and licked it out of his.hand, and 
took his stand to defend himself still more fiercely than 
before. Finally he was struck and wounded in his throat 
so severely that he fell to the ground and died from this 
wou~d. This man was 12 feet tall and had inL twelve days 
killed eleven [l2] people with his own hand, Frenchmen 
and Portuguese, in order to eat them, because they like 
to eat no flesh better than human flesh. - And as they 
seized the woman she took her stand as if she were 
completely raving and mad because of her child whom she 
would have to leave behi~d when the sailors took her aw6y 
to the ship, as though she would rather lose her life 
than leave her child "behind. Because she was so mad, 
they let her alone a bit; she went to the spot where she 
had. concealed her child, then she was calmer than before, 
then theyftook the woman with-her away; and none of the 
frenchmen could understand a single word of hers or speak 
Gith 'her at all. But she was taught enough in 8 months 
that it was known that she had eaten many men. Her 
clothing is made of seal skins in the manner shown by 
this picture.= the paint marks she has on her) face are 
egtirely blue, like sky blue, and these the husband makes 
on his wife [when he takes her for his wife] so that he 
can recognize her [his wife] by them, for otherwise they 
run among one another like beasts, and the marks cannot 
be taken off again with any substance. these marks are 
made with the juice of a plant which grows in the 
country. Her body is' yellow-brown like the half Moors. 
The woman was twenty years ol-d when she was captured in 
the year 66 in August, the child 7 years. Let us thank 
God bhe Almighty for His blessings that He+ has 
enlightened us with Hi2 word so that we are not such 
savage peopl,e and man-eaters as are in this district, 
that this woman wasa captured and brought out of there 
since she knows nothing of the trup God but lives almost 
more wickedly than the beasts. God grant that she be 
converted to acknowledge0~im. Amen (Sturtevant, 1980:48-  
49). .- 

ttenlightenedtt. approaches to dealing with the aboriginal 

peoples may be found in the "legislative approach1' of the 

niheteepth' and twentieth cenfuries. Yet, the extent and . 
v 

; effectiveness of that myth of ~uro~ean/~uro-~anadian superiority or 

"great lieN (Little Bear, Boldt and Long, 1984 :25 )  has been + 

enormous, indeed it has been internalized by many individuals and 
I 

groups among the Native p~pulation. 
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Gurreng ~a~adian'polih~ towards aboriginal peoples and their 
w lands may hqve their origins in the colonial efforts of the a n c i e n  

' r e g i m e  gf New France and the Imperial governing of British North 
a 

America. French colonists in Canada, according to Moore (1978), 
i 

'initially so~qht:~ . a 

i 

I d 
mutual peace and prosperity through the cultivation of 

b military and coinmercial alliances with the natives. The 
French then wanted to tfcivilitf the Indians by I 

introducing them to ~hristianity pnda,the material goods 
of European society (1978:6). t I  

'3 . 5 

m e  objects of their policies were tdo-part: (1) ,to proteca the 

aboriginal peoples from the avariciousness ofq the Bur traders,', and 
,+ - I  

( 2 )  to assimilate them (the aboriginal peoples) intd .the mainitream i 
3 

of the colonies activities. Just as their policies'had two goals - *  

there were fwo polemice app;6aches to their realizati?~:. the ~esuit F. 

Order of the Romali catholic church sodqht toiisoiate kh& aboripinal 
I 

6 

peoples on ttreservestf wherein they could become civilize& while the 
? opposlbe viewpoint. such as expressed by officials of the,Colony, 

was based upon immediate integration and assimilation. is one 

major point of contention between the European and abori"gina1 
3 

r _  e ir 

* b 

l8 The Jesuits owned and operated an early "reservet1 on 
their s e i g n e u r y  at Sillery, near pre~ent-day Quebec Cify, 
which was the forerunner of the modern Canadian Reserve: 
'within the confines of the s e i q n e u r y  the aboriginal 
people& were able to exercise fishing, hunting and 

" trapping rights unlfiolested but were unable t? convey the 
q land in any fashion to others without Jewit permission. 

4 The Jesuits would attempt to educate and convert to 
Catholicism the population of the s e i g n e u r y  (Stanley, 
1950; hMoo2re, P978),. 

$I 

On the other hand, the Colonial officials were 
preoccupied with the fur trade, regulating the effects of 
the liquor and firearms trade between ,the colonistsqand 
the aboriginal peoples, and acquiring ti-le to the vast 
lands of the region. Other efforts of the Colonial 
government-were aimed at securing the military-political 
alliances necessary to reduce British influences and to 
"francisizen the aboriginal population. 



leadership was theAtitle to the land and its conveyance: French 

officials steadfastly refused to recognize aborigi~al~title and 

transferred title to , the British thr'ough the A r t i c l e s  of 

c a p i t u l a t i o n  (1759) and the W e a t y ' o f  P a r i s  (1363). 

Although the colonial government of Imperial Britain shared 

-.the goals of the defeated ancien regime, namely to "protect the 

rights of the natives, then to bring them into llwhitell society as 

llciuiLized Christiansn (Moore, 1978: 10) , it recognized that the key 
a 

to maintaining its new colony was to be found an good relations 
with the aboriginal populations. The major aboriginal resentment, 

<-' of-the period, appeared to be the transfer or conveyance of their 
/ 

lands by th@ French without their participa.tion or knowledge, which 

may have contributed to the enactment of the Royal Proclamation of 

October 7, 1763. * 

Through this instrument the British Crown intended to prove, 

to all concerned, that it was both the legitimate and most 

benevolent authority in the region. Indeed, the Royal Proclamation 

was explicit in its 'wording concerning '11ndian Landst1 when it 

stated: % 

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential 
to our ~nterest, and the Security of our,Colonies, that 
the several  ati ions or Tribes of 1ndians with whom We are 
connected, and who live under our Protection, should not 
be molested or disturbed in .the ~ossession of such Parts 
of Our  omi in ion^ *'an4 ~erritories as, not having been 
ceded to or purchased,by Us, are reserved to them, or any 
of them, as their ~unfing Grounds. . . .And 'we do further 
declare it to be Our Royal Will and Pleasure, for the 
present aforesaid, to ,rgserve under our Sovereignty, 
Protection, and ~ominio;,: for the use .of the said 
Indians, all the Lands and ~erritories not included 
within the Limits.of Our said Three new Governments, or 
within the Limits a of the Territory granted to t.he 
Hudson's Bay Company, as also the Lands and Territories 
lying to the Westward of the Sources of the Rivers and 
North West as aforesaid (in Getty and Lussier, 1983:33- 
34). 



Seen by many people, aboriginal and non-aboriginal alike, as 

the "Indian Charter of Rights", the Royal Proclamation set the tone 
t 

for relations between the colonies and its aboriginal neighbours 

which would continue until 1867 and Confederation. However, 

goodwill expressed by the Royal Proclamation was countered by the 

creation of Indian Department, the forerunner of the Department of 

Indian Affairs and Northern Development, and the beliefs of it's 

bureaucratic and political masters, such as those expressed by 

Chief Superintendent Darling in 1828 and the Lieutenant- overn nor of 
-upper Canada, sir James Kempt in 1929. Moore (1978) pres,ents the 

former's beliefs, for example, stating that: 

the Indians deserved the protection of the -crown as 
Qtpart-citizenslt not merely allies or wards. The 
administration, therefore looked upon the natives, at 
this time, as people who were unable to assume the rights 
and obligations of "full citizensn, but who, once 
wcivilized~, could adopt such status. Department - i = 

officials saw Christianity, literacy, ' farming o.r 
industrial labour, patriotism and civic responsibility, 
as the components of civilization that the Indians had to 
learn before attaining "true citizenshipu (Moore, 
l970:24). 

The latter, Sir James Kempt, possessed both the belief and the 

abiJity to transform those beliefs into action. He recommended: 

To collect the Indians in considerable 
numbers, and to settle them in villages, with 
a due portion of land for their cultivation 
and support. 

To make such provision for their religious 
improvement, education and instruction in 
husbandry as circumstances may from time to 
time require. 

To afford them, such assistance in building 
their houses, rations, and in procuring such 
seed and- agricultural implements as may be 
necessary, commuting, when practicable, a 
portion of their presents for the latter (in 
Moore, 1978:25), 



which were to come to fruition as the Manitoulin Island Experiment 

of 1836.   his experiment was the first attempt at isolating the 

aboriginal peoples in order to protect them from and assimilate 

them into the Canadian society of the period. The fact that the 

Ojibwa who were resettled on Manitoulin Island had neither the 

desire to nor a tradition of agriculture was, somehow, overlooked 

by the well-meaning officials in Upper Canada and may be seen as a 

reason for the failure of this experiment in, what some have 

termed, "early apartheidtt (Moore, 1978:1,24-28). 

During the decade of the 1850s, the legislatures of both Upper . 

and Lower Canada passed separate Acts to "protectn the aboriginal 

peoples within their respective jur 

the legislature passed,, two Acts, 

p r o t e c t i o n  ~ c t  ( 1 8 5 0 )  , l9 may 

discriminatory practices inherent in 

the I n d i a n  A c t  as it defined Indian 

isdictions. In Lower Canada, 

.the first, the I n d i a n  Land 

have contributed to the'* 

recent and current versions of 

status along r*e, gender and I' 

marital lines. 
F 

'* 
The second Act, the Gradua l  C i v i l i z a t i o n  A c t  ( 1 8 5 7 )  ,20 was - =  

without,question, the strongest pre-Confederation attempt.'at the 

tllegislative integration" to emerge fram either Lower or,Upper 

Canada. It re-defined Indian status to include the new definition - 
of a "franchised Indian" as someone whom a, commissioner for Indian 

Affairs has examined and found to be: * . -. 
I I 

any such Indian of the male sex, and not under twenty-one 
years of age, is able to -speak, read and write, either 

An A c t  for  the  Be t ter  P r o t e c t i o n  o f  the L a n d s  and 
P r o p e r t y  of I n d i a n s  i n  Lower C a n a d a , ,  Statutes of the 
Province of Canada, 13-14 Victoria, c.. 42 j 1850,' hereafter 
the I n d i a n  Lands  Protect ion A c t  ( 1 8 5 0 )  . 

20 An A c t  for  the g r a d u a l  c i v i l i z a t i o n  o f  the I n d i a n  tr ibes 
i n  the Canadas, Statutes of the Province of Canada, 20 
Victoria, c.26, 1857, hereafter the G r a d u a l  C i v i l i z a t i o n  
A c t  ( 1 8 5 7 ) .  

a .  

I 
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english or french language readily and well, and is 
suf f icient-2y advanced in the elementary branches of 
education and is of good moral character and free from 
debt ( G r a d u a l  C i v i l i z a t i o n  A c t  (l857), • ˜ 2  (3) ) . 

In addition to these qualifications, franchised Indians were 

offered financial inducements and land to franchised Indians. 

The legislature in Upper Canada, on the other hand, passed 

- 1 n d i a n  P r o t e c t i o n  A c t  (1850) 21 only two months after its 

counterpart in Lower Canada. This Act contained specific 

provisions, however, to protect the lands of those aboriginal and 

non-aboriginal persons who have inter-married. 

During the decade of the 1860s, the legislation concerning 

Indiang and their lands within the two~Provinces was consolidated 

and followed by legislation which were in force within both 

jurisdictions. The, Imperial 'dstatyte I n d i a n  L a n d s  A c t  (1860) 22 

- served as the progenitor of the modern system of Indian reserves in 

Canada. While this Act detailed the necessary pre-conditions for 

the sale or together conveyance of Indian lands, it was enact6d n ~ t  - 
P. . . 

only with the purpose of protecting the aborig'inal p;oples kf 

&anadat but fully cognizant of the ever-changing geo-poliucal 
.a; ;" conditions of the period sought to secure: 

the north-western territory against the threat of 
American expansion by solidifyinsthe Indian's allegiance 
to the British Monarch ....[ However] Indian Affairs 
arministrators from 1861 through 1&6& strove to . 

consolidate their authority over the lands'and resources '4- 

. . 
2 1  An A c t  for  the protect ion o f  the I n d i a n s  i n  Upper  Canada 

from I m p o s i t i o n ,  and the P r o p e r t y  O c c u p i e d  or E n j o y e d  b y  
them f r o m  T r e s p a s s  a n d  I n j u r y ,  Statutes of the Province 
of %Canada, 13-14 Victoria, c.74, 1850, hereafter the 
I n d i a n  Protection A c t  (1850) . 

22  An A c t  r e s p e c t i n g  the Management o f  I n d i a n  L a n d s  and  
P r o p e r t y ,  23 Victoria, c.151, 1860 (Gt.B.) i hereafter the 
I n d i a n  Lands  A c t  -41860) . 



of the Indian's reserves and to protect the North-West 
: against invasion by the powerful Un.ion troops of the 

-1 United States (Moore, 1978: 57-58) . 
. .  *. 

$ 3  

This introduction to the early statutes affecting not only 

Indians and their lands but the entire Northwest Territories has 
9. 

accomplished more than a mere appraisal of the legislation, indeed, 

it has provided an insight into the ways in which ethnicity, 

specifically Indians as an ethnic group, have been perceived by 

~uropean/~uro-~anadian society.. ~imi~larly, this discussion has 

provided an introduction into th.e historical use of unilateral 

legislation to deal with perceived threats to the expansion of 

Canada from, both, within the nation (Indians and lands reserved , 

for Indians) and fromthose external forces (commercially and 
'* 

militarily) within the-United States. 

Unfortunately for the Dorcinion government and the aboriginal 

peoples, two points have yet to be resolved, namely: the resolution 

of land claims, 'and the role sf aboriginal law and legal beliefs 

within the broader Canadian scope. 

Indeed, if one were to examine these events in light of 

~otyl's (1987) three research foci, it would be possible to 

interprst, as did historian Stanley (1961), that increases in the 

frequency and intensity of the American interventions throughout 

the region provided the impetus for the Dominion government's 

sudden action in the prairies and subarctic. Altho~,;h, previously 

there were whisky-traders and wolf-trappers in the area, once their 

influence was cou6led with that of increasinrgly large numbers of 

settlers and men-under-.arms on the heridan prairies and the recent 

purchase of Alaska from Imperial ~ussia, these events could' have 

served as a direct threat to <the sovereignty of the Dominion. The 

canadian state, in the form of the  omi in ion government, reacted to 

the increasing numbers of aboriginal peoples of whom it had become 

aware through the enactment of legislatiofi6bhich was baLed solely 



along ethnic lines and sought to "protect, civilize, and 

assimilate" those aboriginal peoples thought to be more 

responsible. 

The enacted legislation clearly illustrated the Dominion 

government's desire to deal arbitrarily and unilaterally on the 

issues of Indian ethni~ity and the notion of sovereignty for 

Westerners. The continuous rounds of negotiations between the 

Imperial government, the Dominion government, and the Hudson's Bay 

Company similarly illustrated the .Dominion governmentvs desire to 

ensure it possessed the vast prairies and Northern taiga. 



CHAPTER VI 

3, 
CANADA ACOUIRES ITS COLONIES, 1870-1930 

The history of Euro-Canadianlaboriginal relations'since the 

first and second ~iel%ebellions in 1869-70 and 1885 to the present + 

are believed to have been influenced by "the great liew of 

~uropean/Euro-Canadian cultural and racial superiority over nativ'e 

peoples (introduced in Chapter V). The policies of the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs, with its subsequent organizational titles and 

additions, fbr example, have been predicated on earlier Province of 

Lower canad5 goals which held that: 

the 

the 

Protection, civilization, and assimilation have always 
been the goals of Canada's Indian Policy. These goals 
were established by governments which believed that 
Indians were incapable of dealing with persons of 
European ancestry without being exploited. Therefore, 
the government of Canada had to protect the person and 
property of the Indian from exploitation by the European, ! 
which meant that the Indian was to havg a special status 
in the political and social structure of Canada p3?obias1 

/ 

1983: 39) a 1 

These policy goals were supported by-th-e exclusive power of 
i 

Dominion. government td ena'ct aid amend legislation affecting 

aboriginal peoples of Canada, mobilize and deploy txoops or 

police to deal with recalcitrant Native grQups, and the actions of 

its Indian Agents in every, aspect of the cultural, economic. 

pol'itical and social spheres of aboriginal life. Within the former 

are'a,, legislative control, tne power of the Dominion.government is 

: best illustrated 'by 'the six major revisions to the Indian ~ c t ~ ~  

, between* 1876 and the outb~sak of the Second World War. ~hese 

revisions, for' example, included the definitions knd eiigibility 
2 . 

23 Although An Act to Amend the Indian Act, 1985, (Can.) ,- 
c. 27 has since been enacted, the Indian Act, R , . S . C .  1970, 
c. I-6, hereafter t+he Indian Act (1970) , remains the most 
commonly referred Act. 
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for Indian status, the loss of such status by aboriginal women who, . . 
until recent years, married Euro-Canadian men, and the re- 

definition,of Inuit as Indians! \ 
2 T  

< 

This chapter will bring ,forth those processes of chatage which 

had been initiated during the -1870-i930 period and their effects on 

regional stability and ethnic hegemony. paramount to this 

discussion is an examination not only of the role ~f federal 

legislation, but the roles 'of the police and '&be courts in 

attaining the   om in ion government's national policies., incwding 

the peaceful assimilation of the Northwest Territories into the 

Canadian polity (Jenness, 1964, 1968; Morrison, 19*73$. 
G. 0 

i The Rebellions and the Interveninq Years, 1870-1885 

The period of 1870-1885 may seen as fhe 'gestation' period of , 

the newly-conceived Northwest Territories. The vast tracts of land 

known as Rupert's Land and the North-West Territories were conveyed 

to Canada by an Imperial Order-In-Council in 1870 and the fledgling 
' 

dominion enacted legislation to solidify its grasg upon those new 

lands. Althougli titular control exercised by the appointed 

Northwest Council, the new lands would be administered through 

N. W.T. Branch of the federal Department of the Interior and, in the 

case of the aboriginal peoples, the agents and officers of the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Yet, two related events occurring at the 

two respective ends of this period would continue to influence the 

shape of aboriginal-government relations to the present day. 

' The two Riel Rebellions of 1869-1870 and 1885 (although the 

latter is officially known as the North-West Rebellion of 1885) may 

be interpreted as expressions of the ethnogenesis, or metissage of 

both the Metis and the Metis Nation in Canada. Indeed, the origins 

of Canada's modern Indian policy nay be traced back to the latter 

instance of aboriginal resistance to the Canadian state (Allen, 

1983; Driben, 1986; Frideres, 1988; Peterson and Brown, 1985; 
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Ponting, 1986; Tobias, 1983, 1988). 
2 

The aboriginal perspective, rather than the Euro-Canadian 

view, of both these two event; and 'the developmental state of 

aboriginal society at 'the time may be explained using any three 

related approaches: Herbert Blumer's (1969) concept of social 

movement, Mary Helms1 (1969) notion of a purchase society, Anthony 

Wallace's definition of a revitalization movement. Blumer 

(1969), for example, notes that social movements may be viewed as: 

collective enterprises to establish a new order of life. 
They have their inception in a condition of unrest, and 
-,derive ̂ their motive power on one .hand from 
dissatisfaction with the current form of life, and on the , 

other hand, from wishes and hopes for a new scheme or 
system of living. The career of a social movement 
depicts the emergence of a new order of life. In its 
beginning, a social movement is amorphous, poorly 
organized, and without form; the co1,lective behaviour is 
on the primitive level that we have already discussed, 
and the mechanisms of interaction are the elementary, 
spontaneous mechanisms of which we have spoken. As a 
social movement develops, it takes on the character of a 
society. It acquires organization and form, a body of 
customs and traditions, established leaderk~ip, an 
enduring division of labour, social rules and soGal 
values -'in short, a culture, a social organization,land 
a new scheme of life (1969:8). 

3 

Anthropologist Helms (1969), on the other hand, presents the 

notion of a Inpurchase societyI1 which she argbes may be used as a 

framework within which to "analyze simple societies living on,the 

economic frontiers of both agrarian and industrializing statesrt 

(Helms, l969:325). Such a society is similar to a peasant society, 

according to Helms (1969:325), as both societies operate outside 

the economic controls of their neighbouring agrarian and industrial 

states. She notes, in general terms,' that purchase societies 

differ from the latter category as they owe no formal political 

allegiance to thk neighbouring states but are involved in informal. 

-trading arrangements with either their agrarian or industrial 



neighbours. Yet, for a purchase society to continue it required 

' stability within three areas: the politiczl leadership and its 

relative autonomy, the volume of surplus goods $or trade, and the 

trading value of those same surplus goods. 

In his 1986 essay concerning Louis Riel an he Metis Nation, 

Paul Driben takes an ethnohistorical approach to understanding the 

social disorganization and cultural stress which Western aboriginal 
Y 

peoples* (Indian and ~eti's alike) were undergoing as the result of 

Euro-Canadian expansionism. Driben felt that Metis society prior 

to the firbAt kiel Rebellion, 1869-1870, -was aptly described by 
B 

Helmst notio~ of a purchase society, but that their society was 

undergoing a period of revitalization which erupted in violence 

during both this and the second Riel Rebellion in 1885. 

Wallace, an eminent anthropohgist concerned with how 

aboriginal societies adapt themselves during -periods of intense 

cultural disorganization and individual stress, presents the 

concept of a ltrevitalization movementtt as the mechanism for that 

rebuilding. . A  revitalization movement, according ̂ to wallace 

(1956), is a recurrent phenomena which seeks to reconstruct the 

society through a return to earlier values and beliefs (cf. Adas, 

'1979; Jorgensonl' 1971; Mooney, 1965; Worsley, 1968) . Indeed, this 

phenomena is one of Yive overlapping stages in a process of change. 

These include: 

(1) The s t e a d y  S t a t e :  Social and cultural forces exist 
in a dynamic equilibrium. Cultural change takes place in 
a slow and orderly fashion, maintaining the integrity of 
the society and keeping personal levels of stress within 
tolerable levels. 

19 

( 2 )  The Period o f  Increased  ~ n d i v i d u a l  S t r e s s :  Occurs 
when the cultural system-can no longer satisfy the needs 
of its members. This happens when the system is pushed 
out of equilibrium becadse of an epidemic, invasion, or 
some other di~ruptiv~ force. 



. (3) The P e ~ i o d  of Cultural Distortion: Marked by 
ineffective and piecemeal attempts to reduce stress and 
restore equilibrium to the system. Special interest 
groups may try to set the system aright, but efforts fi 

usually lead to more disorganization and stress. 

(4) The Period of ~evitalization: , Takes place once 
people realize their culture is maladaptive. But success 
is not always guaranteed; instead, it depends on the 
completion of a number of tasks. First, a code must be 
formulated that proposes a blueprint for a better 
society. Second, the code must be communicated to win 
converts. Third, the converts must be organized " into ' . 
disciples and followers. Fourth, the movement must be 
defended by modifying the code or, if necessary, by 
force. Fifth, a cultural' transformation must take place 
so that -the "new" blueprint culture replaces the 8101d11 
maladaptive one. Finally, the movement must be 
routinized so that the new culture establishes its own 
methods for handling change. I 

(5) The New Steady State: This occurs when social 
disorganization and personal stress return to tolerable 
levels, and a new dynamic equilibrium is restored 
(Driben, 1986:69). 

~evitaiization movements may be found, for example, within the 

Ghost Dance phenomena among the Seneca (Wallace, 1972) akd Sioux . 

(Mooney, 1965) in North America as well as the five South Pacific 

rebellions reported by Adas (1979). 

During the period shortly before and between the two Riel 

Rebellions was a period of intense social change for the aboriginal 

societies throughout the Plains and the aboriginal societies were 

being transformed from purchase societies into dependent societies. 
r p  

Many scholars have noted that the old order, deduced to be a steady 

state to use Wallace's terms, was being threatened by the agrarian 

expansion into the West (Drbben, 1986; Dyck, 1970, 1986; Gibbons 

and Ponting, 1986) . The ~udson l s Bay Company skranglehold upon the 

* trade between the two societies was loosening as the Canadian 

nation and settlers began to move westward. 



Source: Geoffrey Matthews and Robert Mormw Jr. ,- Canada and the 
World: An Atlas Resource, (1985). 
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The Dominion government was successful in its efforts to 

avoid, or at least forestall, the problems encountered by the 

AnericansPin contacts with the aboriginal peoples living in their 

western territories. The Crown set itself, above both the Company. 

and the existing aboriginal leadership, ai the new political order 

in the region,. Pursuing the policy goals of protection, 

civilization, and assimilation for its Indian wards, the'crown was 

-able to forestall events, such as those in Montana during 1865 
' 

where a series of reciprocal murders took place, which: 
* 



hardeneg the white population of that territory, indeed, 
cofiditioned and encouraged them to kill Indians in the 
interest of future white "peace, prosperity and 
progress." Often the killers were hai'lGd as heroes, 
contributing to a stable society and helping to protect 
innocent anddefenceless white women and children (Allen, 
1983 : 229) . 

This change in political structure and authority patterns was 

followed by the decreasing value of aboriginal'trade goods, such as 

buffalo meat and fur, as the agricultural base of the Red River 

Colony was barely sufficient to meet the d'emahds of .most of its 

inhabitants, let alone to permit trade. Thus, not drily was the 
r a 

volume of trade reduced 'but the value of that trade began to 
np. 

decrease. ,- 

Source: George stankey, The ~ i k t h  of Western canada: A Hi'storv of 
?the Riel ~ebellions'(l961). I. 
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While the Indian transition from la purcl-iase society l&s more 

gradual than that of the Metis, it may be, deduced from this 
* 

discussion that they, too, were undergoing a period of individual 

stress and cultuxal distortion. The newlsettlers from Canada 
I 

brought with them another threat to the established Metis .order: 

the Anglo-C-anadian system of .Land tenure and measurement. This ' 
--. 

change in land allocation and registration conflicted sharply with - '  

the established seigneury-based system of land use practised by the 

Metis. These changes, when coupled with the hilures of both the 

crops of the new colony and the Metis buffalo hunts .during the 
? - 

period of 1868-1872, 'contributed to feelings of increased 

individual stress and cuuural distortion (Wallace, 1972), and the 

creation bf the social movement which exploded as the Metis -- - 
. resisted the Canadian state. 

In partial response to the armed resistance towards these 

changes by the Red River Metis, the Dominion government enacted the* 

Manitoba Act (1870) . 2 4  An exercise in expediency, the Mhnitoba 

Act 118.70) created the "postage stampl1 sized province of Manitoba, 

calmed the Metis leadership., and: 

returned the greater part of the ~okthwest Territories to 
the form of government that Ottawa first intended for the 
whole [territories] ; it enabled Canada to take over all 
the interior of British North America with relative ease 
although with more trouble and expense than first 
anticipated.. . .It created a legal entity with the name of 
the North West Territories. But beyond the boundaries of 

I 
the province of Manitoba effective government remained' 
almost completely unknown (Bovey, 1967:26-27). 

By means of this statute the Dominion government created a new 

jurisdictional term, a llterritoryll , I  for both Canada and   re at 
Britain. Sir John A. Macdonald managedo to both diffuse the ~ e t i d  

concerns through the enactment of -this Act and sow the seeds o 4 
, 

1870, hereafter the Manitoba Act (1870). 

// 
24 Manitoba Act, (Statutes of Canada, 34 Victoria, c. 16, 
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rll aggravation and frustration for future generations of territorial 
politicians., ,Noting that Macdonald may have regarded -the 

provincial/terriVo+rial differences as merely .semantic rather than 

constitutional, Bovey (1967) correctly identified the ongoing . 

Dominion of Canada position on the issue when he stated: 

/ 

The overwhelming bulk of Rupert's Land and the ~idensed 
Territory still was called the "North-West Territoriesn, 
but perhaps Sir John considered that a geographic 
description, not a constitutional status. Certainly one 
might conclude from his subsequent qonduct that he 
regarded 'Iterritoriesn as the Canadian equivalent of 
crown colonies, to be ruled directly from Ottawa (Bovey, 
1967:24) . - * 

The Macdonald administration managed to effect the transfer of 

Rupert's  and and the North-West Te~ritories to canada, create a . 

political structure for the g~vernment of those lands, and difeuse 

the Metis resistance movement of 1869-1870 during it's Sirst years 

in office. Hswever, it's accomplishments in the administration of 

justice were abysmal and, aside from the appointment ,of a few 

Justices-of-the-Peace, seemed to merely perpetuate the ineffectual 

criminal justice administration of the Hudson's Bay Company (Ward, 

* 
To employ an analogy to the earlier Guy Fawkes incident in 

Great Britain, the spark which ignited the judicial and pplitical 

powder kegs under Macdonald's administration was not the unrest 

among the Red River ~etis, but the murder of over thirty2s5 1ndians 
. n :  

at what would become known as the Cypress  ills Massacre in 1873. 
Its origins map be found within the exchanges of atrocities between 

Euro-American wolf-hunters and whisky-traders 'and members of the ' 

. z I  25 ~estimony brought-out during the subsequent extradition 
and massacre trials have disputed this figure. The 
number of Assiniboine murdered at Cypress Hills, 
according to witnesses, ranged from eleven individuals to 
the ambiguous "forty lodgesn. 
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v 9A 
Blackfoot Confederacy in the Montana Territory during the 1860s and . 

d 

early 1870s. v 

- 

Having a peaceful settlement and strict controls forced upon 
C 

them, the wolf-hunters and whisky-trader2 saw: P 

an unhindered and easy pro'fit for their whisky trade in 
the I1British, Po~sessions.~~ '- By the early 18POns the 
Americans had .established a number of Inwhisky fortsn1 
north of the border, such a$ those along the Belly River 

- with such mlourful names as Slide-outIrstandoff, Whisky s 

Gap, and Robber's Roost. The centre of this trading 
traffic was Fort Whoop-Up (near present-day Lethbridge, 
Alberta), and the entire area became known as Whoop-Up 
country (Allen, 1983 : 23l),{ , 

and was sooh in 8 state of lawlessness as the wolf-hunters and 

whisky-traders operated, according to contemporary accounts, ++ 

I1without law, order, or security for life or prope~ty. . . robbery and. 4 
murder ... have- gone' unpunished ... and all civil and legal 

a, -. 
institutions' are entirely unknownw (~1-len, 1983 : 2'32) . . . -  

These abuses of Canadian sovereignty and the slipping into 

anarchy of the lands claimed by the Dominion would leak to that 

government enact.ing the NWMP Act , (1873) . 26 This Act created not ' 
t 

only the .North-West Mounted Police (hereafter nlNWMPnn), but 
Q.* 

established the territorial juhiciaky @y authorizing the position 

of Stipendiary Magistrate. - .  
-A 

Stipendiary Magistrates 6 could com persons 

accused of petty larceny and assault and, upon conviction, could 

impose a, sentence of either -a fine or a maximum of two years 

imprisonment. The NWMP Act (1873) also appointed the ~ommis:sioner. 

26 An Act respecting the Administration of Justice, and the 
Estahlishment of a Police Force in the North West 
Territories, 36 Victoria, e.35, 1873, hereafter the NWMP 
Act (1873) . 



and Superintendents of the NWMP as Jbstices-of-the-Peace, a 

siLation which ' a revised NWMP Act (1874) would exacerbate by 

appointing them as stipendiary Magistrates and other members as 
-V 

Justices-of-the-Peace. This created the situation where members of 

the police were authorized to: 

duties of the justices of the Reace. Because 
of it, the police could arrest an offender, act as his 
prosecutor, sit in judgement on him, and then become -his 
jailer, thus perfoping all the functions of a judicial 
system (Ward, 1966: 26) . 

. . . 
In response to these affronts to -the British tradition of an 

independent judiciary, the Dominion government enacted thk North- 

west' Territories Judicature Act (1873),27 which authorized the 

appointments of justices-of-the-peace and coroners throughout the , 

region. Once again, political considerations, would influence the , 

placing of names on the judicial appointments list" t.o ensure that 

adequate numbers of the French-speaking population were included. . , 
* 

t 

Interestingly enough, this legislation would come into force 

only a month prior to the massacre of a number of ~ssiniboine * 

camped in, the Battle Creek Valley in the Cypress Hills area' of 

southern  aska at chew an, but was politically motivated rather than a 
direct response to those events. During ,the debate on the Manitoba 

Act (1 8 70) Macdonald announced that: 
\ 

a body of mounted rifles was presently being recruited 
for service. in the Northwest Territories. It was 
intended to protect people "from the Chancg of Indian 
warw, and was planned to be a bi-lingual for,ce., raised in 

- Upper and Lower Canada, and in the territories themselves 
(Bovey, 1867: 159) . 

27 An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws-respecting the 
North-West Territories, Statutes of Canada, 36 Victoria, 
c.34, 1873, hereafter North-West Territories Judicature 
Act (1873). 



As Bovey (1967:159) was to comm t, however, these admi?able plans + 

were not to come into fruition r'was the NWMP raised until 1873, 
P 

Having established a judicial system for the North-West, the 

Dominion government was caught in a trap of its own design, namely 

being forced to spend funds on the administratioq "of that system 
% 

- and places for- the detention and imprisonment of c+yicted felons: 

While 'it continued many of the justice--related practices of the 

Hudson's ~a~ .Company; that gove~nment managed not to inherit the 

2*  , Company's gaol system. 

b 
Whereas $91 of the Constitution Act (1867) stipulated that the 

Dominion government held exclus,ive jurisdiction dver the operation 

of penitentiaries, $92 gave.exclusive jurisdiction to the various 

Provinces in the ope~ation of "Public and Ref ormatory  prison^'^. 

Rather than establishing a penitentiarx in the North-West 
I 

Territories, the Dominion -governmerit chose the less-expensive 

solution of transferring prisoners, 'after 1885, toi either Ontario . 

or the newly-constructed Manitoba Penitentiary (soon renamed Stbny 

Mountain Penitentiary) near Winnipeg, What was to emerge from the 

distinctiveness of the territorial jurisdiction was also a unique 
approach to imprisonment as: . P 

conditions in the North-West Territories did not seem to 
warrant construction of a prikon and penitentiary there. 
What eventually resulted in the Nortb-We* Territories 
was complex system embracing three main elements. 
These were: North-West Mounted Police guardhouses built ' 

and maintained' at the various* outposts in the 

28 The Hudson's Bay Company did .hot hold th& establishment 
of a system of gaols to be cost effective prior to 1835. 
Xnstead, guardhouses were improvised on an ad hoc basis 
in. most - of " the Campany1s trading art's. With the. 

. expansion of ' the ' -Red River.. Colony, ] the Company 
established a court "house and gaol at the forks of "the 
Red and Assiniboine River during 1835 and built a new . 
gaol "positioned :where Fort Garry 's guns could fire on 

. it" (Leyton-Brown, 1988 : 146) . 
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territories, j Is lgcated .i+~,kwo of the ci t ies  b i  the 
Territories, . arid a penitentiary which , served the 

. Tert-itorieg but waswin fact, located in the,province of, 
~anitoba'(~eyton-~ro3n, 1988:151). 

m @ t 
> 

This system was to prove inadequate and ineffectual not only the 

next fifteen years, but throughout the entire tbrritorial period. 

Indeed, its inadequacies would c-ome into public question shortly 
0 

after the second Riel Rebellion and, again, at the dlose of the . 
a ,  

2 9 nineteenth century. 
J 

I 
r'- 

A. 

The Cypress *Hills Massacre, as it would soon be known, 

occbrred du'ring the afternoon of June lst, 1873, when a smel 

mixed-force of American wolf-hunters and whisky-'traders came upon 

an encampment of Assiniboine, whom they believea had stolen horses 

and taken shots at the trading forts. During the course of events 

which followed, the Americans proceeded to massacre not less than 

eleven Assiniboine, destroy the encampment, . , and rape some of the 

women. 

f: 
One of the first actions of the newly-created North-West 

Mounted Police (the term tt~ounted' Riflestt being too provocative) 

was to inve'stigate those murders and attempt to bring to trial 

seven of the participants in the massacre. 'During an extradition 

trial in Montana, the accused were released due to inconclusive 

evidence. The NWMP continued -to investigdte the massacre and were. 

eventually, in 1876, able to arrest Philander VocjelIe James Hughes 

and George M. Bell, who were sent to Manitoba to be tried by a 

.judge of the recently constituted court of Queen's Bench of - 

Manitoba. Although the accused were acquitted of the massacre. 

29 The North-West Mounted Police reacted to an expl sion in 
the inmate population, caused by the convicti & s of the 
Metis and Indian leadership of the Second Riel Rebellion, 
by building a gaol in Regina during 1885. The gaols in 
Regina and Prince Albert would be delayed until 1890 and 
1898, respectively (Leyton-Brown, 1988:165). 



- 
arraigned on a single murder charge 

recognizance, they would subsequently 

and +elea$eds on "tbqir own 

disappear: from public *notice. Once again, the motivation behind 
u b. = > * 

the trial was politlcdl as it was a- su~cessful attempt t o , z i k p f e s s  A 

a 

tb all ~onberned,~bu~t'most notably upon the minds of the aboriginal . . . 
c 1 

7 %  

. s . , peoples, t&t ''a genthe attempt was being made by the ~ u e e n ~ ~ .  

government-in Ottawa to ektablish a.just and racially equitable 

system of law, order, and authorityv1 *lien, 1983:24*3). - 7 .  

' ,  

L While the events surrounding this trial inspired confidence in A. 

the minds'of many aboriginal peop.les in the prairies of the North- 

West ~erritories it would be offset by the enactment and provisions 

of the 'first Indian Act (1876) 30. - Canada's national perceptions 

of 1ndian~:~yere inf lu&ced by- thoke encbuntered in Ontario, Quebec, - 
'& . and the &a itimes as well as 'Ithe Indiantt as portrayed in the ' $  

h 5 3 

American 'print media. As such, Canada enacted. legislation to-, . ..!. . :;",. -. 
I1protect, civilize, and assimilateM only those Indians rather than 

- 

wester,n aboriginal peoples who were not considered "advamed enough 
I 

1% civilization to take advantage of the actt1 (Tobias,' lTg83:451; C 

-- , . 

In order to , olprotectla western aboriginal peoples .from Euro- ' 

Canadian exploitation, the "reserve system1' was established. 

Unfortunately, the Act legislatively exploited the #ab~ri.~inal' 

peoples by isolating them on "lands reserved for Indiano1 which 

were,- generally, unworkable for either agriculture, hunting, or 

trapping activities. The Act's 'l~ivilizing~~ aspects, albeit 

civilizatidn in a Christian-European context, attacked numerous 

trpditiona1,aboriginal practices as well as contacts with members 
\\ of \the incursive society, such as: marriage, divorce, 

pub ic alcohol cons,umption, elections, and the sdrrender "4. land It was envisioned that aboriginal cdmpliance 

adoption, 

of 1ndian 

with the 

30 An Act to amend and consolidate the laws respecting 
Indians, Statutes of Canada, 39 Victoria, c.18, 1876, 
hareafter the Indian Act (1876) . 
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- provisions of this ~ c t ,  notably remaining on reserves and engaging 
I *  

in agriculture under ~ u r b - ~ a f i a ~ i a n ~ t u t e l a g e ,  would result. in *heir 

' !fassimilationtt into the larger Canadian society   obi&,,- -1.983: 45) .' 
1 %  . 

,The government of the .day realized correctly. that, in order to - 
. , 

be effective, the I n d i a n  A c t  (2876) required a mechanism for its 

enforcement. Unfortunately, an effective mechanism was not - 

4.pcluded in this Act and would remain absent until 1881 when it 1 
b 

hould be amended to include •˜lo7 which provided for the appointment ' 

of local Indian Agents as ' justice&kf-fhe-peace. 
d 

The I n d i a n  A c t  (1876) was enacted during the same .period of 

the signing of T r e a t y  S i x  (1876) and T r e a t y  seven (1877) . with the 

Pla.ins Cree and the Blackfoot Confederacy, respectively. The 

treaties contained numerous whereby the aboriginal 

leadership hxpressed definite ideas on what they should receive in 
4% 

exchange for their loyalty and renouncing of land clai-ms. The 

inclusion in T r e a t y  S i x  (1876), for example, of the undertaking: 

That in the event of hereafter of the Indians comprised 
within this treaty being overtaken by any pestilence, or 
by a general famine, the Queen.. .will grant to the 
~ndians assistance of such character and to lsuch an 
extent .as her Chief Superintendent of Indian, Affairs 
shall deem necessary and sujY~cient to relieve the * 

1ndians from the calamity thatl shall have befallen them 
(in Dyck, 1986: l23-124), 

was prophetic as not only had the buffalo hunt failed (and would 

. continue to fail), but the Sioux sought refuge in Canada during 

1876 and put further strains on the region's carrying capacity. 

Relief was:issued, albeit in~uffi'cientl~, in accordance with 

the provisions of the treaties a,nd the I n d i a n  Act (1876) tb those 
. . 

in dire need. By 1880, tbe  omi in ion government had instituted the 
Reserve Agricultural Programme as an i. d terim measure which would 
help the Indians to provide for themselves and to increase the rate 
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of assimilation into Canadiah society. This progra-me faiLled to' 

accamplish its goals and, *deed by 1d85, had the-oppostte effiact 
< . >  

by transforming Indian society from independence into dependenci 

(ef. Dyck, 1970, 1586).. 
. . 

Also proclaimed .tEuring that year were the ~eewakin-'~ct 

the Northbest Territories Act - (187,5) 3, which 

established t e form which the territorial governmeks in the North 

would •’0110 to the ' present " day. Originating out of the - ', 
suggestions made by the, ' then, ~ieutenant- overn nor o ~ n i t o b a ,  . 
Alexander. Morris, to establish "a council of three appointed 

members, whd would have their seat of government in 'winnipegg1 
- 

(Bovey, 1967:36) to aid him in governing the area; of Lake Winnipeg 

and those disputed by the governments of Manitoba and Ont.ario. " 
~ c c e ~ t e d  by Ottawa as a practical method of administering those 

t 
vast areas and allaying the political aspirations of Manitobans, 

the ~eewatin Act (1876) temporarily established @.an appointed 

council of not less than five nor more than ten members under the 

ex officio- leadership of the ~ieutenant-$overnor of Manitoba. . 

The latter Act, the ~orth-wekt ~erritories Act (1875) , merely 
reaffirmed Ottawa's control over those regions between Ontario and 

the Crown Colony of British Columbia. It continued the governance 

of the territories from 0ttawa; albeit through 'a titular 

Lieutenant-Governor and North-West Council, while ignoring the 

distinctiveness of the regions which comprised--th"em, eg . 
mountains, boreal forests, and tundra. An example of the relative . ZI . ,  

31 An Act respecting the North-West Territories and to 
-create a separate Territory out of part thereof, Statutes 

, of Canada, 39 Victoria, c.21, 1876, hereafter the 
Keewatin Act (18 76) . 

32 Act to amend and consolidate the Lsws respecting the 
North-West Territories, Statutes of Canada, 38 Victoria, 
c.49, 1875, hereafter the North-West Territories Act 
(1875) was proclaimed during 1876, although officially 
recorded as enacted during 1875. 



powerlessness of the ~eewdtin~p-d North-West ~ouncilg 5s. provided 

: by Bovey's (2967) comment that: + I 

Shortly after 'the Keewatin ~istrict was proclaimed 
on P~tober 7th, 1876, .a smallpox epidemic broke out among 

c fhe 1celandersS and Indians of the Lalee Winnipeg area, and 
the' Mackenzie government was promptly, spurred into 
.appointing a 'council of six members to deal w i t h  the 
emergency. But 6nce the epidemic'had been successfully 
controlled, the Keewatin Council was promptly dismissed. 
It had df fended a primary- rule of territorial gqvernment 
in Canada by spending money, extrav3gantly $in the 
estimate of Ottawa; to eragicate. thk '&isease: that had 
been the-reason for its appointmentho members of the 

- 
-% 

~eewat'in Council were ever again appointed. It continued 
to exist -on2 paper, and -the Lieutenant- overn nor of 
Manitoba continbed to be the ~ieutenant-c over nor of the 

. District of Keewatin in fact, until the Keewatin was re- 
incorporated into the Northwest Territories in 1905 
(Bovey, 196~: 39) . 

. L  . . .',. . ., 

Indeed, 

n 

this p lessness in re1,ation to the Dominion government . 
continues -tofl .this day for both the governm'ents' of the, Yukon and 

Northwest Territories. 
- .  

. Through these and similar actions the ~omihion government had 

illustrated both its desire and- inability to effectively govern its . . 
nor,th-western acquisitions., It had acquired riot dnly that vast 

land mass from Great ~ritain., but British anxieties over American 

. expansionism throughout the hemisphere which were promptly added to 

those of its own in that regard. 

Yet, having acquired Rupert's Land and the North-West 

- Territories from Great Britain, the Dominion of'canada endeavoured 

to acquire an "even larger area: .the islands of the Arctic 

Archipelago. Canada would have its efforts rewarded on 31 ~ u ' l . ~ ~  

1880, when an Imperial Order-in-Council; rather tha; an Act of 

Parliament, granted it: 
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+, 

all the territory in the northern waters of t h e  continent 
V 

. ' of America .and Arctic. ocean, from 60 degrees west 
longitude .to 141 degrees west longitude ande aS far north - 
as 90 degrees, that is to say, the North Pole (Maxim, 
9976: l8), 

Canada based its claims to the Archipelago' on earlier British3 
'1 4 

claims which had their strength in the principle-of prior diskovery- I . 

and, possession. & $1611 as an 1825 Imperial treaty with the. Rllssian 
Crown. The former principles were n e ~ e r ' ~ ~ ~ ~ r i o r  to the transfer to 

J .  

Canada, ratified by state authority, or confirmed by the exercise 

of jurisdiction d c." accordjng to the, then, Chief Astronomer of . 

Canada, Dr. W.F. King ( ~ c ~ o m e l l ,  1970: 3-4). The latter argument, 
a \  an- 182; treaty, with Imperial Russia,/;'irmly established the 141st 

degree of we% longitude as the boundary between Russia's American' 

c&ldny in Alaska and that of British North merica. However, the 

Dominion government had been shocked gy the Alaska panhandle' 

Dispute into the-realization that: 

. 
legal arguments' and historical claims to land are not 
enough and effective occupation is required. Effective 
occupation such as settlements ,and communities wit\ true 
governmental representation in the area was the only 
answer (vaxim, 1976: 20) ; 

In order to create the semblance of sovereignty, the Dominion 
i 

government orontimed to prac-tice 'a form of wsymbolic sovereignty. b 

Morrison (1986:246-247) presents this method of sovereignty, as 

''actions taken to fulfil the formalp requirements of sovereignty 

under international law ... aimed at the citizdns-of othercountries" 
(1986: 246) . The consolidation of that sovereignty when ''the 

government formulates a pglicy for the development of territory , 

under its control is presented as ltdevelopmental % - sovereignty1' by 

Morrison. This kind of sovereignty-ranges faT beyond symboJs, and 
C 

thus has a tremendous impact on native pe&lesw (1986:241). 

Indeed, it continued to enact and amend legislation such as the 

Northwest Territories Amendment Act (1888, 1891, 1905}, and the 
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ihsbe Orders-in-Council; such as t-he -1895 and 1897 orders creating " 
the Yukon Territory and detailing -Canada's jurisdiction In' the- ' 

Norkh respect~vel~, 'aimed at both external and internal threats to 

~anada s sovereignty- dlai'ms . . 
-> 

i ' I  

The most notable pieces of legislation enacted during this 

period were, in+ fact, amendments to the ~ n d i a n  A c t  (1876) du,riqg 

1884 and 1886 and the enactment of the ~ n d i a n  Advanceqent A c t '  

(18~4)'~ which -was aimed at continuing Canada's developmental 

sovereignty and countering real and perceived ethnic threats to the 

stability of the contemporary North-West Territories and its 

governance. - 

While the ~ n d i a n  A c t  (1880) 34  merely continued the. policies 

and practices of the earlier Act, it had two major effects of 
, v  

cre ting the Independent Department of Indian Affairs, albeit B - 

continuing under the existing organizational umbrella of the 

Minister -of the Interior and appointing all 1ndJan ,Agents as 

Justices-of-the-Peace .for the purposes of the I n d i a n  A c t  (1880) 

(Akman, f985; .Youngman, 1979) . This amendment would create the 

legislative basis for a federal depwtment which, in'..time, would 

insert- itself' into nearly every "aspect sf aboriginal. life in 

Canada. ~im~larly, those powers of a' ~ustice-of -the2peace enabled 

the Agent to exercise adininistrative and judicial power over the 

lives of aboriginal peoples. 

The subsequent Ind ian  Advancement A c t  (18.84) was a nodel piece 
i l 

h 

3 3  An A c t  f o r  c o n f e r ~ i n g  c e r t a i n  p r i v i l e g e s  on t h e a m o r e  
advanced bands o f  I n d i a n s  o f  Canada wi th  t h e  view o f  
t r a i n i n g  them f o r  e x e r c i s e  o f  ~ u n i c i p a l  ~ f f a i r F ,  Statutes 
of Canada, 47 Victoria, c.27, 1884, hereafter the I n d i a n  
Advancement A c t  (1 884) . ' . 

34 An A c t  t o  amend and c o n s o l i d a t e  t h e  Laws r e s p e c t i n g  
I n d i a n s ,  Statutes of Canada, 43 Victoria; c.28, 1880, 
hereafter the Ind ian  A c t  (1880) . 
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of legislation .by contemporary ~tandards which continued to 

the ambitious goals of the protection, 'civilization and '. 

assimilation of Canada ' s ~aborigina-1 peoples of the earlier ~ c t .  
Having witnesse the aboriginal resistance, to the election of band 

councils and h n;j7decried if as evidence of their tguncivilizedtt , 
Z I *- 

state and need fior Itmore direction and guidancett f~obias, 1983:45) 

the Domin5on gov nment attempted, once again, to: destroi t h i  

traditional trib authority structure. To carry out this ,feat 

required #the granting, on paper, of a' wide range of pglitical 

.powers to the elected council which, although capable of Belng 

vetoed by the Wcal Indian ,Agent, were far greater than the 

traditional chiefs,. Unfortunately for the government, most tribes 

merely elected their existing, traditionally-enhorsed, chiefs a; 

chiefs and band councillors p d e r  the Act  obias as, 1983 : 45-47) . As 
noted by Tobias (1983 $46) , the Indian  gents followed an unwritten 
policy of declaring the elections to be void and administering the 

bands themselves. 

,.1- 

During 1884, the Dominion government amended the Indian Act 

once again. This amendment was clearly influenced by the unrest 

among the aboriginal pepples, of the prairies and prohi'bited the 

sale pf fixed or ball  uniti ion to them, banned severa& forms 
ceremonial activity such as the potlatch and sun-danc;, and 

introduced a gtleave-ticketlc, a form of "internal passportg!, 'wh*ich 

was required by aboriginal peoples wishing to tra~el',off their 

'reserves (Frideres, 1988: 29),. This amendment to the 'Lndian Ac t  

(1880) -would also dramatically expand the powers of the Indian 

Agent. As ~kman (1985) noted, the-scope of theseJpowers would be 
' 

expanded, first in 1882 by giving: , 

-, 

?. 
every 1ndi;~ Agent the same powers 8 s  a stipendiary or 
poli'ce magi"srrte. In 1884, the jurisdiction of the ' Indian Agent was further expanded by giving him authority 
to hold trials wherever "it- i s  *considered by" him most 
conducive to the ends of justiceu to conduct the trial. . > 

The agent also was allocated 'jurisdictio'n over any 
breaches of the Act regardleqs of where they occurred. 



The apparent intent behind the& changes was to empower 
Indian Agents to hold trials off-reserve if they so chose .- r '  

and to have authority over offenses under the Actkhat 
were-comhitted bff the reserve. k 

~ h &  agent s jurisdiction also expressly included 
. authority over '!any other matter affecting ; ~ndians 

, *- , 9 - 
.AS breviously discussed, this period coil$ be described as the 

gestation period of Canada's policies covcerning aboriginal 

periods. Beginning with attjtudes and legislation which -merely 

continued the relationships which the Dominion ha& establisked with 

the abdriginal nations of Central and Eastern Canada,._ these - 
policies would prove ineffective when dealingr with the, hu 

gather lifestyles of the aborighal peoples of the'~orth;~eqt 

 government.'^ policies of protection, civilization I and a$&&$?";ation I* , 

r . ,  a 
were not cancelled, accGrding to Guimond (19563, but merely scaled e, 

L 

downwards: J 

With regard to the civilization of the Indian, a 
change in outlook the part of officials was 
perceptible by 1876. opti&stic attitude of the  late 
18701s, which had envisaged the achievement of L 

assimilation in bhe not too distant future, had yielded- 
to one of awareness that the civilization of the savage 
would be a slow gradual process. The earlier attitude 
had been based on experiences with more civilized triws, 
and was not unrealistic until the admission of the Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick and especially the North-West . 
~erritories and British Columbia had forced the 
Department to lower its sights. Nonethca'ess, ,as evident 

3 
from the 1876 act, the government did not change its 
ultimate objective of making the'lndians self-supporting 

' 

members of the community in time (Guimond, 1956:75-76). 

The introdyction of the North-West Mounted Police into the region 

would be an exception, however, as they would be viewed ag first as 

protectors and later as agents of the Euro-Canadian state by the 

aboriginal peoples. 
3 

However, events of the period woula overtake the Dominion's 



* 3;' 

l1peacefulU attempts to protect, civilize, and assimilate. its 

aboriginal wards into' the mainstream of ~an>dian life. The 

peaceful resistances to i'mpose political and .s&io-legal control by 

the Euro-Canadians erupted in the second Riel Rebellion of 1885. 

This armed.resistance, while based upon the smouldering embers of 

resentment remaining from the first rebellion of 1869-1870, was an 

attempt by the aboriginal peoples of the North-West to redress the 

pitiful conditions on Indian reserves and Metis colonies as:well as 

to recapture their traditional political and authority, structures. 

Unfortunately, it was also the first opportunity for the fiedgling 

Dominions to flex its political and military muscles in support of 

its sovereignty claims. 

The results of-the second Riel ~ebellion would soon manifest 

themselves in nearly e;ery aspect of aboriginal life from that 

point onwards in time. The D~minion Mould re9ard every attempt by 

the aboriginal peoples to maintain a distinct ethnic identity as a 

direct threat to the stability of the state. Subsequently, it 

would exercise its exclusive jurisdiction to marginalize the 

aboriginal peoples. of the North-west Territories and, indeed, 

Canada. 

F 
, (ii) ~hanse5 in Territorial Jurisdictionc 1885-1905 

d* 

$ 8  

The 1885 Northwest Rebellion saw Canada's use of troops and 

police to suppress the Indians and Metis groups throughout the 

Northwest Territories. This direct exercise of power on the part 

of the Dominion government was carried out merely for reasons of 
. . 

imperialist hegemony h d  -resulted in the imposition of new 

structures upon the Indian and Metis populations. The short-term 

results nf that event included the incarceration-and qxecution of 
1 \ 

many of the Metis leadership, the restriction on moments among 

the Indian and Metis population of Canada, and the metisation or 

. coalescing of a Metis identity. 
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: ' During 

- 

years preceding the Rebellion, the Dominion 

~eAartment of Indian Affairs with its supparting 

legislative base,\ insf rum s of government control. Shortly 

after the second' hat control would become nearly 

complete and the Canada's aboriginal koplks would 

'begin in earnest. ubsequent federal legislation would create for k 
aboriginal peoples-,yestricfions on agriculture, settlement and 

education which would, then, be enforced by local Department of 

Indian AfSairs agents (Frideres, 1983:25). a 

The birth. of Canada's -contemporary policy towards aboriginal 

people may, thus, be traced to the provisions ,of the I n d i a n  A c t  

- + ~ 8 8 6 ) ~ ~  and the I n d i a n  A c t  ( 1 8 8 7 )  .36 ~hese* Acts sought to 

continue the policy goals of the earlier Acts through a variety of 

measures, including: 

a general reduction of food, an extension of the Act's 
enfranchisement provisions, and 'compulsory school 
attendance 4 o r  Native children .... Increasingly, areas 
such as education, morality, lpcal government, and land 
resources fell under 'government regulation. 
Significantly, the 1886-1887 'ameqdments also attempt to 
filprotectlt Native concerns; they-prescribe penalties for 
liquor abuse and prostitut<on, offer protection f lands 2 

- 
from expropriation, and limit the exploitation of land 
for timber, mineral, and coal (Frideres, 1988:30). 

More significantly, as noted by Akman (1985:2), •˜I07 of the 

~ n d i a n  A c t  ( 1 8 8 6 )  provides the mechanism by which the Dominion 

government and, by extension, the Euro-Canadian society may enforce 

compliance with those policy statements and goals: P 

35 An A c t  t o  amend and c o n s o l i d a t e  the l a w s  
r e s p e c t i n g  , I n d i a n s ,  Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 50 Victoria, c.43, 1886, hereafter the 
~ n d i a n  A c t  ( 1 8 8 6 )  . 

36 An A c t  t o  amend and c o n s o l i d a t e  the  {Taws ' r e s p e c t i n g  
I n d i a n s ,  Revised Statutes, of Canada, 50-51 Vi-ctoria, 
c. 33, 1887, hereafter thcS I n d i a n  A c t  ( 1 8 8 7 )  . 
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S107. The  overn nor-in-Council may appoint persons to 
be, for the purposes of this Act, justices af 
the peace and those persons have and may 
exercise the powers and authority of two 
justices of the peace with regard to: 

(a) offenses under this Act, and 
- 

(b) any offence against the pr&,isions of the , 
criminal Code relating to cruelty to animals; , 
common assault, breaking and entering and 
vagrancy, where the offence is, committed by an 

-- 

Indian or relates' to the person or' property of 
an Indian. 

Justices-of-the-Peace, including Indian Agents so appointed, held 

jurisdiction 

• ˜ 2 3 .  ' .  

over numerous areas affezting Indians, including: 

Removal and punishment of persons returning to use 
or settle upon reserve lands after having been 
removed. 
Trespass. 
Removal of timber, hay, minerals, etc. from the 
reserve. 
Trespass by Indians. 
Sale or purchase of produce from reserve without 
consent. 
Logging on reserve without consent. 
Enforcement proceedings for non-payment of rent. 
Seizure of goods taken from reserve without 
consent. 
Enforcement of rules and .regulations pass,ed by a 
band council. 
Actions in debt, tort or contract. 
Purchase of presents given to Indians by the Crown. 
Notarizing certificates of eligibility' for 
enfranchisement. 
Furnishing intoxicants -to Indians. 
Commanding a vessel used in the supply of 
intoxicants to Indians. - 
Indians making or furnishing intoxicants to other 
Indians. 

I 

Being found intoxicated or gambling in an Indian 
home. 
Issuing warrants to search for and seize 
intoxicants. 
Authorizing the seizure of vessels us& iA the 
delivery of intoxicants to Indians and its 
forfeiture to the Crown. 



•˜lo4 ' Intoxication of, Indians. 
5105 Refusal by Indians to state the source .of- 

,intoxicants in his possession. - 

•˜lo6 'Keeper of a common bawdy house involving Indian . L women. ' 

•˜106(2) Indians frequenting a Gammon bawdy house. 
•˜lo9 Agents knowingly giving false information as .to 

lands. 
5110 Agents obtaining an interest in Indian lands. 
•˜lll(a) Inciting Indians to riot. 
5111 (b) Inciting Indians to breach the peace. 
•˜I13 Sale of Ammunition to 1ndians if prohib-ited by the 

Superintendent General. 
•˜I14 Celebrating a Potlatch or Tamanawas. 
5126 Indians obtaining homesteads in Manitoba, the 

North-West Territories or the District of Keewatin. 
•˜I29 Notarizing of affidavits required by 'the Act 

(Akman, 1985: 10-11) . 

This amendment to the Indian Act was the moit compreh~nsive, 

legislative intrusion, by the Dominian g,overnment into aboriginal + 

life, to occur during the periad. It enabled the agefits0 of the 

state, in this case the Indian Agents and the criminal justice 

system, to enforce the government's assimilat?ionist pqlicies on its * 
"Indian wards1' . 

While the' Dominion government Is atteetion was being drawn * 

increasingly to a series of constitutional and patronage crises, it 

continued to deal with the problems of state stability vis-a-vis 

the growing, disaffecti,on of its growing settler population and 

"Indian wards" in the Northwest, and -encroachments by. American 

frontiersmen on the prairies and the Alaskan border, numerous 
- .  

territorial politicians were dttemptkng to have that level of 

government legitimized.  h heir efforts would -be rewarded in the 
amendments (1888, 1891, 1905) of the North-West Terrifdries Act. 

* '  , 

Prior to the second Riel Rebellion, th; North-West Council 

served only an advisory role having, as in the case of the earlier 

~eewatin Council, its mandate and ability to either raise or spend 

funds for the territories were severely curtailed by both 



,restrictions fdund in the previous North-West Territories 'Act 
.;. 

I '' ' k Act to amend the Revised Statutes bf Canada, chapter 
\ fifty, respecting the North-West Territories, 1888, 

I Revised Statutes of Cahada, 51- Victoria, c.19, 1888, 
hereafter the North-west* Terr5tories Act (1888) . 

legislation arid orders-in-Council (Carlson, 1986; Leyton-Brown, 

1988)'. Whereas the North-West Territories% Act ( ~ 8 8 8 ) ~ ~  confirmed 

ri~st of the earliet orders-in-Council, it also provided for the 

appointment ,of the Legislative Assembly of the North-West 

Territories. to replace the earlier, also appoi,nted; North-west 
. , council-. The subsequent North-West ~erritories Act (189i)38, on 

the - other hand, was a radical departure from past practices 

affecting the North. Although it began with'a restatement of the 

laws and ordinances affecting the North-WQst Territories, the Act 

provided :. 

' 
- an important new area of legislative comp tence for the 
Assembly, which decreased further the d ssimilaritie,~ 
between powers of' the Assembly and hose of the 
provincial governments ... 

f 
These were significant powers, and having them baseti 

on qcplicit legislation rather than on Orders in Council 
suggests an increased stature for the Assembly. But 
Parliamht pre!!exved its over-riding power in all areas, 
and nothing comparable to the ~rovince's~ section 9 3  

' powers with respect to education was introduced. And 
perhaps most significant of all, the territorial 
government was not given control over Public Lands 
(Leyton-Brown', 1988 : 66) . 

While this amended Act may be heralded as the beginning of 

responsible government for and by Northerners, two major , 

3 8  An ~ c t  to amend the Acts respecting the- North-West 
~errit~ries, 1891, Statuges of Canada, 54-55 victoria, 
c.22, 1888, hereafter the North-West Territories Act 
(1891). 



1. The North-West Territories could not raise ,-d * - 
funds by borrowing on the public credit or by 
issuing bonds. The ,Legislative Assembly 
could, however, determine how Territorial 
funds could be spent. 

2. The North-West Territories ' retained no 
jurisdiction nor administrative.power over the * 

natural resources within its boundaries' 
(Patenaude, 1987:95). 

  his notion of Dominion control over the natural resources of the 
~ofth-West would be reinf-orced further by the discovery of gold in 

, yukon and the subsequent Klondike Gold Rush. Those events would 

prod;ce crises over sovereignty and the administration of justice, 

notably in the areasx of policing and the judiciary, in the North - 
or, more precisely, the lands n~rth of the 60th degree of latitude. 

.., 

The North-West Mounted ~olice~' during the early years of 

this period continued to pursue a realistic approach towards law 

enforcement and its dealings with the aboriginal peoples of the 

region. In general terms, the NWMP.could be seen in several 

lights. First, as the Force built roads and established lines of, 

postal and telegraph communications with the,expanding Dominion it 
4 d 

39 Numerous texts, including many f irst-hand accounts, have 
been written on Canada's ltsettlementw of the North-West, 
hoqever, for a fuller understanding of the Force's role 
during this period the reader is directed towards several 
texts which stand well above the rest. These include: 
Kenneth B. Leyton-Brown's The Orisin and Evolution af a 
System for the. Administration of Justice in the North- 
West Territories: 1870-1905 (1988), R.C. MacLeodls The 
~orth-west Mounted Police and Law Enforcement, 1873-1905 
(1976), The North-West Mounted Police, 1873-1905: Law 
Enforcement and the Social Order in the Canadian North- 
West (1972) , and The ~orth-west Mounted Police, 1873-1919 
(1978), William Morr$sonls two works'The Mounted Posice 
on Canada's Northern Frontier, 1895-1940- (1973) and 
showina the Flas: The, Mounted Police and Canadian 
Sovereisntv in the North, 1894-1925 (1985) , and, finally, 

1 

I John Jennings' article "The North-West Mounted Police and 
Indian Policy After the 1885 Rebellionw (1986). 
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could bb seen as the bui$&rs of empire, in much the same manner as - 

?e 

the French ~oreign ~egion built that nation's colonf in North 

Africa.' Second, the North-west Mounted Police was a mediatorand 

found that conflict resolution* and the restoration of peace was far 
I 

more desirable than applying the full ,force of the law and legal. 

institutions to a situation. Third, a1,though the NWMP approached 

the aboriginal peopleS with respect and fairness,',khey were agents a 

of government policy, albeit far more reasonable' in their approach 

than the Indian Agents of the period. , 

As agents of the government the police sought to persuade the 

aboriginal peoples to sign treaties and thereby cede their land in. 

favour of "lands reserved for Indians1' and to inkegrate them into 

the incursive society through their compliance with the Queen's 

Law. The Queen's Law, however, was applied more on a situational 

basis rather than through the letter of the law with unenforceable 

laws often ignored in favour of common-sense (MacLeod, 1976:141- 

163; Leyton-Brown, 1 9 8 8 : 2 2 5 - 2 3 4 ) .  The rather lengthy list of 

offenses within the provisions of the Indian Act (1886) may have 

been subjected to this common-sense approach by the police to law " 

enforcement resulting in the respect which the 'North-West Mounted 

Police enjoyed during this period. 

The popular respect for the police in their general 

enforcement duties was n8t to extend, however, to their acting in 

a judicial capacity as provided in the North-West Territories Act 
i 

(1875) and the North-West Mounted Police Acts (1873, . J874) . A s  

previously discussed there was a rising wave of discontent 

concerning this practice and calls for a territorial bar continued 

unabated until 1886 with the establishment of the Supreme Court of 

the North-West Territories. 

i The history of the judiclal administration of the North-West ' 

Territories not only during ,the early years but through,o.ut the 

entire 1885-1905 period is marked by a lack of primary source ' 



materials. 40 This is not surprising, according. to ~eyton-~rown ' -- --- -2- - - 

(1988:96-97), as no new courts were established after the creation 
A ,  

of the' Supreme Court of the Norkh-West Territories during 1886. 
" 

~ndeed, the provisions for the appointment of Justices-of -the-Peace 
- .  

and Stipendiary Magistrates remained in force as did the general, 

- lack of administrative support to the Courts and their general' 

inadequacy. Leyton-Brown notes, for example, that: I 

While the Stipendiary Magistrate was clearly - .  
intended to be dominant judicial officer in the North- 
West Territories it is equally clear that he would not 
stand alone. Justices of the Peace, though clearly of 
inferior rank, continued to exist, and, somewhat more 
surprisingly, the Judges of the Court of que$nvs Bench in 
Manitoba had an original jurisdicbion in the North-West 
~erritories (Leyton-Brown,, 1988:104-105). ' 

The judicial hierarchy in the North-West Territories continued 

to be unique in regards to the remaining Courts operat-ed throughout 

the Dominion. Having evolved from the two-tiered court system of 

the Hudson's Bay Company, through the system of Territorial 
? 

Justices-of-the-Peace supported by Manitoba Courts of Queen's 

Bench, to a three-tiered ~erritorial court system, it is not 
- 

entirely surprising that the latter court system would have its - .  
appeal court sitting extra-territorially. The new levels of court < 
would ascend from the courts of the Justice-of-the-Peace Court to - "  

the Stipendiary Magistrate's Court to .the Supreme Court of the 

North-West Territories. T h i ~  hierarchy would culinin&e witfi the 

latter Court sitting in banco as a Court of Appeal (although the 

case could be appealed to Westminster). 

40 Three notable exceptions to this general lack of 
materials are: Sandra Bingaman's The Northwest Rebellion 
Trials of 1885 (l97l), T.M. qeynolds' Justices of the 
Peace ia. the North-West Territories, 1870-1905, and 
William P. Ward's The -Admi~listratfon of Justice .in the 
Worth-West Territories, 187071967 (1966) . 

<- 



~uring 1886, t h e  ~orth-west Territories act (1886) 41 . was . 
amended to authorize the establishment of the Supreme court of the 

",North-West Territories. In many respects, it merely legitimized 

many of the practices of .the earlier Courts, however, it brought 

those practices more into bin/wi%h their counterparts. in the' 

Dominion. Consisting of five puisne judges, who held tenure 
'r - similar to Superior Court judges elsewhere, the supreme court held 

original jurisdiction in all civil and criminal matters as well as . 
1. 

the ability to sit in banco to hear appeals. Individually, each 

judge heldthe powers of both a Stipendiary Magistrate and a 

Superior Court Judge. Similar to the earlier statute which 

established Stipendiary Magistrates, this Act laid down the basic 

qualifications for the position, namely: 

•˜6. Any person may be appointed a judge of the 
court who is or has been a judge of a superior 
court of any Province of Canada, a Stipendiary 
Magistrate of the Territories or a barrister 
or advocate of at least ten years1 standing at 
the bar of any such ~dvince, or of the 
Territories. 

The authority of the judges of the Supreme Court of'the North- 

West Territories was such that they could hear, on either original 

indictment or on appeal, civil cases involving, the' potential of 

tlsubstantial judgmentst1 or criminal cases where either the sentence 

involved a term of more than two years in .a penitentiary .or the 

charge was a capital offence. While the police were effective in 

bringing cases forward to the courts who, in turn, were less than 

effective in their handling of those same cases. The underlying 

reasons behind their ineffectual treatment of offenders were 

' - 411 An act further to amend the law respecting th4 ~orth-~e;t 
Territories, 1886, Statutes of Canada, 49 ~ickoria, c. 25, 
1886, hereafter the North-West Territories Act (1886) . 
However, as noted by Leyton-Brown (1988:130), this Act 
was repealed almost immediately and replaced by An Act 
respecting the North-West Territories, 1886, RSC, 49 
Victoria, c.50, 1886. 

t* 



structural -in nature. The grafting of Anglo-Canadian judicial 

institutions onto the Governor's Courts of the Hudson's Bay Company 

,and their gradual evolution thrbugh to the decades following. the 

second. Riel ,Rebellion were only part of the neglect of the 

~erritories by the Dominion goverfiment. Only the establishment. of 

a prison System for the North-West Territories, however, was 

required to complete the necessary . structures ' for the 

administration of justice in the region. . . 

Source: Geoffrey Matthews and Robert Morrow Jr., Canada and the 
World: An Atlas Resource, (1985). 

As.previously discusse@, the territorial correctional system 

was a unique mixture of federal and provincial services to serve 
-* Z 
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the vast distances of the North-West Territories. 'Unlike the 

provinces at that time, the North-West Territories did not have to 

comply with the tltwo year lb rulet1, whereby convicted felons serving 

more than two years imprisonment would be transferred to a federal 

penitentiary. Therefore, it was not uncommon to have either long- 

term inmates serving time in the Regina or Prince Albert gaols or 

inmates serving two years in the over-crowded North-West Mounted 

Police guardrooms (Leyton-Brown, 1988:170-172). The police did, 

however, take the novel approach of building Ita guardroom at Depot 

Division in Regina, where' a large building which could later be , 

converted into a barracks was raised and divided into eighteen, 

three-man cellst1 (Leyton-Brown, l,988:190) and began to transfer 
i 

inmates >to that facility from all over the +North-West 

~erritories. 42 The Territorial prison systems were, like the 

42  One interesting practice, albeit both extraordinary and 
representative of the racist views of the day, was the 
release of terminally-ill inmates to die with their 
families. Leyton-Brown (1988) notes: 

This was a fairly unusual occurrence as far as the 
White population was concerned, but it became quite 
common with the Indians. And over the years, large 
numbers .of Indians were released from .prison on 
-compassionate grounds. Individuals were often 
released and sometimes groups. The return from 
Stony Mountain for 1884, for example, contains a 
reference to fifteen Indians who had been let out 
early. G. Cloutier, the Roman Catholic Chaplain, - 
qredited this to their good behaviour and observed . 
that their release would show the White man's 
jugtice * and mercy. The prison doctor, however ; 
said ha$ the main reason for their release was 
their egcessive and incurable sickness. The 
release of Poundmaker after serving six months of a 
three year sentence. for his involvement in the 
North-West Rebellion seems to have been another, 
'example. poundmaker ' s release would pave been a 
wise move polit$cally even had he not been deathly 
ill. But under the"circumstance, any other course 
would have been foolhardy. Had he died in prison. 
considerable ,ill feeling would certainly have 
,resulted among the Indi-an population (Leyton-Brown, 
1988: 196) . 



larger Dominion system, 

During the later years 

not without their 

of this period, 

B 

%a 

prbblems b k  d"iffic~1ties. 
for exa~ple, charges of 

s.. 

impropriety', would result in independent investigations and 
- 

dismissals of many of the senior members among the skaffs of. Stony 
* e 

Mountain Penitentiary and the Regina Gaol. , - 
. 

, , ' ~, - B 

The 'closing of the nineteenth- and the dawning of the ' 
, . 

twentieth-century saw a ~ignificant reduction of the ~ersitorial \ 

land mass due to the creation of the Provinces of Alberta and 

Saskatchewan. As would occur in the far North, Canada acted with 

"national rather than local interests" in mind (Zaslowj 197&,:281) . 

and virtually ignored the needs. and aspirations df ,the region's v - 

indigenous populations. With the exceptions df 'amendments.to the . 
North-West Territories Act and the Indian Act, and the Klondike 

Gold Rush, the last decade of the period, 1895-1905 washarked by 

attempts to ensure ~a'nadian sovereignty and to maintain the s<tatOs 

lapse into obscurity: I 

Territories, the issue 

the North-West ~ounted 

their operation. 

\ 
The immense degree 

lives of the a-boriginal 

quo throughout the North-West Territories, including the. 

administration of justice. 

During the 1895-1905 decade, the Dominion government was 

forced to take notice of many' subjects which it had hoped would 

the aboriginal peoples of the North-West 

of sovereignty over that vast region, and 

Police and t'he expenses associated with 
, 

of interference. in and control of the daily 

peoples, which was authorized by the ~ndian 

Act (1887), Would be expanded during the decade of the-1890s with 

a further four amendments to that Act. These amendments would ~ 

1890 - The sale of produce and l'ivestock from 
reserves to non-aboriginal people prohibited. 



G - Game laws of Manitobd" and the North-West 
Territories made applicable to aboriginal peoples. 

- Superintendent of Indian Affairs giveh power to . 
pay up to 50 percent, of the value of reserve, lands 
as inducement for abesiginal peoples to surrender ( > >  

the 'land in question. - 
- Superintendent General of Indian Affairs 
empowered to- lease reserve * lands without its ' r 
surrender by the band. 

6.J - Superintendent General of Indian Affairs 
empowefed to lease the lands of aboriginal orphans 
and the elderly without their permission. '% 

- ~inanci~al aid to band~~using the location ticket 
of land allocaffion reduced. 

 overn nor-in-Council empowered to make whatever 
regulations necessary to ensure that aboriginal 
children attend government-funded boarding and/or 
industrial schools.' 

- Aboriginal peoples have the franchise to vote in 
Dominion elections legislatively revoked. 

a 

- ~derintendent General bf Indian Affairs 
empowered to enact regulations concerning police, , 
and public health services and to unilaterally 
expend band funds for that purpose (Tobias. 
1983: 45-49) . ? 

I 

As can be .deduced' from these amendments to the ~ n a i a n  Act, the 

Dominion governments policies continued to be aimed towards the ' 

gradual advancement, albeit i the Euro-Canadian model, of the 
' . 

aboriginal peoples and the qurrender of "-lands 'reserved for 

Indians". 

3 
The ~orth-west -~bun<ed police was, -in the minds of the 

Treasugy .Board and many parliamentarians froin Ontario and Quebec, 

an unnecessary and increasing drain upon the f om if ion's coTfers. 
Indeed, although the police force was not constituted nor'trained 

I . , 

to perform military functions, their performance during the second 

Riel Rebellion. (1885) ,was less than memdfable ('Bovey, 1967; 
, 



* .  
 orriso on, '1973; Ward, 1966; Zaslow, 1971). This lqck oi 

. distikction * and parliamentary support caused many in Ottawa .to 
C * 

campaign 'lor the dissolution of the W M P  'in fav~ur of locally- 

. + raised, muni&ipal police force?.. 
* + - h . ' I  . 

Fortunately for the polic~f' they were slowly gaining a solid ' 

reputation far law enforcement and d-ispute fesolution among the 

inhabitants of $he prairie regions of the North-West ~erritories. 

~ v e n  more fortunate for the police was the d&cqvery bf gold in the 

Yukon (during the eariy years of the 1890s and, the subseqtient 

Rlondike ~ d l d  Rush in 1897 which were perceived as di~edt threats - 

to the Dominion.goVernmentIs ability to exercise sovereignty, 
" 5  

notably in the area of taxation, in the region. '~ndeed, they were- 
+. 

the only federal agency'which was organized and capable of moving' 

northwards on short notice. The minirnai expense to the Dominion .'' 

,governm&t may have also contributed 56 the police being dispatched . i 

northwards. , . 
- 7 

, Only' six 'years earlier, for example, William Ogilvy of the 

federal Department of the+*Interior offered the cavalier opinion 

th'at : - 

T h e  Yukon should remain an unorganized region of the 
~orth-dest Territories, a wilderness in which anarchy, at 
least. in respect to government control and 
administration, would rewive a sort of negative sanction 
from the federal capital $or the fieanwhile. Not even a 
policeman would be posted Were to symbolize ~anadian I- r . , .  

sovereignty (in Bovey, 1967:79). 

>The Dominion government responded to these threats to its ̂ 

sovereignty merely by issuing an drder-in-320uncil~~ estdblishincj 

the District's boundaries and creating the Yukon Provisional . 

' ~istrict- of the North-West Territories hnd dispatching Inspector 

4 3 order-in-Counc-il no. 2640, 2nd October 
, Gazette, Vol. XXIX, ho. 16, 19 Oct, 1895, 

1895, Canada 
pp. 283-285. ' 



Charles Constantine and staff-sergeant Charles Brown q;f the ~orth.- 

West Mounted Police to the Yukon to in~estigate~the situation. The 
7 

report w d i r  llsovereignty patroll1, according to Zasloi (1971) , 
illustrated Constantine1 s bblief : 

that although the whites and the Indians were peaceable 
and co-operative, the area was a sort of "no-manls landf1 
and required forty-five to fifty police to control ,the 
several hundred miners. He singled out as necessitating 
police action the need to control liqupr consumption and 
gambling, collect customs1 duties, enforce Canadi.an laws, 
-and discourage the miner Is comrnitt.ees - arrogating -to 
themselves powers of enforcfngulaw and order (Zaslow; 
1971:99) . 

In addition %o his report, Constantine collected $3,248 in customs l 

duties and $485 for the Department of the Interior and re'turned to 

Ottawa after having detailed Brown to llshow the flag." 

The Dominion government was shocked out of its complacency and 

w a s  forced to re-evaluate its position on the North during 1895. - 
The American control of the seaport entry points to the gold 

fields, influx of treasure seekers, which also ~ c l u d e d  a high 

percentage of Americans, and the actions of the Territorial 

Assembly each contributed to the Dominion1& change in attitude 
e - 

(Zaslow, 1971: 105-110) . i 

\ ', 

During 1897, the Dominion government- appointed Major J.N. 

Walsh, late of,the North-West ~ounted Police, as Commissioner and 

Chief Executive Officer for Yukon and T.B. MacGuire as justice of 

the Yukon Provisional District Court. Interestingly enough, the 
4 

government and Legislative AssembLy of the North-West Territories 

held the opinion that the Yukon ~ro"isiona1 District was, as the 

Dominion Order-in-Council stipulated, within its jurisdiction and 

the Territorial Lieutenant-Governor subsequ2ntly dispatched an 

officer to collect fees and taxes in the gold fields. This 

%officer, a member of the Territorial Executive Council, proceeded 



to Dawson Creek whereby he: 

set up a local three-man board of commissioners an& 
collected $2,000 in fees from sixteen saJoons and hotels. - 
The permits he issued for importing 61,000 gallons of 

4 
liquor at a tax of $2 per gallon yielded the Regina 
government an, unexpected $122,000 windfall (Zaslow, 
l97l:lO9), 

* - * 

before the Dominion government took legislagive action. l he 
parliament reacted by passing . the ~ u k o n  Terr i tory  Act (1898)~~ 

which es:tablished distinct political, administrative and judicia-1 

institut'ions for new Territory. 

By the time the ~londike Gold Rush kas perceived as an order- 
- >  . 

maintenance crisis, the  omi in ion governiaerit responded with the 
2 %  - 

establishment of the,Yukon Field Force consisting of 288 officers 
II 

and men of the North-West Nounted Police supplemented by a 203 man 

detachment from the Royal ~anadTan Regiment. The mandate of the 
6 

Yukpn Field Force was, according to Zaslow (1971: 109) , to Ithold 
Yukon against subversion from within or attack from without.I1 

The police were organized into two Divisions located at the 

largest population centres with detachments established at the 
- 

various entry pbint; into the Territory. These- detachments served 

the functions of a civil service at great savings to the Dominion 
treasury' and, thus, created a de facto police state for the 

Territory (Morrison, 4973:98-117). " These l'civilianI1 duties were 

not entirely apprekiated by the police who: 
- 

a '  

performed their diverse tasks with varying degrees of 
enthusiasm. The force had a sttongly define,d conception 
of its proper role; ib was to catch criminals and to 

e 

d 44 m Act further t o  amend the Acts r e spec t i ng ' t he  ~ o r i h -  , 
West Terr i tor ies  and create a separate Terr i tory  out o f  

-3 p a r t  thereof ,  1898, R.S.C.', 61 Victoria, 6 1898, 
hereafter the Yukon Terri tory Act (1898) . 



maintain the law. The police therefore sometimes chafed 
when they found themselves cast in the role of minor 
civil servants. Yet despite some occasional failures and 
derelictions of 'duty, the jobs which the police disliked 
were ,done well, while those they found to their taste 
could have been done no better (Morrison\ 19?3:iiiLiv). 

r e  

1 

Indeed, the police ensured that the miners were adequately - 
equipped and paid the appropriate, duties and fees. 4 5  These 

actions, when coupled with their general enforcement duties, had 

the. effect of negating . any serious , concerns . of the American ,' 

, gcve&ent concerning the safety of its- expatriate cit'iiens. 

The other elements of the criminal system throughout the Yukon 

Territory, however, did not expand their *numbers as populatibn 

increased. Justice T.B. MacGuire of the Yukon Territorial Court 

was; in turn, supported by ,officers - of the No-rth-West Mounted 
Police serving as justices-of-the-peace. 46 . Unfortunately 

. . 

Territorial judicial and correctional services during the same 

period have not any significant scholarly attention. Indeed, they 
,# i 

were in greater need of material and personnel than those in the 

truncated North-West ~erritories. The practice of convicted felons 

serving their sentences in NWMP guardrooms and, in the case of 

lengthy sentences, were transferred to the North-West TerritoriesJ 

apparently continued. These and other criminal justice practices 

would continue until well into the twentieth century. 

451 Inspector Sam Steele, North-West Mounted Police, repbrted 
that "they had checked over 30,000,000 pounds of solid 
food, "sufficient to feed an army corps for a year," had 
passed more than 30,000 persons, and colle~ted over 
$150,000 in duties and feestt (in Zaslow, 1971:110). 

B L1 

46 This situation was to change with 'the enactment of the 
Yukon Territory Amendment Act (lgol), R.S.C. 1901, .c.41, 
51 authorizing the Governor-in-touncil to.appoint Police 

b Magistrates and the Yukon Territory Amendment Act (1902), 
R.S.C. 1902, c. 35, •˜1 which created and assigned criminal 
jurisdiction to Judges of the Yukon Territorial Court. 

I 
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,' 
Meanwhile, the   om in ion government would be awakened into 

action by events on the international, rather than national, scene. 

The boundary between Alaska and the Dominion ,was fuse which , 

eventually led to an explosion of federal activity in the far North 

at the end of this study period (Bovey, 1967; ~ohnston; 1933; 

Leyton-Brown, 1988; Maxim, 1976; McConnell, 1970; Morrison, 1973; 

Zaslow, 1984) . . . 
.. . 

The Alaska Panhandle Dispute, 3 s  it would later be called, was 

concerned with delineating the precise boundary of between the 

Dominion and the ,United States. The bbth parties sought tb control 
, 

the headwaters of the inlets of the region as whoever controlled 
\ 

those areas al'so controlled the seaward access to'and from the gold 

f.ields of the Klondike. The establishment of an impartial boundary 

tribunal was regarded as an amicable settlement process.47 The 

decision, 'entirely' in agreement. with the United %States- position, - 
demarcated the panh.andle boundary as: 

a line 
serIjent 
,general 

approximately thirty miles inland from the 
ine coast, not a line approximating the coast's 
trend.\ Canada' would have no outlet to the 

tidewqter north of the mouth of the Nass River '(~ove~, 
1967: 117) . .= 

I 

Responding t o  this direct threat to its sovereignty, the 

,Domipion government realized, .as Maxim (1976: 20) commented, ..that 

IuEf f ective occupation such as' settlements .and communities with true 

" This notion of impartiality occurred in name only as 
United States President Theodore Roosevelt appointed 
commissioners who, in actuality, argued the position of 
their government. Their vigour in this regard and the 
Imperial government's colonial policies swayed ~ord' 
Alverstone, the British president of the tribunal, ' to 
vote for the majority American position. ~hese events 
contributed to the two ~anadian commPssioners declaring 
the tribunal Iunothing less than a grotesque travesty of 
justicevu and "totally unsupported either by argument or 
authority, and it was, moreover, illogicalut (~ovey , 
1967 : 117-118) . 



governmental representation in the area was the only answer. With 

this .notion in mind, the Dominion government dispatched maritime 

sover&nty patrols into thelArctic ~rchipelago and authorized the 

establishment of North-West Mounted Police detachments in the areas 

where the whalers of numerous nations would enter the archipelago. 

These police detachments, according to the NWMP1 Commissioner of the 

day, would: 
I 

stand for law and 'good order, and show that no matter 
what the cost, nor how remote the region, the. laws of 
Canada will be enforced, and the native population 
proteCted (Bovey, 1967:119). 

Source: Diamond ,Jenness, Eskimo' Administration: 11. 
Canada (1964 1 . 

a - 



These a~tions marked a complete change fromthe ~revious government 

aloofness described by ~rctic ethnographer- Diamond ~ e k e s s :  

From time to time faint rumsurs concerning the activities 
of ,the whalers- filtered through to Ottawa; but the 
authorities disregarded them because they were carrying 
more important burdens than the remote and useless 
Arctic. As long as no other country attempted to gain a* 
foothold in that region they were content to forget it 
and push on with the development- of th& southern 
provinces of the ~ominioq (Jenness, 1964:16). 

In conjunction with these actions, the Dominion government 

enacted a series of Acts and amendments to existing Acts with the 

ultimate goals of developing the W ~ s t  and North-West ds well as 

asserting Canadian sovereignty~$,n the region. The most notable of 

these acts were the Northwest Territories Amendment Act (1905) , 4 8  

the Alberta Act (1905) , 49 and the SasKatchewan Act (1905) , " 
which created internal boundaries of those jurisdictions. 

- 
The 'Northwest Territories Amendment Act (1905) established the 

new territorial boundaries which would claim not only the .entire 

Arctic Archipelago and mainland areas as well. The new Northwest 

~erritories would officially include the existing District of 

Keewatin and created the Provisional ~ietricta of Ungava, 

~ackenzie, and, . Franklin. 
3' 

From a legislative - and judicial 

perspectiye, the Territories would be: 

An Act to further amend the North-West Territories 
(1905) ,.R.S.C., 4-5 Edward VII; c.27, 1905, hereafter the 
Northwest Territories Amendment Act (1905). This was the 
first official use of the term "North~est~~ rather than 
llNorth-Westlt in the territorial title. 

49 Alberta Act (lgU5), .R.S.C., 4-5 Edward VII, c.3, 1905. 

50 Saskatchewan Act, 1905, R. S. C., 4-5 Edward 'VII, c. 42, 
1905. 



3 

administered by an appointed cc3missioner, assisted by an 
appointed four-member cbuncil, with the same powers of 
promulgating ordinances as those possessed by the former 
lieutenant-governor and legislative assembly of the pre- 
1905 North-West Territories ....[ and] the seat of 
government remained in Ottawa (Zaslow, 1971:209-210). 

Indeed, the new ~orthwest Territories Council was as hamstrung by 

~ominion'legislation as were its predecessors. It could neither 

raise nor expend fuqds within the region, nor could it control the 

natural resources found therein. 

Source: Geoffrey Matthews and Robert m or row Jr., Canada and the 
World: An Atlas Resource, (1985). 



(iii) ~olonizatiori Besins With a Survey, 1905-1930". ' .; . .. ": 

The next& period of' interest, 1905-1930, was ma~ked by 'the 

~ominion~go~eetnm~nt~s enac'tment of legislation concerne with, 0 
both, exploration and research in the North-West Territories and 

the pominion control. over the lives of Canada s aboriginal peoples. 
&* .i 

Both Canada and Denmark, for example, sent expe'ditions northwards 

?or purposes which may best be described as a form of 'imperialist 

hegemony', The actions of the Dominion government were foremost @ 

symbolic in nature and vsre carried out to enforee :canadals clairb~ @ 
to Arctic sovereignty and forestall rival claims to the region', 

ILester, 1982; Morrison, 1986; Smith, 1963, Zaslow, 1971)'. Indeed, 

as Diamond JennesS was to state during the 1960;: . 
\ 

colonization schemes commonly begin with a survey. A 
party goes out to explore the region, to examine its 
climate, its soil, its vegetation, its water supply, and 
other features; and only after it has completed this 
examination and selected the most favourable spot do the 
colonists move in with their families. Should they 
choose,a coastal -location a sheltered harbour will be 
vital, and a safe and easy approach to it from the open 
sea. The navigability of the open sea itself is nevet 
questioned; every colony planted on a coastline tpkes it 
for granted that sea-going vessels will keep it 'in 
contact with the outside world (Jenness, 1964:59). 

eg 

Imqediately prior to and conc~m~tant to the first half of this 

period, the Dominion government sought to asserk Canadian . - \ 
sovereignty in the region. Gordon Smith (1963) notes that shall- 

scale expeditions were: 
. . 

C 
dispatched to patrol the waters of ~udson Bay and the 
eastern arctic 'islands and assert Canadian sovereignty 
there. 'Under government instructions they took note of 
all activities at the places they visited, imposed 
licenses upon Scottish and American whalers, collected 
customs duties upon goods brought into the region, and 
generally impressed upon both Eskimos and whites that 
henceforth they would be ,expected to obey the laws of 
Canada. Scientists of various kinds were regularly 

i 
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included to attempt to bring back more knowledge of the 
region (Smith, 1963: 8) . 

Smith (1963) elaborates on these activities in 'the North by 
i.' 

pointing out that these "research1' expeditions and sovereignty 

patrols had the mandate to claim for Canada any new territory which 

they discovered. Examples of this mandate may be seen in ~ernier's . 

(1909) claim to the entire Arctic ~ r c h i ~ e l a ~ o  and Stefansson' s 

(1919) claim to the Wrangell Island. The best 'known of the 

~ o ~ i n i o n  government s efforts was the Canadian Arctic Expedition, 

1913-18, which conducted salvage anthropology of Inuit from the 

Mackenzie River delta to the eastern shores of Baffin Iszand. 

The Canadian Arctic Expedition was comprised of two distinct 

groups: the Northern Party (Beaufort Sea and Arctic Archi eiago) ^% under Stefansson and the Southern Party (Capadian mainland and 

adjacent islands) under Anderson. Commissioned jointly by the 

Dominion government's Department of Naval Service and Department of 

Mines, the Expedition remained in the field from 1913 until 1918 

(although .the Southern Party returned in 1916 as originally 

planned),. The Canadian Arctic Expedition gathered a wide range of 

data concerning the anthropological., botanical, geological, 

geographical, marine biological/hydrographical, and topographical 

conditions present in the Canadian Arctic. 
a 

Combining both natural and social scien'ce ,methodologies th.e 

Expedition's members approached their respective tasks with concern 

for the impact of their research activities upon those groups of 

Inuit whom they studied. The reports of Stefansson and ~enness, 

for example, reflect not only that, concern but an urgency to: record 

the traditional culture and -lifestyle at a time when both Europeans 

and Euro-Americans and their techno1ogies"ere becoming a presence 

in the region. The Canadian Arctic Expedition was not without its 

prestige nor its tragedy: the members of the Northern party ' 

included noted anthropologists Henri Beauchat and Edward Sapir 



- - .  although the fpqer perished, along. with numerous ochherb, when the 
M.V. Karluk was crushed in the- ice near Wrangell Island. 

~ortunatei~ for the Expedition Jenness assumed ~eau&hat s duties 

(recording the language, manners, customs and religious beliefs of 

Inuit) as-well as his own respansibilities of recording Inuit 

physical anthropology/archaeology and technology. 

Denmark, on the' other hand,, had established its legal claims - 

-to Greenland in the previous century and sought to both survey its 

possessioh and expand its territory into the disputed' Arctic 

Archipelago. This resulted in tXe explorations of the Fifth Thule - 
Expedition (1921-24) by Rasmussen, Matthiassen, Birket-Smith and 

\ others. The wide-ranging investigations of that *expedition, which 

were conducted,during the heights of the fur-trading period in the 

Northwest ~erritories and thus was witness to rapid social and 

economic. change among the Inuit population, included reports on: . . 
archaeolqgy, physical anthropology,. physiography, geology, botany ' 

and zoology as well as detailed ethnographic accounts of the 

Caribou, Netsilik, Igloolik and 'copper Inyit (~ollins, 1984: 11-12) . 
Similar to the Canadian Arctic Expedition, it's members were 

trained social and physical scientists whose methodological choices 

also illustrated a desire to not unduly influence or disrupt the . 

cultural activities of the peoples they studied. 

\ 
The results of the expeditions of both nations included 

increases in the knowledge concerning ~nuit'cultural, physical and 
- d 

social anthropology as well as the beginning of the Canadian 

~olonization of the Arctic Archipelago. Unfortunately for legal 

scholars, neither, of the expeditiohs were overly concerned with 

aboriginal concepts of law and social control. These symbolic 

measures culminated in the establishmentk.of Royal North-West . 
- 

Mounted ~olice, and its successor the Royal ~anadian Mounted 

Police, posts throughout the North to enforce the Queen's law (and 
\ 

Ll ,' later the King's law) , collect customs tariffs and establish a 
, .c - %  

Canadian, albeit Dominion-oriented, presencei. 
. - 



L 

Figure 12 Royal North West Mounted PoLice Posts, 1921. 

Source: Diamond Jenness, ~skimo Administration: 11.  ana ad^ 
(1964). 

Whereas the Dominion government began to emphasize the value 

of its "northern attic, it remained as tight-f Tsted with public 

funds as during the earlier periods discussed previously. Indeed, 

as Bovey (1967) commented: 

Canada was content to permit the residual Northwest 
Territories to remain a deserted and forgotten national 
,attic. The government might be striving to extend that 
attic to the North pole, but it had no intention of 
furnishing it with meaningful government if the expense 
could be avoided (Bovey, 1967:iv). 

The Dominion government's fiscal policies often forced.the police 

to approach either the Hudson's Bay Company traders or the local 



missionary and beg for Jlikansportation or pther aid with which -to 

carry out their duties (Jenness, 1964)-. 

E 

It was also. during this., peeiod that many Iff irst contactsff 

occurred betw3ien the Euro-Canadian and' aboriginal societies in 
* 

tKose areas of the Northwest Territories found north- of the 60th 

degree of latitude*. There are numerous accounts of the reactions - 

of many Mwnted Policemen to the conditions and habits o&, the Dene . 
and Inuit whom they encountered; 

2 

According to   orris on (1973) the North-Rest Mounted Police 

btought with them their. own st-andards of .IfIndiannessf1 'or what 

constituted a good Indian which they, then, applied. to the 

aboriginal peoples of the ,Yukon and Northwest Territories. This 

-standard was based, unfortunately, upon the concept of the "noble 
i 

savage. . .proud, energeti,~ men worthy of some respectff-.  orrison on, 
1973;115-$16). Indeed, the aboriginal peoples of the Mackenzie 

River .system' were pacified and, ,in some cases, debilitated by ' 

extensive contact with the alcohol, disease, and morality of the 

miners, whalers, and other Euro-Americans. In *he Yukon, for 

example, one constant complaint oi the period was the unending 

appeals for food by the aboriginal people. 'commenting on the , 

differences, between Dene anck i n u i t  of the ~ackenzie; Delta, NWMP 

Inspector A.M. Jarvis summed up the attitude of many members of the 

Force: . i 

~ h 6  Indians here, they are too lazy to hunt or trap and 
live a11 the year on fish.. .any money or debt they can 

1 procure goes on their backs., and then their ,stomach is 
thought of. Different with the E s p i m a u x ;  one need. ~ n l y  . 
go 100 miles down the Mackenzie River, and he will find 
the men either out trapping, or fishing through the ice. : 
The women are either making skin boots or clothing, or 

. smoking cigaretts [.sic] and laughing ... They are not 
improvident like the ~ndians. They very seldom take 
debt, [but if they do] . . .the first thing they do is to , . 
come in with the furs to pay-what they owe ...( Morrison,- 
l973:307). 



From these statqments, it 

dif f erehtial enforc ment based 
a .  t 
the Northwest ~erritories. ' 

may 'be -possible to 'infer that 

upon ethnicity -may have bccurred in O I 
'-7 

~ h ~ o u ~ h o u t  their en6ounters with the aboriginal of the 

Northwest Territories, the police sought to continue .the common- 

sensea approach to . law anforcement. often resulted in the 

King's  la^. being ignored for a pea~eful solution which may have had 

its base in iex lociS1. Police-aboyiginal conflict resolution may 

be seen in the following, although lengthy, passage: + 

In the summer of 1916, a family of Eskimos stole a case 
of pemmican from the Canadian Arctic Expedition at 
~grnard Harbour, 'and headed east. A police corporal, who 
was staying with the expedition at the time, set out in 
pursuit, and soon caught up with the thieves. Rather 
than arrest the Eskimo for theft, which would have 
involved endless bother, the corporal invoked the lex 
talonis, and demanded that the thief ,make restitution for 
the stolen pemmican. The Eskimo offered a seal put in 
payment, but the corporal refused it, and took instead 
two boxes of cartridges. These were the Es&imols most 
valuable possessions, and he protested, but to no avail. 
As the corporal later reported, "Something had to be 
done, however, to show these people that they could not 
steal with impunity." This was an irregular method of 
enforcing the law, but it was justice that an Eskimo 
could readily understand, once he had accepted the white 
man's concept of private property (Morrison, 1973:314- 
315) . 

while the police took exceptional steps to resolve conflict 
4 

and enforce the law, the judiciary attempted to carry out its 

mandate in the sanie manner as it would in Toronto, Winnipeg, 

Calgary or Edmonton but without the same organizational structure. 

51 Lex loci, a Latin phrase ,meaning, literally, "the law of 
the place. It This term is often used interchangeably with 
another Latin phrase lex loci actus which means "the law 
of .the place of the actIVtt although the phrase lex situs 
or "the law of the land" may be more accurate. 



- ' , - 
. - 

.The enactment of the Northwest Territories Arnendrn&t Aot (1905) 52 - 
contained major changes for the administration Of justice' 

- 

. throughout ther region. Within •˜8~.of the- former A c t  , Stipendiary . . - 
- ~a~istratei were- reintrodpced w i t h  expanded powers: 

d .  

? - 
* 

•˜8' The -supreme Court af the 'North West 
Territoyies is, hereby disestablished' in the 
territories,'but the  overn nor-in-Council may 
appoint sueh number of persons 9s ~tipendidry 
Plagfstrates, ' from time to €-he,  as ;may be F- 

deemed expedient, who shall,have and>exercise - 
the powers, authorities and functions by - the s 

s a i d  Act vested in a Judge of the said SupreMe 
. Court of the North West ~erritories. + 

., 
1 '  

.a ' 

. , These changes by Ottawa were not responios to the growth of 
the Territories and its j u c k i c i a ~ ~ a d m i n i s t r a t ? o h ,  buk were bgs6d in . - .  

<wholly within,the  omi in ion government's policy of governing _by 

neglect, or exte'ndihg the national attic #hil'e avoi-ding-..+ke' 

'expenses' of governing it. Yet, these cha&ea; as swgeping as, they 

were, failed to stop the general practice of transferying-serious 
5. 

and capital cases to either mmohton or Calgary as was the case" in 

the 1917 trial and Se-trial g i  Irmuk; >Sinnisiak' and Uluksuk, * for 
* r 

thq murders .of two ~blaee mis~idnaries .,53 2 . -  

* 2 

During the next twenty-five years 'the Commissioners of the - 

~orthwest. Territories would revert to its practice's of old and 

r 52  The provisions of this A c t d  were conf irmednearly word for 
word during the followinq year when Parliament enacted An 

. Act respecting the Jaws ' of the Northwest +~erritozies 
(l906), R.S.C., 1906, c. 62, hereafter the Northwest 
Territories Act (1906) . 

53 For a fuller understanding* of the deaths of Frs. Jean- 
= -  ~aptise Rouviere, O.M.I. and Guil.laumme Le-~oux, O.M.I. 
- in 1913, and the subsequent rnurd,er trials. of. Simisiak 

and Uluksuk in 1917, the reader is ,directed to Robert G. . 
Moyles British Law and ~rctic Men: The Celebrated 1917. 
Murder Trials of Sinnisiak and Ukuksuk. First 1nuit Tried 
Under white Man's Law (1979). 
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' > .  * '  

appoimt onlp four new Stipendiary Magistrates. As in the past, 
e - 

there would be no Chief Justice of ,the *Stipendiary Magistrates 

Court as all . appointments ' would be as a-. puisne stipendiary 

Magistrate. These appointments would include: 

.- 
1. Magistrate 4. Bowan Perry ( 1 9 0 7 - 1 9 2 0 )  

% i 
2. Magistrate E. C. ~enkler (1910-1912)  

' 9  
s 

3. -Magistrate Lucien Dubue (1921-31)  
-5 

-- 
4 .  'Magistrate Louis A.  Rivet (1923-1928) "  (Price, 

- 1 9 8 6 : 4 9 - 8 1 ) .  
5 

, I 

These Sgipendiary Magistrates would travel to the Royal North2West 
' 
Mounted PoliceiRoyal Canadian Mounted Police detachment nearest the 

, place of the offence to hear the case. In this manner, Magistrate 

Dubuc "went'north in 1 9 2 3  to dueal with several trials at Herschel 

Island, and thereaftgr to go north on criminal circuit in the . 

Summers 0% 1924, 1 9 2 6 ,  1 9 2 9  and 1931If,  (Price, 1 9 8 6 : 7 2 ) .  
. . 

In 1 9 2 3 ,  Magistrate Rivet journeyed to'the police detachment 

as Pons Inlet, on the northern t p of Baffin Island to hold the 

Janes murder- trial. This case involved the shooting math of a . 
Newfoundland trader, Robert Janes,-near Eclipse Sound Tn the Pond 

Inlet a r e u ~ q v i n ~  grown despondent and morbse due 

to establish a. successful trading post, he attempted 
L 

of the area. During that ordeal,-he encountered a 

whom he frightened enough foY them to fear for the'ir 

and execute him. The events became public knowledge 

sought out, and arrested ,three Inuit. Several 

to his failure # .  

to journey out- 

group of Inuit 

group sf i ru ival  

and the police 

months lager, 

. stipendiary Magistrate ~ivet'arrived in Pond Inlet and held a tr-ia,l 

which lasted fo,ur days. The trial results: 

9 

- a first conviction for manslaughter and a. sentence of 
ten years imprisonment to, be served at Stony Mountai'n 
Penitentiary. 



- a second conviction for manslaughter and a. sentence of 
two years imprisonment to be served at the' police 
guardroom in Pond Inlet. - 

t 

- an acquittal and release of- the acdhsed (Morrison, 
1973: 337-338; Price, 1986: 3-78) . 

, 

Bath trials als6 .illustrated the nature of corrections in the 

~orthwest Territories during this period. As in the earlierpre- 

provincial period, convicted felo%s would either:serve theh' short- 

term sentences- in either the local police guardroom or a 

* territorial- gaol or, in the case of ,long-term sentences be 

transferred to Canada and' dne of the Dominion s penitentiaries. - - 
, The execution of kentence for those sentenced .to death usually -,  

occurred in one of the larger territorial centres. as close as . . 

possible to where the of?ence occurred: 

'. 
, 'Whil~e . , the ~orninion government was pinching its pennies in the 

administration of justice in the Northwest' Territories, it was also . . 
seeking ways to reduce its expenditures in the management of 1ndian - 6 

affairs. ~ a v i n ~  assessed its policies of protectidn, civilizati&, 
, . 

and assimilation of the-aboriginal peoples into.the EurdzCanadian 

- .social structure as far from successful-, the Dominion governfnent 
, , , , 

, ahended the I n d i a n  Act ( 1 8 9 8 )  . The I n d i a n  A t t  ( 1 9 0 6 )  94 was the 
I - 

~ ~ i i n i o n  government Is iesponse tb criticismth'at the reserve system 
' . 

- was, in fact,' retarding tHe'.3.ssimilat$on of the aboriginal peoples 
, . . 

'and the economic develop&nt' of the. areas where reserves ' were 
. . situated (Getty and Lussier, 1983') . 

- ~ndeed, 'the peaceful . 

assimilation of €anadits aboriginal pedples was. discarded as' a 

policy gqal and the 'reduction and eeentual disposition of .I1lands 

reserved for' Indians" *"was promoted by the Department of Indian 
. , .J I 

Affairs (Getty and.-lussier, 1983:48-49) . 
- 3 

5 4  An dct t o  c o n s o l i d a t e  the la& r e g a r d i n g  I n d i a n s  ( 1 9 0 6 )  
R.S.C., 6 Edward V I I ,  c.81, 1906, hereafter the I n d i a n  
Act ( 1 9 0 6 ) .  
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1 

1 This situation would continue until 1920 as the various 

amendments to- khe Indian A c t  '(1876) occurring in 1886, 1887, and 

1906 dealt only with Indian self-sufficiency in similar areas, but 

would have a major impact upon the'lease or sale of reserve lands * .  

and the fitness f0.r enfranchisement of Indians. The latter was not 
- 

to- occur until 1960 on the federal scene when aboriginal people ' 

received %he right to vote in Dominion elections. ~ h k  major 

orientation o f  both these legislation and policies was to 

assimilate Indians and Metis intd the mainstream. of ~anadian 

society, albeit in a gradual manner. 

1 

i The powerlessness of the disenfranchised aboriginal population 

was seen as a factor in their lack of action as 'aboriginal people 
- ' 

could not directly affect ,the election of ~ominio; politicians. 

Such socio-structural deprivation may be seen merely as an exercise 

of power by the dominant ~uro-~anadian society and the lack of 

act.ion on the part of the aboriginal peoples as a lack of 

understanding of their ability as agents in a power relationship. 

This lack ,of knowledge and understanding' by Aboriginal peoples may 

be illustrated by those amendmenis to the ~ n d i a n  A c t  which included 

(1924) and then excluded (E938) Inuit under the responsibility of 



?igure, ,l3 Royal Canadian Mounted Police , 
Posts duardinq the Entrances to Hudson Bav 
and the ~ r c t i c  Archipelago, 1927. 

A 

Source: Diamond Jennes,~, Eskimo 
Administration: 11. Canada (1964) . 



' 0  

the superintendent-Genera1 of 1ndian df f airs without their 

representation or consultations. Yes, Imit were Indians in the 

eyes of the Department of Indian ~f fairs, a view which was later 
supported by the Supreme Court of Canada. 

4 

1 

Figure 14 Principal Trading Posts, Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police Posts and Missions,.1929. 

Source: D. Jenness, Eskimo ~drninbtration: 11. Canada 
(1964), 

v 
- 

- - 
To conclude this section without having taken notice of those 

international events which helped to shape Canada's afctic claims 

and subsequent policies would be amiss: During 1919, the Dominion 

government protested to its Danish counterpart that Greenlanders 
P 

were entering Canadian territory and kiLling muskoxen, contrary to 

Canadian game laws, on Ellesmere Island. While this extremely 

, . 



large island fell within Canada's northern claim due to an 

application of the "sector principleItt the ~ o m i n h n  had very few 

resources with which to assert her sovereignty of the island. 

'Anxiety and paranqia concerning a possible Danish colonization 

scheme in the region was manifested by the Dominion government 

authorizing police detachments on Ellesmere Island and at the 

entrance points to the ~rctic Archipelago and Hudson's Bay (~axim, 

1976:26; McConnell, 1970314-17). 

The Dominion go~er.nment-~s anxieties were fueled by the actions 

of- Danish explorer Knud Rasmussen who not only challenged the 

applicability of Canadian games,laws in the area, but promoted the 

vi& that "as every one knows the land of the pblar Eskimo falls 

under what iS called ulnoLman's-landtl and there is therefore no 

authority in this country-except that which I myself am able t,o 

exert. . . (McConnell, 1970: 56-57) . Thosei symbolic sovereignty , 

measures which began with the establishment, of police posts in the 

area- reached their h-ighest . point, in th'e opinion,' of Dominion 

government, with the creation of the, Arctic Islands Game Reserve 

and the Northern Advisory Board in 1926. It was the hope of that 
' government that such measures would bring an end to Danish actions 

in th.e area (Maxim, 1976:23). . e 

The decades'between the turn of the century and the outbreak 

of World War I1 were of little consequence Eor the peopies and 

government of pthe Northwest Territories as it .appeared that the 

nation's "northern attict1 was 'forgottenr by the central government 

in Ottawa, except as a source of revenue and support of sovereignty 

claims (Braden, 1976; Chartrand, 1986; Clancy, 1985; Zaslow, 1971) Z ~conomic considerations brought about by the discovery of gold and/ 

oil in the Mackenzie District during the early 1920s resulted in a i k 

change in administration as the Department of Mines and ~ e s ~ g c e s .  

accepted responsibility for the ~orthwest Territories. ~ational 

rather than loaal~interests, once again, would predominate during 

the fifteen years preceding the end of the Second World War. 
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iqure 16 Native-Groups and Treaty Boundaries in Western Canada, 

Source: Ian Getty and3Antoine Lussier, As Lonq as the Sun , 
Shines and Water Flows (1983). 

, 
\ 

Indeed, it was these national interests which p~qvide the ' 

4 

attraction for those researchers who utilize the same approach to 

understanding the stake, ethnicity and stability as ~otyl- (1987). 
> 

~ u r i n ~  the first half . of the period in quest, 1870-1900, the 

Dominion faced a crisis which was concerned with order-ma'intenance 

as much as it was base? in land acquisition and sovereignty over 

it'. Faced with increasing numbers of Americans operathg- trading 

centres such as Fort Whoop-Up, where alcohol fl~wed~~enerousl~ and 

lawlessne s reigned, the Dominion government established 1 judicial nstitutions of the Stipendiary Magistrate and the North- 

West Mounted Police and &acted legislation to support the.ir 

actions, albeit legislation which 'was inadequate to meet the needs 

of a growing settler population (Stanley, 1961; Tobias, 1983) . 



. .. 
! C- .' 

While these two institutians were instrGmenta1 in Ifshowing the *.': 

flagIf1 so to speak, to other.'circumpolar nations, they were not. 

capable of laying serious claim to 'tllhe region. 
I 

4 I 

/; 

The Dominion governmenk, during this era, continued to 
r .  

demonstrate a preference towards dealing with its opponents through 

negotiations and the establishment of judicJal institutions '; 

(symbolic sovereignty) and through force of arms and domestic 

legislation (developmental sovereignty). _ The deployment of the 

Yukon Field Force (police and troops) , for example, was carried out ' 
to maintain   om in ion control overB the lands and its mi-neral 

resources. 'Indeed, the use of force and unequal treaty 

negotiations weke to become a hallmark 6f gov&nment-aboriginal 

dealings during the 

Throughout the 

Dominion government 

had interacted with 

period. 

era of 1870-1900, ethnicity was regarded by the 

in much the same way as the Imperial government 

the aboriginal populations, namely'as a matter 

of military, political, and economic expediency. As the relative 

importance of the aboriginal populations decreased vis - i -v i s  the 

  om in ion and regional echomy and fears remaining fromthe previous 

Riel Rebellions failed to dissipate, the government instituted a 
policy of economic dependency and marginal land reserves. . 

While the Dominion government continued many of the policies 

established during the previous thirty years, the 1900-1930 era as 

. . 1 marked by increased efforts to deal with its opponents through he 

least intrusive and least expensive manner available to it. The 

use of 'force was discontinued in favour of cash settlements and the 

establishment of police posts to establish Canadian sovereignty in 

the international arena. Within the context of ethnicityi the 

 omi in ion government continued to amend the Indian Act, conclude . 

treaties which saw the ceding of reserve/treaty lands, and to deal 

with aboriginal peoples from a position of, both, material and 
c. 

psychological supekiority. The notions of autonomy and self- 



government for aboriginal people, apparently foreign to the minds 

of Dominion bureaucrats, had become intertwined with the signing of 

treaties which, in turn, were contracts for aboriginal dependency. 



CEfAPTER V I I  
1 

B 

CANADA NEGLECTS I T S  NORTH, 1930-1945 
i ". 

The Dominion government entered the decade which preceded the 
- ,  start of the Second World War by witnessing the demise of two 

challenges to its Arctic sovereignty. The first challefige, 
l, involved the  omi in ion government recognizing the exploration and + " 

mapping efforts of Norwegian Otto Sverdrup. Sverdrup had, during 

the course of his journeys in the High Arctic; claimed the many 

islands for Norway although that nation had not exercised those 

rights. In recognition of the expenses which he had incurred as .* 

well as a method of acquiring ~drwayls recognition of canadats. 

claim, the  omi in ion government made an ex gratia payment of $67,-000 
to Sverdrup in 1930 (Zaslow, 1984:5). 

The second challenge was met vicariously by the' Dominion 

government through a dispute, during 1933, over the ownership of 

East Greenland between Norway and Denmark in the Permanent Court of 

~nternational Justice. The Court established that while 

sovereignty requTred effective occupation that such occupatien 

'required Ita reasonable amount of occupationu for sovereignty 

purposes (Maxim, 19763241. il 

J @ 

I/ While the Dominion government was apparently content to 

exercise only symbolic measures of sovereignty, it was also willing 

to ignore the needs of the residents of the region if the expenses 

could be avoided. The administration of the Northwest Territories 

remained in the hangs of Itthe usual triumvirate < -  the state as 

represented by the RCMP, the church, to tend the souls of Jthe 

savages, and the commercial >power of  he Hudson1 s Bay Companyw** '-.,- 
3' 

(Braden, 1976:27-28). The Dominion government required, according* 

to Braden (1976), either a threat to its sovereignty or the'promise 

of economic benefits, rather than the desires of its residents, 

before it would take action: 



- 
-d 

- 

 he- discovery of gold in 1930 qear 'what is now 
~ellowknif e, followed quickly by elated mineyal 
developments in the Great.. ~laGe: and '&eat Bear Lake 

v 

area%;~~increased,the level ef.;economic activity in the 
Mackenzie District. . The Northwest Territories council 
began to exercise more of its kwer~~durinq the peri~d 
1930 to 1940 in response to pressures from white southern t 

migrants who populated new mining commtmities. such as 
yellowknife. The newcomers 9elt they were entitled to 

, facilities and amenities similar. to those found' south of 
the 60th parallel. However, despit6 these. new economic 
developmenlk and a more active Council and federal 
government, provision of services' continually lagged 
behind the demands which yere being made for them - - 
(Braden, 1976:2%). . , 

e 

% 

The notions of the, production of and dependence bpon staples 
, - .  

in Canada, and by extension in the Northwest Territories, have been ' - 
commented) n by numerous economic,his~rians (cf. Aitken, 1959; 

Easterbro 2 and Aitken, 1965; Easterbqook a'nd Watkins , 1967 ; Fowk'e, 
1952; H.A. I Innis, 1950, 1951, 1956, 1962;, N.QP I n n i ~ , ~  1943; < 
Mackintosh, 1923). The role which Canada's production of staples 

(fish, fur, timber, grain, and minerals)? for ~uropean and American 

markets has contr.ibuted to the- colcm'ial ,development of the state' . 
I I 

within and the nation. of canid;. In this regard, - the 'primary . ' 

importance of the two staples, fur and non-renewable resources, 

which made up the Territorial economy dyring the 1930s cannot be 

understated. While tze importance of these staples to the northern 
" 

i economy remained constant: their= m&ketability, espedially the 

white fox market , 'declinp dramatically duping the same period. 

1951, 1956, 1962, 1967) regarded the notion of staple prbduction as 

the central theme in the history of Canada's economic,~political, 

and social' growth. It was Innist belief that the European desire * 

for both raw materials and luxuries from Canada and the latter's , 

dependence upon European finished goods were the motivation behind 

the exploitation of the new lands. Indeed, Innis (1967:16-27) 
.s- 

consistently puts forth three themes: 



1 

'(1) Canada s economic development, notably in the areas 
of industrial development', was retarded'by its reliance 

. upon a staple economy, . . , 

02) that bo tKe Imperial (~ritish) and Dominion 
governments e social and economic legislation, such 
as the AcC (1791) and the Jay Treaty (1794.) , 
to ensure the orderly reproduction- af staples and, 

(3) the aboriginal peoples of ~anada provided not only'a 
labour'pool but the material culture necessary to exploit 
the staples of fish and fur. 

As the European demand for staples increased and the Euro- 

Canadian methods of5 obtaining them. improved, Innis (1967: 24-25) 

argued, the 'participation rate and- relatiSe importance of th'e' 

aboriginal to the economy decreasdd. Fortunately, the 
' aboriginal peoples of the Northwest TerritorAes possessed both the 

knowledge base andd requ'isite, skills to corner the market. On the 
# 
other hand, ,it was doubly tragic that many aboriginal peo~le had 

become dependent on. hro-~anadian goods and practices, at a time 

when .the vaJue of their fur harvests had reached their lowest 
*. point. . - %2 

With the absence of threats to '~anadian sovereignty and the 

decrease in the potential . mineral resources, the  omi in ion 
government remained idle as far as legislation in the ~orthwgst - 

. a  

~erritories were concerned. Indeed, 'as Braden (1976) notes: 

No attempt was made during this ljeriod to establish local 
government institutions in the north, or permit some 
le6el of northern representation on the Northwest 
Territories Council, which continued to be dominated by 

f federally appointed civil servants (Braden, 1976:30)., 

T~<D*o~ government continued to Cndertake sy-mbqlic 
a .  

measures to ensure its sovereignty in the Northwest ~erritories. 

Whereas it extended the internal boundaries of the provinces of 

~anitoba, Ontario and Quebec northward and, by extension, changed 

the boundaries of the residual Northwest Territories through the 
\ 



. . 
Source:  of frey Matthews gnd Robert Morrow Jr., Cahada and the 
World: An Atlas Resource, (1985) . 

l a  

provisions of the Northwest Territories Act (1912), amendments to * 

that Act in 1930 created the current geo-political jurisdiction 

known as the Northwest Territories. 

On the other hand, the 'Dominion government did not remain" " 

idle, but the administration of the criminal justice' stagnated. In * 

spite of the ~epression and second World War, it appointed nine 
, - 

stipendiary ~a~istrates to assist the two exisfing Magistrates, dne 

of whom resided in Yellowkn~iife, in the judicial administration d P  
P - 

the Northwest Territories after 1933. Prior to that time, the, 



0 

ju'dicbl administrdtidn was handled by the existing ~tipendkrjr 

Magistrates supported b y  I1Police Inspectors, Indian Agents and a . - .  
few Medical Officers who all held appointmentsas \Justices of the 

Peace with the powers of two [justicesltl (&ice, 1986:95). By 

1939, there were a total of five Stipendiary Magistrates for the 

Northwest ~erritories, of whom only two were resident within the 

~erritories. 'This number was to expand to eleven by the end of the 

Second World War -although the number of Stipendiary ~agistrates , 

resident with .the Northwest Territories was reduced to one. 

While the judicial administration resources were slightly . 

expanded, the budget for the police activities and patrols was 

reduced r,ignifica&ly. The annual Eastern  tic Patrol was 
5 

reduced, f.or example, to "routine operation of supplying and 

.relieving the medical officer at Pangnirtung and the posts of the 
3 .  

policet1 (Price, 1 9 8 6 : 8 7 ) .  As was the case with the delivery of 

correctional services during the earlier study period, the 
0 . - 

detention and imprisonment of convicted felons continued to okcur 

at the Royal Canadiqn Mounted Police guardrooms 'and the federal 

stonyMountain penitentiary in Manitoba. , 

Dominion legislation alone could not accomplishits goals of 

protecting, civilizing, and assimilating Canada's aborigihal 
I .  

populations without active support of the Superintendent-General of 

Indian Affairs and his officers. This support was not, however, to 

, be forthcoming . - as that'department not only exercised the degree of 

autonomy available to it within the overall structures imposed by 

the government, but was disbanded and existred"in s t a s i s  until it 
I ,L 

was resurrected in 1933. 
, 

4 

~uring that year, several, major legi$lative events took place 
J 

which affected the lives of Canadat$ aboriginal peoples. The 



Indian A c t  (19331~~ not only resurrected the Department "of Indian 

Affairs, but pzaced major reskrictions on khe enfranchisement of 

aboriginal peoples, the _sale of reserve lands, thL wearing :of 

ceremonial garb, and> compulsory school attendance for aboriginal 
, 

children. The Departmqpt of 1ndian Affairs was also able to filock 

any appeal' of the actions of local Indian agents (Euro-Canadian 
1 

officers o f  the Department) with which thk b'and or tribe was 

unhappy-. This was ,accomplished by way of an internal directive. . 

which all aboriginal complaints and- inquiries would be dealt with< - ' 

-. at the local rather than Headquarters level (Hawthorne, 1966f169). 

The generalized effects of these changes were that the 
- - 

aboriginal peoples in ~anada could only hope for Ge'nevolence on the 

part of both the D'ep'artment and its agents and that they felt 
, - 
little belonging in the Canadian policy and nation. The 'Treasury .' 
Board and. its parliamentary ,watchdogs would ensure that such . , '  

benevolence would not occur with Dominion funds, as they would, deny 

Indian Affairs both 'the funding and personnel by-which effective 

programs could be implemented (Hawthorne, 1966:172). 

. P  
In closing, this chapter has presented a very limited view of 

- thoqe events which occurred during the period, c193~-1945:56, - 
Unfortunately for legal scholars, the D e p r e h n  and Seaond World % 

War captured the Dominion g~vernmentls'interest and, as a result, 

very little archival materials exist or, if they do, "describe this 
YE 

period adequately. 

55 .An A c t  to amend the laws respecting 1n@ians:(1933), . 
R.S.C., 23-24 George V, c. 42, 1933, hereafter the Indian 
A c t  (1933). 

C 
56  or-a fuller understanding of the events of this period 

and their impact on the peoples and government .of the 
Northwest Territories, the reader is dir'ected to Diamond 
Jennesst Eskimo Administration, Volume II,:,Canada (1964) 
and Ken Coates and <Judith Powellls The Modern North: , 

People, Politics and the ~eiection of Colonialism (1989) .' 



1 6)  

� he inattiention of the Dominion government was to change 

alqost overnight with the opening of hostilities and Canada4s 

declaration of War 'in 1939.: The events of the second World War . . 
resulted in the United,States government requesting permission to 

build the Alaska Highway across northwestern Canada. The.bui1ding 

o f  the Can01 pipeline project from the'oil fields near ~brman 

Wells, in the western .Arctic, to Whitehorse was one part - of a 

strategic shift of wa~tifie.priorities for the Dominion government. 

During the same period,, the construction of a staging and re- - 
fuelling airfield at Frobisher Bay in the eastern Arctic, as part- 

> * - 

'of the Crimson Air st-iging Route to Burope, was a similar 

reshifting -of, Dominion .pr'iorities. ' This shift in priorities 

resilted in a rude awakening for that level of go<ernment as it was 
-_j 

. shocked into spending large amounts of funds on the Northwest 

.Terri&riss for the first time in the Dominion's history (Carlson, 
I 

1986; chartrand,. 1986; Clancy, 1985; Jenness, 1964, 1968; Mayes, 

1978; Robertson, 1985; ,Zaslow, 1984) . 
. , I  

Once again, if one were' to examine these events in light.,of 

~otylls (1987) three research foci, it would, be possible to 
a 

interpret, .,as did political historian Braden (1976), that the 

Dominion government realized that settlement and the delivery of 

public services, albeit sparse and less than the national standard, 

was requi-red to establish its claim in international law. While 

the frequ6ncy and intensity of foreign incursions into and claims 

to the region had decreased dramatically, the Dominion government 

*moved quietly to increase its sovereignty in the, now truncated, 

Northwest Territories through symbolic rather than developmental 

measures. ~ncreases in transportation technology and the 'demands 

of the Second World War, however, served as, both, a surrogate 

threat to Dominion stability and the mechanism by which that 

governpent's sovereignty in the region could be established 

. . 

The. Canadian'state, in the form of the Dominion government as 

the political authority of ~orthwest ~erritories council was merely 



titular, reacted to the notiori of ethnicity through the enactment 

of 1egislation)which continued the p-revious policies aimed at the 

llprotection, civilization, and a~similation'~ ~f the aboriginal 

peoplesL of the region. , Contemporary legislation .exhibited the 

Dominion government's lack of concern for aboriginal autonomy as it 

arbitrarily and unilaterally legislated the legal status of Inuit 

as Indians! Once again, the issues of self-maintenance and 
- autonomy for Northerners remained foreign to the minds % of ~ominidn 

bureaucrats as the Indian Affairs Branch continued to act as ''a 

government within a governmentN (van den Be-rghe, 1981)'throughout 

the Northwest Territories. 
dr 

i ' 

- 



The Dominion Government Imposes Its Willc 
-i 

The frustrations of Canada's aboriginal peoples and the 

residents of the' Northwest Territories, which were described in 

Chapter VII, would continue throughotit the war years and into the 
i' 

early years of the 1950s. At that time, the Dominion government, 

fresh from wars with oppressive regimes, would begin to look i-n 

earnest at the problems faced by its own aboriginal peoples as well 

as those of northern development. Although she has commentihg dn 

the Dominion government's multiculturalism policy in 1981, ~ogila . ,  

Moodley could easily have been describing the previouslsixty years 

of reticencelin a original administration in ~anada: y< 
Perhaps the most typical form of Canadian bigotry 
consists of an ostrich-like denial that a significant 
problem of racial hostility exists at all...Native 
Indians and Inuit, the relics of conquest, constitute 
caste-like minorities in Canadian society. They are 
urgely excluded from competition and are subject to 
condescending and paternalistic treatment by the charter 
groups. How complete and successful the conquest and 
colonikation of this group has been evident in their 
internalization and exhibition of many of the features of 
interiorized peoples elsewhere (~oodley, 1981:15-16). 

The colonialization of both Canada's hinterland and its 
f 

aboriginal- peoples was neardy complete by the outbreak of war in 

1939 and ie'cognized both ip fact during 1946 and by legislati'on 

during 1951 with the amendments to the Indian Act. The Dominion 

government soon found that this repressive legislation, which it 

had only just recently enacted during 1933, was too bitter a pill 

to swallow as the; had just fought a wak yhich ended many colonial 
' 

and exploitative regimes among its formet allies and enemies alike.' 

The awareness of this growing public problem by members of 



Parliament led td the creation of a Joint Committee of the Senate ' 
1 -  

and House of Commons (19+6-'1948) whichxeceived input from not only 
. aboriginal and non-aboriginal members of the public, but also from 

.many academics and public servants involved in the delivery of 

serOices to aboriginal clients. 
- x 

The Joint Committee distilled the representations of the 

various &oups and recommended limited actions to be undertaken. 
B 

The major points included recognition of: 
B 

9 

1. failure of the government policy of assimjlation, 
4 

2. low levels of educational, and voc$tional 
training among aboriginal people, 

3. low, levels of regional/national level 
organizational development exacerbated by the 
low education illiteracy and political 
alienation among the aboriginal leadership, 

4. lack of regional/national aboriginal 
identities with a. high affiliation ' at the 
triballband level (Hamilton, 1966:167-170). 

- ~ 

The recommendations of the' Joint Committee '(1946-1948), -on the 

other hand, sought numerous chqnges in the relationships between 

the Dominion g~vernment and aboriginal peoples. These changes may 

be seen in the following Joint Committee recommendations: 
-, 
:I >.-a*L" 

Y- 

1,- The complete revision of every section of the 
ndian Act and the repeal of those sections 
hich were outdated. 9 

2.- That the new Indian Act ..be designed* to 
facilitate the gradual transition of the 
Indian from a position of wards up to full , 

citizenship. Therefore the Act should 
provide : 

A. A political voice for Indian women in 
- band affairs. 



Bands with more self-government 
financial assistance. 

Equal treatment of Indians and 

and 
r' 

non- . 
Indians in the matter of intoxicants. 

That a band might incorporate as a 
municipality. 

That Indian Af f ai-rs officials were to 
have their duties and responsibilities 
designed to assist the Indian in the . .+ 

responsibilities of self-qovernment and 
. attain the rights of full citizenship. . . 

~uidelines for future Indian policy were to 
be: 6 

A. Easing of enfranchisement. 

B;' Extension of the franchise to the Indian. 
, 

c.. co-operation with' the pr0vinc.e~ in 
extending service to the Indian. 

D. Education of Indian children with non- 
Indians in order to prepare Indian 
children 'for assimilation , (Tobias, 
1983 : 52-52) . 

In essence the Joint Committee was reaffirming the previous 

assimilation policy of the Department of Indian Affairs but not 

their methods of attaining that goal. These methods were pre- 

destined to be ineffective a s  any,policy goal which sought t~ help 

Indians retain and develop their native characteristics while 

simultaneously assuming the degree of Ang.Lo-conformity necessary 

for taking on the full rights and responsibilities of Canadian 

citizens was:inherently unobtainable. -- 

The results and recommendations of the Special Committee were' 

unfortunately written in much the same form as the 1946 but 

recommended the radical approach of repealing and almost totally 

amending the Indian Act (1933). The labaurs of the Special 

committee would come into fruition and would become apparent in the 

9 
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transfer of the Indian Affairs Branch to the Department of 

Cisizenship and Immigration in 1949 and major amendments to the 

I n d i a n  Act two years later during 1951. 

The revised I n d i a n  Act (1951) was, however, a return to the 

oppressive, post-Riel Rebellion . I n d i a n  A c t  (1888) , albeit with the 
- following major innovations: 

r .  
&+ 

% - 
1. Increased provincial legal authority on reserves; 

2 Decreases in federal control of reserve life; 

3. Indian status defined,more precisely; 

4'. Enabling legislation for franchisemenc; and, * .  

5. Devolution of. responsibility of local ' bands (Frideres, , 
1988:35) . 

These innpvations were met with both support and opposition by 

the Parliamentarians and aboriginal peoples, alike.' This lack qf 
consensus, would contribute to the creation of a second Joint 

committee a decade later. This second inquiry conducted 'dur.ing 

1965-1966 by eminent'university of British Columbia scholar of 

aboriginal peoples and issues, Harry B. Hawthorne, would,comment 

again on the confusion and lack of information among the aboriginal 

peoples concerning their political rights, the 8, I wide philo~ophical 

gulf between Indian Affairs and tqe local bands, the Fip6earance of 
b Indian Affairs as a miniature colonial government, and the 

i confusing co~petition between D minion and provincial 4overhrnents 
* - . t  & 

for specific and' limited control over ' aboriginal lands and 

lifestyles (Hawthorne, 1966:170-174). By identifying sush lsck of 

common purpose among the abgrigirial peopIes, Canadian politicians 

were judging aboriginal peoples by their own ratherbthan natiye 

cultural and social values.  his, ,too, is an example of .= the ' 

unequal power' relationship which existed du;ing that period and 

which continues to this day. 



4 
While the Dominion government gave little more than cosmetic - 

attentior! to the plight of its aboriginal citizens at the beginning 

of the 1960s decade they modified their beliefs concerning their- . . 
assimilation into'the mainstream of Canadian society during 1969. 

The Dominion government recognized the development of looal, 

regional and national interest groups by aboriginal peoples could 

facilitate the upcoming multiculturalism policy and the development 

of a structure which would permit decolonization to occur. 

The Statement of the Government of Canada on 1ndian Policv 

(1969) was ". . .to provide Indians with the right to full and equal 
participation in the cultural, social, economic and political life 

of Canada" (Asch, 1984 :8; Marule, 1978: 104') . m his new direction 
would, if accomplished, see the termination of the reserve system 

and the special status granted by the original Indian Act (1876) as 
j 

they would become fully integrated into-Canadian society. This 

would have had the effect of engendering cultural genocide had it 

not been for widespkead condemnation of the policy by aboriginal 
4 

people and the effective use of the media by aboriginal political - 

action groups. , The national .oatcry which ensued forced the 

  om in ion government to announce its new policy of multiculturalism. 

The  multiculturalism policy sought to recognize cultural pluralism. 
'in Canada and the differential integration of ethnic and racial 

groups into Canadian society.. In reality, this new policy was a 

method of reducing the influence of both aborigihal and francophone 

political action groups as well as.discouraging potential allies 

from among other ethnic or cultural groups throughout the country. 

Indeed, as Tobias (1983) commented: 
9 

@ 

this withdrawal does not mean that the goal has been c 

repudiated; at least there is no indication of such 
renunciation to date. It is simply that alternative 
means to achiev& it are being consider,ed. At the moment 
Canada's Indian policy is in a state of flux, but unlike 
any earlier period, a more honest effort is being made fo 
involve the 1ndian and Indian views in the determination . 
of a new 1ndian policy.(lobias, 1983:53), + 2, 



.Although the inequities of both the I n d i a n  Act (1951) and the 

praktices of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 

- Development continued into the 1960s,, changes did occur in Ottawa's 

management of its aboriginal wards. The first change was an 

amendment to the Canada  E l e c t i o n s  Act ( 1 9 6 0 )  which, then, resulted 

in the granting of the franchise for aboriginal peoples to vote in 

Dominion and, .by extension, Territorial elections. The second 

change was the r,esult of a restructuring of the departments and 

agencies of the Dominion government. . , While the 1.ndian Affairs 

Branch c-ontinued-e to adminisfer and manage programs for the - 
aboriginal peoples, it found itself becoming a section .of,Northern 

Affairs and National Resources during'1964 (Frideres,' 1988:34). 

While the Dominion government was wrestling to come to terms 

with the question of ethnicity it was also facing challenges to its 
, 3  

exclus'ive control of the Northwest Territories. The pbpulati-ons of 

the Yukon Territory and the '~ackenzie Distriot of the Northwest 

~errit~ries were becoming increasingly vocal on their need fq r  both 
L 

services from and representation at the Dominion level. ' 

In 1947 some effort was undertaken to placate Northerners, 

both aboriginal and non-aboriginal alike, by appointing northern . , 
$9 

residents to the Northwest Territories Council, although none d f  
whom were Inuit or from the Eastern Arctic (Carlson; 1986; Braden 

1975). During the same year, the Dominion governmeflt incorporated 

*the -Yukon Territory and the Mackenzie District as a single 

electoral district. These changes would not diffuse the resentmeri't 

of decades of being controlled from Ottawa 2nd northern residents 
, 

would clamour for more elected representation at both the 

territorial and f edetal levels. Changes would occur during 1951, 

as the thr$e additional elected members took their places on the 

Northwest Territories Council and, again, in 1952 as both the Yukon 

and Mackenzie became their own electoral districts. Thus began the 

journey of the Northwest Territories towards responsible 

government. 



During 1947, the. Northwest ."l'erritories '~ounciA &mmissioned 

former fur trader James Cantley to investigate the state of the . 
d 

territorial economy. His repofd when released during the  following^ 

yedr.'ribted that dependence upon the production of two staples, furs 

and minerals, had left the aboriginal peoples in ,a hazardous 

vis-a-vis the declining fur industry and the booming . '  

mining and petroleum industries for which they lacked the necessary - = 

skills: While the Cantley Report offered no,cohcrete direction on 

how to improve the economic situation, it recommended that local or 

regional councils be established to advise the Northwest 

Territories Council on matters affecting those areas. 

One of th? results ,of the Cantley ~eporf (1948) was the 

decisiom by the Dominion government to reduce its northern 

bureaucracy ' rather than expand services to the Northwest 

~erritories. This resulted in a small change in the political will 
> .  

which saw an increase in 'the powers of the office of the 

~omrnission6r of the Northwest Territories. The major political ' 

change of the 1950s was an amen@ment to the ~orthwest Territories 

Amendment "Act (1905) which resulted in the enactment of the 
B I 

Northwest Territories Act '(1951) .5' That A,ct was incorporated to . 
. . .- facilitate.: ,' 

a 

. . . 

1. ' The ~omrnissioner to borrow money for territorial, . 
. I  municipal, or local~purposes; 

,# 

s I 

2,. The Commissioner to lend money tcl municipalities 
.and school districts within the Territories; and 

W. 
.s 

3. ,The establishment of a formalized . fiscal . .  
arrangement between the Northwest Territories 
council and the federal government. . . . , 

57 An Act to Amend the Northwest Territories Act (1951), - 
R.S.C., 15 George VI, 1951, N-1, hereafter the Northwest 
~erritories Act (1951) . 



The development of representative and responsible government.within 

the Northwest ~ekritories would 'continue to be' hindered, 

unfortunately, by the' exclusive control of both finances and 

hatural resources by the Dom.inion governm%nt a-nd the marginal 

political status of ,Canada's - aboriginal peoples (Braden, 1976; 

7Caylson, 1986;- Swiderski, 1985; Zaslow, 1984). 

. . -  
The decades of the 19.50s saw the establishment *of artificial 

settlements throughout the Northwest Territories, mainly in the 

Eastern and High ~rctics. In respons-e to the pressures of the Cold 
. . War and .threatsv t o  Canad3an sovereignty from, its 

. . circumpolar neighbours, the Dominion government responded by 

ereating thd artificial settlements of Resolute ~ 6 y  and~~rise Fiord 

in the Hzgh _ ~rctic. In thebcase of the latter settlement, Grise 

" Fiord, 17 1nuit families were' uprooted from '~orthern Quebec ' and 

. transpo.rted to the unfamiliar hardships of Ellesmere Island during 

2953 and 1955, to participate in a two-year experiment, or so they . . 

were informed: While some of those families, and others' brought. 

there ' from* the ~hffih Island settlement of Pond Inlet,' have - 

returned t p  their originalf homes,* many families still remain. in 

Grise F'iord. Recent claims for compensation and repatriation, such , 
i 

as that by John Amagoalik, have asserted that there was: 
4 

evidence of slave labour. My father and other relatives 
spent months at a time taking government surveyors around 
the High Arctic and they were never paid for it.  her$ 
has, been evidence of sexual favours. FfhiJe the men were 
out hunting, days at a time, the women and ch5ldren were 
left and they were hungry.' Certain people in authority 
told women, "If you want food for your children, you are 
going to have to do certain  favour^.^^ (Nunatsiaa News, 
July 27, 1990: 1-2) . ' 

Three ma3or political events marked the 1960s in the Northwest " 

?Cerritoiies: deqentralization of zedera1 government servicesp the 

enactment of anti-pollution legislat'ion, and the creation of a new 

. level- of government, namely the Government of the Northwest 



Figure 17 Administrative Offices and Royal Canadian Police 
Posts, 1960. 

Sources Diamond Jenness, Eskimo Administration: 11. Canada 
(1964). 

f . . 
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~erritorigs. The former was accomplished throah a gradual shiftby 

& th'e new federal Department of Northern Affairs and Nqtional 

Resources from a highly centralized format to a regional 

administrative fornlat. The anti-pollution legislation of the 

period followed the trans-Arctic cruise of the supertanker U.S;S. 

Manhattan and was enacted more for symbolic sovereignty reasons 

,than for pollution control. . Two acts, Arctic Waters Pollution 

prevention Act ( 1 9 7 0 ) ~ ~  and the Territorial Seas ahd Fishing Zones 

58 An Act to prevent pollution of areas of the arctic wateis 
adjacent to the mainland and islands of the Canadian 
arctic ('l97O), R.S.C. 1970, 18-19 Elizabeth 11, c' .47,  



* 

Act ' (1970) 59 would declare Canada s sovereignty in the Arctic 

Archipelago anh its control over adjoining offshore areas of up ta 
I 

100 miles for the. prevention of pollution. The origins of* the 

latter, however, may Be traced back' to former University of Western' 
, 

Ontario Dean A.W.R. Carrotherst efforts to answer the question of 

self-government for the Northwest.Territories, distinct and sepatate 

from the Department of Northern Affairs and' National Resources 

(.Dgcks, ;981:92). Hi6 report, entitled the Carrothers. Commission 

on 'the Development of ~overnment in the Northwest Territories 

(1966), recommended the creat*on of community-based government in 

the North *among other changes. 
,' 

1 
, 

5) 

While the creation of the ~0,vernment bf the Northwest ' 

Territories, a quasi-provincial level of government, may have. 

placated many residents of the North, it did nothing to reduce the 

control exercised by the Dominion government over natural resources - 
and resource development. within the newly-created territoriil 

government, moved during 1967 to Yellowknife, a separate Department 

of Local Government (since renamed Department of Municipal and 
1 _ 

Community Affairs) was establishe@I1tt develop politically-workable 

and administratively self-sucficient communities within the N.W.T." c 

(Swiderski, 1985: 6-7) . Despite t$ei3r efforts, however, they were 
f 

constrained by a lack of financial roesources and control by the 

communities that would leave their Hamlet and Band Councils 

powerless to change the situation (Braden, 1976; Carlson, 1986; 

Rea, .1968; Zaslow, 1984). 

4 

 he early 1970s saw a shift in government policy from, both, 
centralization to de-centralization from - Ottawa - and the 

hereafter the Arctic Waters Pollution Preventyon ~ c t  

5 9 An Act to Amend the Territorial Sea and Fishing Zones 
Act (1970) ,' R.S.C. 1970, 18-19 Elizabeth 11, c.68, 
hereafter the Territorial Seas and Fishing Zones Act 
(1970). P . 
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% I t i . - 
e x p l o r a t i o n / e x p P o ; i t a t i s n  of non-renewable resources to the ., 

. - 
provisilon, of basic human sertices too the people of the ~orth. This 

I 
change in priorities and policy -resulted in the delivery o f  

incf'eased housing, social, educational. and health service's at -the 

community level. Many !aboriginal political leaders, however, felt 
I," 

that these. dgve30pment were neither fast enough, far reaching 

enough,, rlor did they address their special needs and aspirations 
f 

for the future. 

The -last major political developments . , of the period under 

review,were the limited recognition 0 the cultural and legal 
. . 

rights of aboriginal peoples and the transfer dS the Indian Affairs 
7 r 

Branch to, &the, Department of Northern Affairs and Natianal 

Resources. Two reports, Mr. Justice Thomas Berger's The ~eport of 

the ~ackenzie Valley pipeline Inauirv (1957)~ which was also'know 

as the Berqer Report, -and Milton M.R. Freeman's Inuit Land Use and 
Occuparcv Project, emerged during-the 1970s and sought to address 

the emerging concerns of ahoriginal title anamthe development by 

theL aboriginal pepples of the No~thwest   err it dries. The general- - 

* ' ' issue in question, was land and its control based upon the 

'conflicting hblieis 'that* aboriginal title had never been 

extinguished pnd khat the Dominion government had the unilateral 

sight to* define an$- modify- aboriginal rights and title. The 
t > 

effective use of the mass media to promote aboriginal issues had , &- 
been pioneered by the Berger lhquiry and aboriginal peopies were 

beginning to understand not only its value, but that which the 

~n~lo-~anadian Courts held for the acquisition-of the lands which 

they clairned.'O f 

)B 

' .  

- 6' The first major case involved the Nishga claim that they 
'= had possessed 'a reconcilable systelh of land use and 

tequre to that ifi Canadian law which bad not been ceded 
d 'by treaty. , This cage, C a l d e r  v. the Attorney-General of 

~ r i t i s h  '~olumbia {l97O], 74 Ws W. R., 481, (B . C. Ct .A.) , was 
a landmark decision wherein it was recognized that the 
provincial government retained the land pursuant to 

' colonial legislation by which it had unilaterally 
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whiie the Dominion was enacting, legislation and- regulations ' ' 

for the symbolic and developmental sovereignty, of the Northwest 

Territories and its residents' the criminal justice systea in the - . ,  2 

Territories was evolving to meet their needs as wel1,as those 05 
L 

the Dominion government. The Royal Canadian Mounted.Police, f s r  

ex3mple, had continued*?go establish detachments throughout the 
Northwest Territories d&ing the 1945-1975~ period. Whereas they 

had established detachments in most Dene communities, the police 
'4 D 

had not yet established themselves in most Inuit settlements. 

.~ndeed, the number of detachments in the latte~ settlements bdoyed 

from a low of ,7, at the outbreak of the Second WorlZ War, to 19 

, detachments in -1950, and 24 in 1960 (Jenness, 1964:91). Today, 

there exist only a few settlbments without a resident -RCMP. 

detachment and are served, as a result, by regular police patrols 

I from a nearby settlement. 

The police would continue, as before; to collect taxes and 
'P 

customs d'uties from whalers, -hunters and traders, c'ollect census - 
.data, confiscate -liquor, issue relief to -aboriginal persons in , .  A 

need, render first-aid and inoculate dogs, as well as their dutieS 

to administer the ' l a w  and ensur'e' justice wa,s done! In addition to' 
. . these duties, members of the RCMP appointed either as Police 

extinguished all Indian titles to land within the cflony 
of British Columbia. Subsequent appeals to the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal and Supreme Court of Canada 
revealed the inherent ethnocentrism in Canadian law and 
legal practice in general and specifically this case. 
The major points of law in Calder (1970 centred on the 
determination of whether or not Nishga law was congruent 
with the existing Canadian law and whether prior colonial 
law was intended-as general or specific legislation to 
extinguish Indian title. By choosing the former view and 
its use of an obiter dictum, or judicial comment, the 
aourts set the tone of relations between the Dominion 
government and the aboriginal peoples for the next 
decade. 



Magistrates or Stipendiary Magistrates continued to carry out those ' 

functions until 1955, The last police officer appointed as 

Stipendiary ~agistrate in the Northwest Terrjtories Was Magistrate 

Douglas James Martin. Receiving a temporary appointment in 1948 

Martin would continue in that rol& until 1951. ~uring'the period in 

question, those roles would not change. . .  

. . 
Indeed, the court and .their circuits within the Northwest 

Territories would continue to owe,much of their existence to the 

efforts of the RCMP. Court circuits followed the patrol routes of 

the police and drew upon the for much of their pomp and 

ceremony. Price (1986) comments on the inteifrelationGihips between 

the police and the courts during the early part of this'period, 

stating: 

In the Northwest Territories, the RCMP provided a 
lltouch of ceremony" for the court party. This could be 
a mere presence in ceremonial uniform at the trial, as - 
still continues in criminal Superior Court trials in 
Canada in the 1980's; or a travelling escort.. ..The 
police though, provided more than pageantry. Acting as 
reporte?, Constable Richard Wild, accompanied Dubuc north 
to Fort Providence in 1921 and Herschel Island in 1923. 
At various times, RCMP officers acted as clerks and' 
reporters. Additionally, the police occasionally made 
transporbation arrangements for t.he judicial party, and 
often arrangements for the trial itself. Under police 
aus'pices, trials were .held at police detachments at 
Herschel Island and Pond Inlet in 1923; the-tiny living 
room of the police detachment at Pangnirtung in 1939; and 
the police barracks at Coppermine in 1946. 

' On circuit the ceremo,ny and formal trappings of a . t 

Supreme Court in trial'in ncivilizationM were preserved. 
Counsel and the Stipendiary Magistrate, gowned, observed 
the essentials of Fourt procedure. McKeand specifically 
alluded to the importance of preserving'the dignity of 
the administration of justice on the Eastern Arctic 
circuit believing "that the impression on the native mind 
would have a lasting effect (Price, 1986:229-230), 

The assistance of the lGcal police officer was essential as the 

court party which travelled "with a'll its impedimentan lacked the 



knowledge of the local facilities and personalities. 

During 1955, the era of the Police/Stipendiary Magistrate came 
f 

to dn end as' the first Justice of the Territ~rial Court of the 

Northwest Territories was appointed. In ' accordance with the 

provisions of the Northwest Territories A c t  ( 1 9 5 2 )  the off ice 

of stipendiary Magistrate was repealed and replaced by the inteiim . " 

office of Police Magistrate. The . . Territorial Court of the 

Northwest Territories and the Judge of the Territorial Court were 

proclaimed during. 1955 and the first Judge of the Territorial 

Court, , ~ustice' .Jack. Sisqons, was appointed shortly- thereafter. 

This change in jurisdiction would have an immense .impact on the 

adm'inistration of justdice in. the Northwest Territories. The impact 

wou* include: - - 

- 
P 

the' demise of the' Police/$tipendiary Magistrate ':I would ensure that all !jurists, less justices-of - 
the-peace, would be' ju trained. 

2. the coincidental jurisdiction of judges in other 
provinces and territories, notably Alberta and 
Yukon, wou-ld be removed. 

' 3 .  a reduction in the lengthd of remand orders due to a 
resident judge. 

4. the introduction of culturally-relevant sentences. 

The Territorial Court was, at this moment in time, a Super'ior 

Court in much the same manner as the earlier Magistrates Court. ,In 

this regard it held,the same jurisdiction of as a SupremC court in 

one of the provinces untiI the early 1970s when a distinct Supreme 

Court of the ~orthwest Territories was created. Mr. ~usiice  iss sons 
set the tone for judicial operations which continues to this day in 

the Northwest Territories. This tone, reminiscent of the intent of 

61 An Act to amend the ~orthwest Territories A c t  (1952); 
R.S.C. 1952, 16 George VI, c. 331, hereafter the Northwest - 
Territories Act (1952) . 
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the Magna Carta, included: &. 

.7 

1. Justice shall be taken to every manvs door; 

2. This court shall go on circuit to every part of its 
realm at'least oQce or twice a year; 

3. The proper place for a trial is the place where 'the 
'offense was committed or the cause of action arose; 

4. Every person *accused of a serious offense is 
entitled to be tried by a jury drawn from the area 
in which the offense was committed; 

5. No man shall be condemned except by the- judgement 
.. of his peers and the l'aw of the land (Sissons, 

I 1968:76) . 
.' 

d 4'9 

Returning once again to the principles of the Magna Carta, 

. that an'accused should receive "speedy, impartial _and uniform 

. justice from a jury of their peersv1,, the new court was a vast 

improvement in the reduction of the time-between the moment a 

charge was laid and .the time adjudication and/or sentencing had 

been completed. Price (1986) argues that this was, indeed, the 

case: 

it was not unusual for a delay of one year between the . 
Preliminary Inquiry and the trial. This delay was lauded 
by some: "all cases were held over until the opening of 
water 'navigation withgut ' any way, defeating the C) 
administration of justiceH; and criticized by others: the 
accused could be evacuated at the first opportunity , . 
instead of being "held over nine, ten, eleven months 

U 

pending the arrival of the judicial party (Price, 
l986:243). 

-. 
6. - The transfer of the Territorial government to Yellowknife ,:% 

during 1967 also occurred as the Northwest ~etritories Correctional '- 
Service (or more accurately, the Corrections Division of the 

Department of Social services) of the Government of the ~ort&ekt 

Territories was authorized. Prior to that date short-term 

sentences of incarceration were served in the local R.C.M.Police 

guardrooms in Fort Smith, Iqaluit (formerly Frobisher ~ a y )  , Inuvik, 



I_ ' ' 

and Yellowknife, whereas sihce the close of the Second World War 

sentences in ?xcess of ninety days were served in provincial and 
* 

federal institutions. 
. . ' , 

Shortly after 'the opening of the Yellowknife Correctional 

Institute (as it Was, the'n named) and its satellite camp at the 

Yellowknife River the fledgling Corrections Division sought to 

evaluate its programs and their effectiveness. This decision would 

be operationalized as a systematic,review carried out during the 

closing months of 1970, which identified th'e need7 for more 

comniun%ty programs and expansion'of the physical plant of the 
4 

Yellowknife correctional Institute,, The delivery of correctional 
1 '  

services yere npt unique to' the Northwest Territories nor -its 

aboriginal peoples. Indeed, WilkiAs (1972) pointed out th,at: 

in the absence of. proven methods it was 'expedient to 
employ southern techniques, adjusting them to native 

" needs, *with the goal o'f " deve10pjr-i~- -the best ' possible 
correctional programs for ~orther&rs-  ilkin ins, 1972Y- 
Dur-ing 1973, the Government of the Northwest Territories 

enacted the Corrections ordinance, R.O. N .W.T. (1973) and acted 
" I 

upon previous'studies which recommended increased institutional 

bedspace and openeq the Sohth:MacKenzie Correctional Centre in Hay 

River and the Baf f kn .Correctional Centre in Iqaluit, both during 

appropriate Dominion legislation, provided a structural and legal 

mandate for the aystem to $aperate. This creation of small, " 

correctional institutions in the regions has contributed to - a  

reduction in the cultural dkslocation experienced by ma-ny Iquit and' 

Dene offenders who served-their sentences in Yellowknife. 

- In addition to the relative proximity of these regional 

centres 'to the offender's home community they (the centres) 

attempted to provide culturally relevant programs to their' inmate 

populations. . While exchange agreements exist between the 



ca 

~erritorial government and the federal and the provincial 

governments to provide prisoner exchanges occur to meet the needs 

' . of individual inmates, it has been the policy of the N.W.T. 

corrections. Service to retain Northern offenders within the 
. . . -  

Northwest ~erritories whGnever and wherever possible. 

Table 1. 
,. Hierarchy of Courts 
in the Northwest Territories 

Jurisdiction . . 

(Descending), 

N.W.T. , 

Court of ~ ~ p e H l  . 

Supreme Court of 
the Nqrthwest 
Territories 

Territorial Court 
of the Northwest " 

Territories . . . 

Justice of the . 
Peace Court in 
the N.W.T 

3- 

Composition 

3 Judges from the 
Supreme Courfs of 
Alberta,. N. W, T. 
and/or Yukon 

Chief Wstice   ark 
DeWeerdt 
Bustice Ted 
Richard f 

(N. W,T, Resident 
Justices) 

Chief Judge 
Robert#. Halifax, 
D/Chief Judge 'R. 
~f chel Bourassa 
Judge B.A. Browne 
Judge B.A. Bruser 
Judge T. B. Davis-- 
(N.W.T. Resident 
Judqes) 

8ne .or more + . 
Justices from the 
local area 

Sitting At 

Calgary or 
Edmontcn, Alberta . 

(semi-annually) 

- -  - 

Yellowknife and 
other settlements 
as required 

Yellowknife and 
other  settlement^ 
as required (at ' ,  

.least.monthly) 

Weekly or as 
required ' 

Notes: 1. Territorial and Supreme Courts only are 
Youth Courts. 
2. Territorial and Supreme Courts are uni?ied, 
courts (criminal, civil, family, youth) by the 
nature of the circuit court system of service 
delivery. 

Source 
of the Criminal Law to Native 1ndians andaInuit 

* the Northwest Territories, Canada." (1988). - 



Within the Department of Social Services, the Director of 

corrections is responsible for- all adultaand juvenile correctional 

facilities and programs' whereas the Co-ordinator of Community 

Corrections is responsible. for 6 .  community-based correctional 

programs including7 probation. The var2ous Regional ' 

Superintendents, of which there are five, are responsible for 

supervising the social workers in their respective regions. 

Departmental social workers provide probation, parole and after- 

care services. 

The yellowknife correctional Centre, opened in 1967 with a 

rated capacity of 72 inmates and remodelled during 1988-1989, 

serves the N.W.T. as the secure facility of the correctional 

system. It currently houses in excess of 125 inmates: This 

general security or multi-level institution holds minimum, medium 

and maximum security sentenced inmates as well as maximum security 

persons remanded into custody' awaiting trial. 

The majority of correctional programs and services operated by 

Yellowknife errectioanl Centre are institutionally rather than 

individually oriented. The centre has within the last five years 

removed its protective custody program and integrated that class of 

offender into the general population. It offers a wide range of 

educational, vocational, recreational and light medical services to 

those persons incarcerated there. 

1 

The South MacKenzie Correctional Centre is a minimum-security 

institution for thirty-f'ive male. and female inmates. . With the 

exception of institutional maintenance programs, all of the centres 

programs are community-oriented. To strike a balance between the 

concepts of resocia.lization and s'elf-sufficiency South MacKenzie 

Correctional Centre operates two major projects: A land program and 
\ 

a commercial fishing venture. These programs are self-sufficient 

with any surplus funds placed into the inmate trust fund and 

welfare accounts. 



The Baf fin correctional Centre, whose ~ n u k t i t u t  ' name . , 

~kajuratuvik means la plac'e to get- help', was opened in 19.7,4 to 

serve the needs of Inuit male inmates from the Eastern and High 

Arctic settlements. Prior to that- date, offenders from those 

settlements were transferred to either the RCMP in 

~qaluit, yellowknife correctional Centre in Yellowknife, or South . 
to serve their sentences in provincial and federal institutions. 

The major programs reflected these physical restrictions and were 

centred around the traditional hunting and fishing lifestyle of 

Inuit in the Region. 

The Baffin correctional' Centre moved into a new facility, 

during 1986 which resulted in a change of attitudes and orientation 

by all concerned. The Centre is a uniquely organized and operated 

correctional facility in terms, of both, the North and its peoples 

as well as the profession of corrections as a whole. It. is a 

general purpose or multi-level facility in terms of security and 

program levels. In terms of staffing and program orientation the 
- Centre is a truly cross-cultural facility. 

'This Centre is the only correctional facility in the world , 

where the inmates y regularly handle firearms. The safety rec 

'of the Land Progra 1 in this regard is seen as positive by. 
publid. Most concerns are overshadowed by the positive communi 

service projects carried out by the inmate population such as: 

spring clean-up, the digging of graves, construction of coffins and 

helping non-pilot organizations. 

.. 

The Northwest Territories Correctional Centre for Women. 

originally opened in 1977, closed Uuring 1986, will reopen during 

1990-1991. Since the closure of N. W. T. Correctional 'Centre for 

Women in Fort Smith female inmates have been tranSferred to the 

remaining correctional institutions which were converted to co- 
- 

correctional status. As the result of numerous complaints and at 

least two internal inquiries, the Minister responsible for 



correctional 

its orig'inal 

services announced that -reopening of this centre in. 
. . 

community. This centre has operated, in the past, 

, educational and vocational programs which included life skills, 

basic home-making skills, hygiene, and substance abuse programs. 

Traditionally, in correctional terms, there have been four 

alternatives to incarceration in the North: fine options, community 

services, restitution and community residential centres. The 

implementation and effectiveness of community-based alternatives 

have been influenced by the attitudes of the public as a whole, the 

policies and decisions by the police and the courts, and by the 

effectiveness of traditional probation/parole operations. The 

major constraints facing community corrections practitioners in the 

Northwest Territories have been a lack of resources with which to 

operate meaningful community-based programs and a lack of community 

support for those same programs (fieldnotes, 1983-1987). 

- The years within the 1945-1975 period comprised a period of 

rapid social change for most of Canada. While the Dominion 

government sought to ignore to the problems faced by th'e nation's 

, aboriginal population vis-a-vis their marginalized position in 

society, pvents during the latter part of this period woula 

overtake them. The Dominion government reacted to perceived 

threats to its sovereignty claims in the Arctic by entering into a 

massive program of resettlement which contained implicit, rather 

than explicit, gestures of ownership. Rapid political and social 

changes were similarly taking place in the Northwest Territories as 

the Government of the Northwest Territories was created and began 

the journey towards representative and responsible government. As r :  

an act of legitimation, the criminal justice system in the 

Northwest Territories initially employed southern, non-aboriginal 

programs, adjusting them to local conditions. 

Finally, the thirty years which immediately followed the close 

of the Second World War, 1945-1975, provide an opportunity to 



examine the actions of the   om in ion government through the use of 
Motyl s (1987) three research foci . Numerouq social scientists 

have eGmined the results that the establishment of artificial 

settlements throughout. the Northwest Territoriks had for the .- 
aboriginal peoples' of,the North (Balikci, 1970; Briggs, 1970; 

pamas, 1969, 1972; ~onigrnann and Honigrnann, ,1965, 1970; 

. Matthiasson, 1975; Mayes, 1978, 1982; Paine, 1971, 1977; Vallee, 

1967; Zaslow, 1971), including the fact that the settaement policy 

was instituted solely for reasons of sovereignty and to assuage the 

fears generated by the Cold War. 

The notions of ethnicity and autonomy were given lip-service 

during the period, yet little else was effected. while the social 

institutions throughout the ~rctic were expanded a P 
people were recruite-d into them, they continued firmly as hegemonic 

agents for aboriginal dependency and the maintenance of the status 

-quo. Aboriginal northerners watched their desires for autonomy 

rise and fall during the 1945-1975 period with the conclusion of 

the Calder (1970) case, wherein they were instructed that they 

would have to adopt the new ~uro-~a~adian ways in order to clHim- 

their past! 
/ 



CHAPTER IX 

THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS, 1975-1990 

The old proverb which begins with the phrase "let sleeping x 
dogs liet1 could perhaps have been describihg the approach w h i ~ h  the 

r l 

Dominion government in 0ttawa preferred to follow when dealing with 

the interrelated issues of aboriginal rights, nogthern development, L $  

and sovereignty. The problem which Ottawa was discover was that. , 

these sleepi 

resources wh 

ng dogs awoke hungry for their share of the national 
* 

ich had been served elsewhere in the nation., 
P 9 

< 

As responses to real and perceived deprivations uhder an 

internal colonial regime a number of political action'groups were 

created by aboriginal peoples throughout Canada (Anderson and 

Frideres, 1981) . Notable examples of these political action groups' 3 
I + 

(PAG1s) included the Protective Association for; 1ndians and. 

Federation of Saskatchewan ~ndians, the 1ndi:ah . \- ~ssociat~on. of 

Alberta, the Assembly of First Nations, and the National fn,diak 

Brotherhood. Indeed, Frideres (1988) provides a summary of the 

aboriginal PAG1s (national/radical/local/~ulti-ethnic) which have" 

emerged to meet the needs of canadals aboriginal peoples: 
I 

- 
All these organizatipns have become important vehicles 

" for meeting the needs~af Native peoples. They have all 
provided forums for the 'understanding and discussion of 
Native issues. Each o f  these organizations has also had 
to adapt its' structure and, objectives to existing 

1 ,  conditions or face quickly losing its membership., zr 

clearly, the use of formal. organizations among 
- i 

Natives is likely to increase. They have discovered that 
formal organizations carry a sense of legitimacy that can 
be very effective in persuading -governments to act in . 
Native interests. These organizations have also begun to 
produce improvements in Native conditions. Organizations 
continue to provide opportunities to develop leadership 
techniques and other skills for those who 
chopse to move Native issues into the political arena 
(Frideres, 1988:276) . . 



While both these organizations and the aboriginal peoples they" 

serve differ greatly so, too, do their methods. ~eginning with the 

peaceful negotiations among the Sechelt and culminating with the 

recent, armed confrontZitions among the Mohawk Nation at the St. , *  

Re is-Akwesasne, Kanawake and 'Kanesatake reserves in Quebec, the ? 
differences in approach range from peaceful negotiation, public 

awareness campaigns involving the media and courts, to armed 
* \  - confrontation at blockades to nation park entrances or reserve 

lands. Regardless of their choice of methods all aboriginal 

political-.organizations in Canada hold the belief that aboriginal 
a '  b 

, a 

peoples 'are-:,entitled to special status based on their aboriginal - 
P 

+ 

status and the :history of aboriginal-government relations. In 

addition to special, aboriginal status these 'political action 

groups seek the .same cultural, economic, political and social 

rights- for their members as those already available to nop-, 

aboriginar Canadians. 

- +. 
il ' 
~ccording to Asch (1984) special status for aboriginal people ' 

reqnires a self-determinant land base from which to participate in' 
- ,  

the broader Canadian society. Indeed, As'ch summarizes the 

- aboriginal view that: 
a / .  

1 These rights flow, first of all, from the fact that the 

aboriginal peoples were in sovereign occupation of Canada 
I at the time of c&ntact, and secondly from the assertion 

that their legitimacy and continued ~ ~ i s t e n c e  has not 
been extinguished by the subsequept occupation of Canada 

L 

by immigrants (1984 : 3.0) . 

'~urfng the one and one-half decades of the ppriod 1970-1985, 

the Dorqinimn government managed to deal not with the causes of the 

growing discontent and increasing politicization among Canada's 

abor-iginal population, but to address the symptoms as they became 
. . 

apparent, or took on the role of, what Gusfield (1981:l-23) 

described as, a public problem. Indeed, much of the govgrnmentts 

ability to avoid problems. during this period was due to their 



-1 
rp 

apparent commitment to the settlekient of land claims. Throughout 

those years, the Dominian government managed to delay the 

settlement of land claims and resolution of the issues surrounding 

them by employing a two-part process: first, through lengthy 

discussions to set an agenda for change and, second, through the a 

establishment of a comprehensive land claims policy and process 

(Frideres, 1988:127-130). 

The first major case involved the Nisga'a of northeastern , 

British Columbia. It was their protestation that they possessed a 

reconcilable system of land use and tenure to that in Canadian law. 

Furtl-iermore, they argued that their traditional lands had not been 
- .  

ceded by treaty.  his case, Calder (1970) , 6 2  contained a landmark 

decision whereby it was recognlPed that the provincial government 

retained the land pursuant to colonial legislation which had 

unilaterally extinguished all Indian titles cto land within the 

colony of British Columbia. Subsequent appeals to the British 

~olumbia Court of  p peal 'and Supreme Court of Canada revealed the 
inherent ethnocentrism in Canadian law and legal practice in 

general and specifically this case. 
L 

The. major points in law centred on the determination of 
-a 

whether, - or not, ~ Nisgat'a law was congruent with the existing 
1' 

.- 
Canadian' law and vhether prfor colonial law was intended as general 

or specific legislation to extinguish aboriginal title. 
, By - 

ahoosiry the former view -the courts set the tone of government- 
3 

..aboriginai relations and, ciaims negotiations for th'e next decade. 
I ? .  

* .   h his landmark legal case ;ooold impose new structure upon *those 
L 

aborigina'l groups seeking legal redress to vari'ous ;ocio-structural 

deprivatidns. . + 

/' 

'2. 
+ Calder v: Attorney-General of British Columbia [1970], 74 
w .-W. R. -481 (B,C. C. A. ) , hereafter Calder (~970') . 



J e  \ 

Tbb Calder (1970) d e c i s i o n  and khe'obi ter  dictum it contg ined  

:served tq set  t h a t  agenda. . Inpeed, ~ a i d e r  (1970) woblp have a  ' 
I '  

l a s t i n g  e f f e c t  0.n :dl aborxiginal c l a ims  .in@uding t h o s e  'by. Dene, 

  ti^, and ' 1nu i t  t h r & " g h o u t  the' lor-ehwest ~ e r r i t o ; i e s .  I n u i t  .h>d 
* 

t h e i r  dhWy'in ccu+,: foe .&iimple+, yheri the i f  t h e  Hamlm of 
* ,  < - 

Baker ~ ~ k e ;  N; FIG T,' sought:  peg& r e c o g n i t i ~ n  pf t h e i r  sbvere ign  
1 i 

' - r i g h t s .  T ~ C  c a s e ,  ' +  ~ g k @  Lqkg et al (2980];.65 asked I n u i t  t o  
" 

l e g a l  *oaf o f . ' f h e i r * ' t i t l e  t o  t h e  l and  by-way o f  e i t h e r  
4 

m - t  

o c c ~ p ~ a t i o p  o r  t i t l e .    he. s t anhard  of -proodYwa& n o t  by b y  of o r a l  

t r a d c t i o n  ,ah$ t r a d $ < i ~ n + l ~ l a n C t  u s e ,  )but* they ,  kould. be e % t i t l e d  t o  
4 

r: t h a t  " land70f j  whicg they bsttld prove lo5cj-term usesol: b&upation i n  
2 .  *a - 

'3 ter9-w of t h e  B r i t i s h  com&n l a w  a n d  t h e  Canadian i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  - - * .  
t 

of it. H r .  J u s t i c e  'Mahoney, t h e  t r i a l  judge,.* ruled * t h a t  t h i s  was 
. " h o t  prbved. by 1 n u k  nor  could  l e g a l  t i t l e  .be found t o  t h o  la@ , 

' .  o t h d t  t h a n  t h b  ~ o y d  Proclamationb 02 1676 .which ex t ingu i shed  - 

abor ig ine l - t i ' t l e ' i&-  ,gr&ting t h e  ~ y d s o n ' s  Bay Company ownership df , ' - 

Rupert I s  Land, which i n c l u d e d  t h e  Baker Lake a r e a  ( ~ s ~ h ;  1984 : 52)  . 
I -i 6 I 

1 1 I 
e .  

. U 

The decisdon9.of t h e s e  two <ages would g i v e  credibility t o  t h e  . , 
~ . .  

p o l i c i e s  and 'procjrams. of t h e  Depqztrnont of ~ n d i &  ~ f i a i r s  and '  L 
J .  

~ d r t h e r n   evel lo pi dent a s  t h a t  agenoy 'endeavoljred t o  ~ d n t i n u e  t h e i r  , ; 
1 ,  : 1  - 

c o l o n i a l - s t y l e '  admin i s tya t ion  of ' Canada's ' abor ig lna14.  ..peoples: ' 
, 

Recognizing t h e  h c r e a s i q g  p u b l i c  i n t e r e s t  i n  a b o r i g i n a ~  affairs 
i ' 

and c o n s c i ~ u s  ox' t h e  need t o  improve   it^ c o r p o r a t e  image, Ind ian  . ,< r' 2 '  

I .  
A 

A f f a i r s  ,would begin' t h a t  p rocess  of*im+@rovement by: 
i 

-2 r 1 k 
ad) . ~ w o b r a ~ t h ~  the o r d e r l y  ecdnornic ' an& .  political^^ 

deve,lopfierit of t h e  Yukon and Nwthwest  , T e r r i t o r i e s ,  bnd ' 

' . ' b) S e t t l i n g  ' d l a i q s  r e l a t e d  t o  t r a d i t i o n a l & t i v e  lise and <*  

occupancy of l ands  i n  t h o s e  a r e a s  of Canada whePe t h i s  / \ ,  

t r a d i t i o n a l  r i g h t  has, not b$en e x t i n g u i s h e d  by t r e a t y  o r  
c 5  superseded I _  by 1=a ( ~ r i d d r e s ,  1983i209) . 

f: 
1 

P 

6? ~aml 'e t  o f  Baker Lake e t  a1 v. ter of Indian Affairs 
qnd Northern Development -et 41 [1980] 193, 50 CCC (2d) 377 ,  
(Fed. C t . T D . 1 - '  " - 
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The esta lishment of a 'comprehensive claims policy in 1985 P 
reversed the  omi in ion government's earlier policy whereby' theLy 

sought extinguishmept of alP,land claims for all time, especially 

those recognized by sthe coprts. During 1988, Frideres noted that 
I\ as a result of thgse polioy god12  negotiations had stalled and 

' 

settlements of various Native claims had been few. The task. force 

recommended that 'a blanket extinguishment of2 all aboriginal no 

longer be ' an objective11 (Frideres, 1988 : 1 2 7 )  .sd4 The ~ o m i n i ~ n  

"governments1 comprehensive claims policy has established d lengthy, 

, process, approximately three years per claim, for the settlement of 

land claims. 
1 

if 
The legal rights of the aboriginal peoples in canad'a were 

formally recognized in the drafting of The Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms (1982). The specific inclusion of <35 of the 

~harter~dea'ling with abbriginal rights and freadoms was major 
t 

leap towarqs the full recognition of canada1s.al,mriginal peoples, 

their culture akd hetitage, and the contributions which they have 

, and are capable of making to the. development \bf 'nation as"a , a 
whole. Yet, although re<ognition within S35 of Constitution ,- 4 

A c t  (1981) is g;eat symbolic leap, it has merely had h e  effect of' 
, 1  

the llektinguished by treaty or sup&seded 'by law" 
5 5  

f the Department of India? ~f fairs1' mandateg h d ,  as a L C 

c *  , 
forking aboriginal peoples and their claims i~to'the~ 

< ,  
'~n~lo-~anadian legal arena, once again,. for t acquisition ' ahd 

I (9 -- - + 

1 

, , 
64  The taqkj force's list of fifteen recommrndations..rjicll not 

lp be - discussea t this point. However, @ these 
' P  b recommendations are conbained in ~ppendix 111. For a 

fuller undergt'anding of: the is~ues .aqd proc"esses,~involved 
. in the settlement of aboriginal land claim%, the reader 

"' is directed to James S. Frideresl Native Peoples in 
", 

Canada :  ont temporary Conflicts (3rd Edition) '(1988)*, 
- David C. ~awkesl (ed.) AborAsinal Peoples and Government 

3es~onsibilitv: ~ x p l o r i d ~ e d e r a l  and Provihcial ~ o l e s *  
(1989) , and ~radf or- I4orse1smorisinal POoples and . ' 
the Law: 'Indian, Metis. and Inuit Riqhts in canad.%' 
(Revised Edition) (1989). v 



definition of their rights.. The intent of 535 of the Charter was 
< 

reinforced by 516 lof the defeated Meech Lake cons t i t u t iona l  Accord. 

The second major innovation also occurred during 1985 and 

involved the amendments to the' Indian Act (1951). Indeed, this Act 

contained the only substantive changes to the Indian Act since 

1951! . Enacted in the face of strong opposition from' many 

aboriginal peoples, notably among the status Indian leadership, 

this amendment to the Indian A c t  redressed the loss af Indian 

status by many aboriginal women and their children. Under' the 

provisions of previous Indian Acts those aboriginal women who 

married non-aboriginal men or those aboriginal men who had taken 

the franchise, lost their .Indian status under the Indian A C ~ . ~ '  
- 

Their aames would be struck from either the Band List or Indian 

~egister. While this amendrhent allowed the Bands to control 

membership and influence the behaviour of their members, the 

Dominion cjdvernmqnt was able to reduce payments to the Band and its 

members due to reserve out-migration. Band leaders and councils 
L 

regarded this as an assault on their authority- and an effort to 

further reduce consensus among abor.igina1 groups (~ibbins and 

Ponting, 1986: 38) . 

During- the following year, the Sechel t  Indian Band S e l f -  - - 

~overnmeht  Act ( 1 ~ 8 5 )  6 6  Qas enacted t o  provide not self-government 

by' an .autonomous aboriginal nation., but s e ~ f  -administra,tion of .33 

regerves by a dependent aboriginal band. Under the Sechel t  A c t  

~ 1 9 8 6 1 ,  the Sechelt Band continues to be goverded by its Band * 

. , 6 5  For .a fuller understendjqg of the gender discrimination 
inhe-rent withih the Indian Act, the reader is directed to 
Rathleen Jamiesonls "Sex ,Discrimination and the Indian 
Actv1 in 3. Rick panting (ed.), A ~ ~ U O U S  Journev: Canadian 
Indians and Becolonizatioh, Toronto, 0ntar.i~: McClelland 
ahd Stewart. 1986. pp. 112-136). 

m 

66  b- The Sechel t Indian Band self-~overnment A c t  ( 1 9 8 6 )  , 
a R.S.C. 1986, hereafter the Sechel t  A c t  (1985). 



council as constituted-under the Indian Act. However, in addition 

to a three major changes have occurred: 

1. Those federal and provincial laws of general 
application not inconsisteht with the Indian Act 
are in force regqrding the Band,and its members. 

2. The Band acquirgs the power to levy taxes on 
residences and businesses for local improvemehts.- 

n ? 

3. The Bana is permitted to borrow funds from external 
sources to finance band projects (Frideres, 
1988:361). > 

One may infer, from these events, that the Dominion government 

is continuing to follow the @practices arid processes of 

developmental sovereignty initiated by their predecessors in 1886- 

1887. ~ h e s e  efforts have given. aboriginal peoples a spark of hope 

that they will be recognized as full members of the ~aAadian 

confederation, on one hand, while dictating that such membership, 

if it is granted, will be defined and controlled by the dominant 

society. Indeed, the example by the ~ e c h e l t  Act (1986) 

illustrates the Dominion government intention to, "provide one 

solution to the iskue of self-governmentt1 (Frideres, 1988:362) and 

that solution will, most likely, be the municipal or regional 

example. 

While diffusing aboriginal threats to its exclusive 
4 jurisdiction over their corporate lives, the Dominion government 

continued to negotiate constitutional development and responsibJe 

government for aboriginal and non-aboriginal populations of the 

~orthwest Territories. First recommended by the Carrothers Report 

(1966) and preferring to follow the path of consultation during 

, 1977, the  omi in-ion government appointed the Hon. C.M. Drury to seek 
the consensus view of both aboriginal and non-aboriginal - 

Northerners and make necessary recommendations to: 



- Modify and improve the existing structures, institutions, 
and systems of government; 

- Extend representative, responsive and responsible 
government; 

- . Transfer or delegate federal responsibilitie$ and 
programs to the government of the NWT; 

- Promote native participation in government at all levels; 

- Devolve powers and responsibilities to the local level; 

- Protect native cultural interests (Drury, 1980:l) 

Indeed, the Drury Report (1980) deserves both praise and 

criticism. In a positive sense, it illustrated the resentment of 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal Northerners on their inability to 

control their own destinies while burdened under 0ttawa1s economic 

and political yokes', and clearly identified the interrelations 

between cultural preservation, economic independence, land claims 

and political development in the Northwest Territories (Dickerson, 

1982:457-564). Unfortunately for persons residing in the Northwest - 

Territories, the Drury Report recommended the development of 

regional councils and the eventual devolution of power to the 

Legislative Assembly of the Northwest Territories. Indeed, both of 

these recommendatl s have ccurred de facto rather than in law. "s Rather than, presenting a Litical analysis of the state of 

territorial political development, the Drury Report (1980) appeared 

to be "an excell'ent survey of problems of political development in 

the northtt (Dickerson, 1982 : 457) . , 

The development of Regional Councils throughout the N.W.T. has 

since the release of the Drury Report (1980). These 

councils are comprised of representatives from each of 

the elected HamletITown councils within the appropriate geographic 

region. . The political gro'undwork of the previous iive years 

produced'the formation, in 1983, of the Baffin Regional Council 

(B.R.C.) which was composed of the mayors of each Baffin region 



-, I - 

community. The exceptions being those unincorporated communities 

and those which remain as such.  his latter council appears as the 
logical extension of the political wills of the people andstheir 

elected representatives. The influence of the Nunavut discussion 

and working papers and the movement of the region towards those 

conditions necessary for its creation are appearing. 

The regional councils provide forums for each region to 

discuss issues of common concern, seek solutions to problems, and 

to lobby (through collective action) for needed improvements and 

the resources to become self-determinant. 67 The agenda and 

timetable for political evolution of the Northwest Territories 

,continues to be controlled by external rather than inte'rnal forces. 

The Territorial government continues 50 enact legislation, such as 

the ~unicipalities Ordinance (1974) , 68  the Regional and Tribal 

councfis Ordinance (1983) , 69 which contribute to the development 

of the territorial infrastructure, while the Dominion government 

retains the power to determine when, and if, the notion of 

provincial status will be brought before the full partners of 

confed~ration. It is unfortunate, indeed, that the constitutional 

negotiations which culminated with the 1987 tabling of the Meech 

Lake constitutional Accord did not include active participants from 

the governments of the Yukon or Northw.est Ter~itories. These 

developments have angered both aboriqinal and non-aboriginal 

Northerners as they now perceive that their hopes f-or self- 

determinism and provincial status will receive only 'lip service1 

67 For a fuller understanding of the role of regional and 
tribal councils within the territories, the 
reader is Iirected to James Carlson's Reqional 
Councils in the NWT (1386). 

68 An Ordinance respecting Municipaliti\s, RONWT, 1974 , c. 
M-5, hereafter the Municipalities Ordinance (1974) . ' 

tj9 An Ordinance respecting Regional and Tribal ~ouncils, 
RONWT, 1983, c.7, hereafter the Regional and Tribal 
councils Ordinance (1983) . 



from Ottawa. The lack of Dominion government 

regard, since the rel'ease of the Drury Report 

illustrates that Ottawa's- colnnial attitudes 

Northwest Territories wiil continue into the future. 

action, in this 

(1980) clearly 

regarding the 

The political awareness of aboriginal Northerners was felt 

most-assuredly within the Legislative Assembly in Yellowknife by . v 

1982 with the cfeation of the N.W.T. Constitutional Alliance, 

composed of the Members of the Legislative Assembly who chose to be 

members of either the Western Constitutional Forum or Nunavut 

Constitutional Forum. Division was legitimized in 1982 by the 

Referendum on Division of the N.W.T. which showed overwhelming 

eastern support but mixed western support for division. The 

Dominion government taqtfully agree'd to the concept but under 

strict conditions which 'included an undisputed settlement of 

boundaries. Yet the major efforts of the Inuit Tapirisaf of Canada 

and other Northern native political interest groups ha e dimcted 

towards the settlement of land claims and the dev& d. prnent of a 
5, 

political infrastructure operated by.native people. i 

Since 1976 there have been land claims presented by Dene, 

Metis, and Inuit of the Northwest Territories& The Nunavut 

constitutional Forum published an informakion booklet in 1983, 

titled sirnp.1~ Nunavut, whi h. reiterated Inuit desires for an 

llethnically-based jurisdictio 1 within the current constitutional 
parameters of t-he Canadian federalstat-e (N.C.F., 1983:55). This 

was followed in 1983 by several NCF doc6~ents: Buildins Nunavut, . . L *  

which consolidated both earlier claims and those for the 

development of a Western Arctic Regional Municipality (WARM) as 

proposed fdr I n u v i a l u i t  by COPE, and three working papers Nunavut: 
L 

The ~ivision of Power, Nunavut: Financial Pers~e~tives and Nunavut: 

Options for Public Lands Reqime. The most interesting aspect of 

these latter documents was the ethnically-based infrastructure 

which included taxation and the administration of justice, a 

curious mixture of modern and traditional ways. 

17 4 s' 



The joint ~ene-Metis publication Public Government for the 

People of the North proposed division of the territories along 

similar lines to those of the Nunavut  proposal the emphasis would 

be upbn the entrenchment of Dene and Metis cultural and political 

desires. The new territory would also be called "Our LandH or 

Denedeh in the language of the Dene. As with the Nunavu t  prop-osal, 

Denedeh would seek the preservation of the culture, values and 

aboriginal rights of both status and non-status Indians and the 

Metis of the N.w.T. by the acquisition of provincial status. 

Interestingly, neither Dene nor Metis'would comprise the majority, 

merely one-third of the population, in the new jurisdiction 

although they sought political cohtrol of it (Robertson, 1985:15). 

The most. dramatic developments since 1985 have been the 

Inuvialuit and Nunavut land claim settlements. The recently 

rejected Dene-Metis Agreement-in-Principle would have completed the 

.extinguishment of aboriginal title in the Northwest Territories. 
L 

Thus, the Dominion government would have gained legal control over 

the entire Northwest Territories and removed'potential, internal 

threats to its claims of Arctic sovereignty. 

The administration of justice in the Northwest Territories. 

continues to search for its own identity from among the competing-' 

goals of the dominant Euro-Canadian-legal system and often ignored 

aboriginal community standards. Often researchers who conduct 

fieldwork among the aboriginal peoples of the Northwest Territories 

are confronted with the notions of imposed versus indigenous legal 

systems and the notion of control from outside the community. I 

While these issues are usually brought forth by the commu~ity 
e 

members who have been acculturated in the ways of the dominant 

society, community elders and the establish.ed 1ead.ership speak more 

often of the efficacy of these two systems rather than their 

origins in either the incursive or indigenous society. 

Provincial Court Judge James Igloliorte, of Goose Bay Labrador 



and himself an Inuk, notes that neither system is entirely pleased - 

* nor entirely' appropriate for .the administration of justice in 

L _  I . aboriginal c-dmmunities. ~espondin~, in part, to the questidn IIHOW b -  

can we reconcile the whole business of the ~anadia~n justice system 

brought i n t ~ t h e  communities with the need for Native people to 

address their problems and to have a system that is useful for 

"them?" While at a recent aboriginal justice conference at 

Thompson, Manitoba, Judge Igloliorte commented: , 
I 

There is no p.leasure in a system i n  which people in 
sma.11 communities ' who are .of' native ancestry are 
subjected to an imposed systeh. The only time we axem 
going to have' a proper justice system for northerners and. 
,for   nu it people, and for In-dian people, .is when the 
community itself is allowed, either through self-, 
government or some form other means, to show that they 

. . had a system of social control which worked and .that 
could be used for developing alternatives to .the existing 
system. It can be a system that is part b'f the community 
and which is part, of social~control, but doesn't have all 
of the legal formalities which are so difficult and so 
foreign for the people to accept. Asia judge and as an 
Inuitperson who is required to impose the legal system 
I try to lessen the impact of the system on the people. 
The ti%y to do that is to make sure that everyone knows- . 

that, they can talk to a lawyer, they can talk to the 
lawydr with an interpreter when they come to court, and 
that everything will be interpreted. 

. . .But the short answer to your question is really, from 
my opinion, that it should be replaced Erom something 
that comes out of the .community that's valid to the 
people who are there. The only thing that is going to 
help us, is time and conferences of this nature where a 
different viewpoint is put forward, and finally reaches 
the people who make laws. Because, I suspect, that in 
one form or another, either from the community or from 
the government, the primary issue will be changing the 
laws so that they reflect what the people want (Northern 
Justice Society, 1990': 6-7) . 

, /--" 

Mr. ~'dgie ~ardner, himself an aboriginal pers n and currently Chief 
', 

of Native Programs for the federal Department o,f Justice, noted 

3' that these complex problems are 'really: .a 



a matter of trying to resuscitate the community and get 
the people more involved. It doesn't necessarily mean a L  
influx of experts, but rather something that the 
communities themselves can utilize and can take more 
control over what needs to be done to improve life in the 
community (Northern Justice Society, 1990;18). 

T"., ' 
< 

Policing services ' throughout the Northwest Territories 
/ 

continues to be delivered by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

through a contractual agreement' between the ~overnrnent of the 

~orthwest Territories and the federal ~aprtmbnt of the Solicitor 
. . 

General. At the current time, not every community in -the:'.F?or$hwest 
I . , *  

Territories has a resident RCNP detachment and 'dke subsequently 
" ,  

served on a sgular and an "as requiredt1 basis by patrols from a 

neighbouringjdetachment. While nearly every settlement within the 
* 

Northwest ~erritories express the desire to have an RCMP detachment 

established within their corporate limits, they have diverse ideas 

concerning the type or services they receive from that same 

detachment. ' ' * 

1 

Two competing models of policing, the 'community specialist1 

and the 'enforcement' specialist,' often emerge during discussions - 
with community members and criminal justice practitioners on the 

subject of policing in the North. The 'cp~rnunity specialist1 

officer becomes part of the community in .which they serve and - 

attempt to .facilitate the gsroVth of the cbmmunity whereas the 

'enforcement off icer', ' on the o'ther hand, 'tends'to become alienated 
from tAe community through an emphasis on a 'by the book1 approachd 

to policing. These two ~ategori~s, are no+t necessarily 

irreconcilable and may, in actuality, form the ends of a continuum 

along which the police officer may move to meet the shifting needs 

of the community. One unidentified speaker, at a recent aboriginal 

justice conference, commented on thq roies of the police and the 

community: 
+ u - .. 

The police and' the Special Constables are a major 
part of the criminal justice system. And the police have 

a 
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?Gf x-s 
L .  - - 

, a great *deal of discretionary power, particularly in 
< L 

. . relation to the Young offenders Act and diversion. You 
ity Elders to be involved in those types of 
that you don't' to go to the justice 
he Eldefs can be hav% a va uable ~esource in the . I think that the whole role of p'olicing in. 

unities is changing to more of a social function, 
rather than being an enforcer. The police have to change 
our attitudes. Police officers have to change their 
attitudes and the governments have to change their, 
attitudes of what our role is (Northern Justice Society, -. 
19,90:9). 

~t the-same conference, RCMP Sergeant Brian Lynch agreed with the 

need to shift to a community-based podel of policing aboriginal 

communities. According to Lynch: 
I*- 

Every Native community, every northern community, has its 
own. identity and its own characteqistics. As tax payers, 
I am a tax payer as well as all of you, but we don't have 
the dollars to increase the amount of police officers. 
That's where you've got to put more responsibility back 
on the cormunity (Northern Justice Society, 1990:35). 

One approach used to put the community back into policing has 

been the RCMP Indkan Special Constable Program or 3B Option for 

policing aboriginal communities. , Since their arrival in the 

residual Northwest Territories, the Mounted police have utilized 

aboriginal persons as Special Constables to perform a variety of 

tasks which have included the handling of dog-teams, guiding, and 

- interpretive duties. Since the late 1970s these du es have been % - expanded to include nearly every aspect of general pol ce duties in 

their settlement,% and the Indian Special Constable Program has been 

formally instituted. Griffiths and Patenaude (1988) commented that 

this wwindigenizationu of the R.C.M.P. is helping to bridge the 

cultural gaps between the mainly Euro-Canadian officers and the 

communities which they servev (1988:22). 

AS beneficial to both the criminal justice system and the 



community as the Special Constable program7' as this program has 

been, numerous concerns have emerged .from the two- partners, the 

police and the communities they serve, concerning the Special 

Constable Program. One concern which emerges from the police. 

perspective, according to Lynch, is stress: 

Up until a few years ago, we had some difficulty keeping 
all of the positions filled. Policl'ng is a stressful 
job. From a Native perspective, a Native person workilg 
as a special constable, it is much more difficult. They 
are dealing not only with the stresses of policing but. 
they are dealing with the stresses of being a Native and 
being policemen. This oftqn results in problems. Native A 

people cannot see the criminal justice system or the 
policing system as relevant to them. Native people seem 
to think that the Native pqrson who is an Indian Special 
Constable is crossing the line. They often think that, 
"Rather than being one of us, he became one of the police 
or part of the justice system, part of the legal syqtem 
(Northern Justice Society, 1990:36). 

P 

b 

Similar concerns have also been identified by aboriginal peoples as 

noted by one unidentified aboriginal speaker: 

But there are even problems with the Indian Special 
Constables. I know one in particular who has been 
working for several years and who has had good training 
and who is really good at his job, but he is working with 

4 almost all of his own relatives. And he has had a lot of 
difficulties with that. On one occasion, he attempted 
suicide because it affected him so greatly (Northern 
Justice Society, 1990: 10) . 

Recently, the RCMP have taken measures to address the problems 

encountered by Special Constables by conducting conferences for 

members of 'lG1l Division in the Northwest Territories. These 

conferences permitted the sharing of common problems encountered 

70 For the purposes of this discussion, the author has 
dropped the term "IndianI1 from the title of this program. 
This has Seen carried out as Dene, Metis, and Inuit have 
wenJrecruited into the program, 

----J 



and individual means of coping with thos ame problems. On a more 

sis, RCMP Commissioner Inkst recently announced the 
a ion of the Indian Special Constable Program as one method 

ing the, often negative, image of aboriginal police - 
nd the quality of services. For thoseaspecial Constables- 

t 

already in the Force, they will be given the opportunity to upgrade 

their academic and professional qualifications. 

u- 

Judicial administrat-ion has also been adapting during' the last 

fifteen years. This state of transition was best summarized by 

chief Justice Laycraft of the NWT Court of Appeal in R. v. J.N. 
(1 986) 71 when he commented: 

6 

t 
-For the Past quarter century, much of northern Canada, 
particularly in its more remote regions, has been a land 
in crisis. The traditional institutions and the old 
cultures of .its people are being replaced or modified, in 
collisian with influences from the South (R. v. J.N. 
[1986], 1986: 131). 

During 1988, the Rewort of ~ustices of the Peace and Coroners 

was released by the Government of the Northwest ~erritoties. The ? 
Report contained numerous recommendations aimed at improving both 

the delivery of services and the image of the courts, as well as 

qualifications and training of Justices-ofl;the-Peace. As the 

Justices-of-the-Peace face the same criticisms as the' Special 

Constables in the Northwesk Territories, they fought to,remain 

effective jurists and members' of'the community in which they'-live. 

This has had the favourable result o f  having two Justices, one 

aboriginal and onetnon-abo 

(Patenaude, 1987) . 

The juridically-trained courts (Territorial and Supreme 
0 - -  

Courts) , have also struggled 'with competing notions of Canadian 
tlr 
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jurisprudence and culturally-relevant, comrnynity-based sapctions. 

commenting on the operation of the circuit courts in both  ree en land ' 

qnd Canada, chief Judge Hans Christian Raffnsoe of "the-High Court 
r , *  

of- ree en land, noted that: 

It would seem to me that a major problem with the circuit , 
court isithat; as a judge, you are flying in and making d 

decisions about people and you do not belong to that 
society. Ikl-s difficult for any person, including a 

I judge, who ,'is from a different community to go into 
another community and be aware and identify problems and- 
concerrfs qf that community (Northern Justice Society, 
1990:3-4). 

The .flexibility and cultural awareness which Justice Sissons 

- attempted to introduce into the jurisprudence of the Northwest 

Terzitories has not always been utilized and, when applied, have * 

aften been overturned by the NWT Court of Appeal. 

The decisions bf Chief Justice Harvey of the Alberta Court of 

Queen's Bench and Mr. Justice Marshall of the N.W.T. Supreme C o u r t  

illustrate. - ~ndeed, the former'jurist stated that: - 
they have a right to have their case considered fairly, 
and fully and honestly; but on the other hand they owe a 
corresponding duty. . . the laws are the same for all; they 

,. are all equal before our laws, and what wouId be an 
offence for one would be an offence for allV('in Moyles, 
1979: 79-80e 

whereas the latter justice echoed those ghts by stating: , 
. C - ,  

No matter how these matters are s in a particula 
corumunity, there is anly one criminal laQ for all Canad 

% -, and for all Canadians.. .This is where there is a conflict 
between their Native custom andm valid criminal lay.- 
Canadian criminal  la^ applies t o  all Canadians. This, of 
course, does not mean that Native traditions and customs 

I will not bG hmoured; they will. But where they conSlict 
, wLth the criminal law of Canada, the criminal law must be 
followe& (in R. v. J.S.B. [ 1 9 8 4 ] ) ~ ~  I 

s .  * ,  

7 2  R. v. J.S.R. [1984], N.W.T.R., 210 (N.W.T.S.C.). 
, . I I,'--- 



Yet, these two decisions have nok discounted'the inclusion of 

f custom and' customary law into the cr.imina1 law and c~urts of 
Canada, but have presented m e  circumstances by which they may be 

included. , The inclusion of customary law into that arena must, 
' _ I  

again, be carried out in a manner whiqh complies with those 
b 

juridical prerequisites mentioned by Yabs ey (1984). One example 
-5 7' 

of the ougccome ,of introducing customary 1 w into the courts of'the 7 
Northwest Territories is found in Juskice Marshall's esrlier 

comments in- R. v. J.S.B. [I9841 concerning the applicability of 

custom in the ~anadian courts.   his notion is supported by a 

second case, R. v: B a i l l a r g e o n  [19861~~ which resulted in a 

similar outcome for the accused who had inflicted grievous bodily 
t 

harm on his wife over a lengthy period of time; There Justice 

Marshall stadted: 
9 

R - 

Spousal assault is no less1 serious because it occurs in 
a Dene village rather than a depressed or even affluent 
section of Toronto or Halifax..~In my view, to take 
account of culture, isolation and other, attitudes which 
are not in accord with clear Canadian law is just to 

-- delay the day of atonement. It only puts off the 
inevitable (in R. v. B a i l - l a r g k o n  [1986], 1986:126). 

v 

The aboriginal conlmunities in the North have rea.lized the 

value .in- the non-aboriginal system of justice in dealing with 

problems or offenders that are too sensitive or disruptive to be 

handled by traditional or community-based methods. One again, an 

anonymous aboriginal speaker is quoted as saying that: 
sl 

0 

The basis of law and order is to provide some sort 
of social order and to preserve .it. And all that law and 
order was meant for was to help people to effectively 
deal with certain problems .... From the Native perspective 
and in Native culture, many things are civil rather than 
criminal matters. 'And there is a peacemaking system for 
resolving disputes. One party suffered and another party 
didn't necessarily win, but both parties understood that 

73 R. v. Baillamson [I9861 N.W.T.R. 121 (N.W.T.S.C.) 
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there had to be some sort of common ground (Northern 
Justice S~ciety, 1990:95). ra 

. One area of common ground which has not been attained, yet, is 

within the area of correctional services for offenders. It has 

been accepted by researchers that aboriginal peoples 6 not 

practice any form of incarceration, however, their sanctions have 

been far more drastic in cases where the survival qf the group was 

concerned, e.g. sanctioned executions and banishment. The 

expansion of correctional services into the communities has 

resulted in a reintegrati~n of traditional values and beliefs into 

corrections, notably within the delivery of probation and parole 

services. The mctfans of mediation and restitution have their 

counterparts within both aboriginal and non-aboriginal society 

which judges and justices have focused on. Speaking on the 

operation of a youth justice committee in Hay River, NWT, Angela 
- .  

Lantz illustrated-the value of mediation: 

After everyone has been contacted, a meeting is then 
set with all of the parties involved: the youth, the 
victim, and the ,parents. Mediation sessions are held. - 
The gu2delines for the mediation sessions are- that there 
will be no interruptions, people can raise their voice, 
but only in a measured ,,. Vay, During the mediation 
sessions, there is an opportunity for the .youth ' to 
confront the victim and to apologize.' that is one of ,the 
hardest things,\:or youths to do. If the youth had gone 
into court and p-d guilty, the yduth never sees the . 

effect of his or her crime on the victim or the victim-Is 
family (Northern. Justice Society, 1990: 82) . 

- 
These pwagraphs have focused attention on the actions of the 

~uro-Canadian government to deal with what it has perceived as "the 

Indian problem, I' "the problem of northern autonomy, It and the 

ttproblems of sovereignty. Unfortunately, there hade been very few 

published materials, however, on the similar perceptions of and 

efforts by the aboriginal peoples of Canada to deal with their own 

public problem, namely "the White problemw for Indians, Inuit, and 



Metis in Canada. This lack of dialogue between.%,holders of these 

two points of view is an area which needs to addressed by 

scholars of the relationships between the ~anadias state and its 

aboriginal citizens. - 
L' 

7 4  Two notable ekc&tions are the Northern Justice Society's 
Preventins and Res~ondins to Northern Crime (1990) and 
Howard Adams' Prispn of Grass: Canada From a Native Point 

. of View (1989). 



CHAPTER X . .  

- 9 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has focused on the efforts of the Dominion, and 

later ~erritorial, governments since 1870 to'the present. Indeed, 

it has been argued that those efforts were processual in nature and 

held as theirkultimate goal the building of a nation: Canada. While 

are many threads which create the common bond which holds the 

nation together, this thesis will examine only three such threads: 

Canadian sovereignty, aboriginal administration, and the 

administration of justice, as each pertains to the Northwest 

Territories. 

-> 
Employing a theoretical perspective which is based on Motyl's 

(1987) state-ethnicity-stability triad and supported, in turn, by 

the judicious use of primary and secondary sources, this thesis 

illustrates the disparities which exist and are maintained y the 9 ethnic patterns of authority in ~inada. The state as an ethnic 

terrain of struggle (Motyl, 1987) sought to maintain its dominance 

over those lands it recently acquired. The -institutions of the 

state, notably the police and the courts, were comprised of 

individuals of Euro-Canadian ancestry who inscribed their own 

cultural beliefs on the institutions they served. The result was 

that the ~nglo-~anadian justice system was transformed into a set 

of institutions dominated by a single ethnic authority pattern. 

These institutions soon developed ethnic patterns of domination. 

Having acquired the vast areas known as Rupert's Land and the 

North-West Territories from Great Britain in l€p'O, the Dominion 

government initiated a series of actions which were illustrative of 

its desire to maintain and extend the patterns of authority it 

currently practised in the provinces of Cagada. Once these 

patterns were maintained, Motyl (1987:14) asserted, the state 

maintained itself. The North-West Mounted Police and the 



Stipendiary Magistrates managed to continue those authority 

patterns of the ~nglo-~anadian state which the Hudson's Bay Company 
Z 

had initiated decades aarlier. ' - 
r 

Aside from these the notions of developmental sovereignty 

(Morrison, 1973:246-247), the Dominion government enacted several 

pieces of legislation to present an illusion of-Dominion government 

control to the outside world at a time when the region was sparsely 

inhabited. The Domini* government approached the notions of 

ethnicity and/or race in much the ' s a ~ e  manner as its Imperial 

predecessor. Indeed, if the peoples encountered durLg the search 

for empire were less civilized as Europeans of the day, they were 

"savages" and could be treated as such. ~ u r i h ~  the late pre- 

Conf ederation/early post-~onf ederation years, the Provincial and 

Dominion governments enacted a series L % of Acts, such as the Gradua l  

C i v i l i z a t i o n  A c t  ( 1 8 5 7 )  which were concerned with the enhancement 

of the aboriginal'peoples of the nation, albeit with the already 

agculturated MicMac, Huron, and Mohawk. The beliefs of many 

contemporaries were such that those aboriginal peoples residing in 

the eastern areas of the nation ;ere more civilized than their 

western relations. From a purely economic perspective, as the 

European demand for staples increased and the Euro-Canadian methods 

of obtaining them improved, Innis (1967 : 24-25) argued, that the 

participation rate and relative importance of the aboriginal people - 

to the economy decreased. 

The "manifest destiny'' actions of the Americans and their 

government were interpreted as threats to the fragile Canadian 

state during the first thirty years after Confederation. The 

former's expansion into ,the western plains, the acquisition of 

Alaska from*$mperial Russia, and requests for mining rights in 
4" 

southern F3af$*i(ihk1sland, were interpreted in Ottawa as 2 clear 
$" 

signal that the United States wished to occupy or purchase 1 of 

North America. The trans-border activities of wolf-hunte c and 
whisky-traders based out of Montana contributed to the general 



lawlessness of the e-arly Northwest ~krritories, .culminathg in the 
B- cypress Hills Massacre in 1873. The  omin in ion government responded 

to these incidents with the creation of a force of "500 mounted 

rif lesl' who would march west and eventually become the world-renown 
~ A,  

Royal ~anadian Mounted Police. Thus, any cross-border trade would 

soon be regulated by the Police. 

The notion of the state-ethnicity-stability triad becomes 

clear when the interrelations between the aboriginal pe-oples and 

the agents of the Canadian state are discussed. Beginning with the 

Indian Act (1876), Dominion legislation and practices have had 

L elements of each aspect of the Motyl's triad. The goals of the 
Indian Act (1876) were the civi&ization, and 

assimilation'' of Canada's aboriginal population. When Canadian 

settlers bega_r""o arrive in the Red River Colony, competition 

between the mainly Anglo-Canadian farmers and the aboriginal 
d peoples was inevitable. The selgneury-style land tenure practised 

by the Metis conflicted sharply with the systems of allocation and 

measurement of Ontario. Indeed, the style of river-bed fans, as 

the strips of Metis land resembled, 'restricted access to the rivers 

while the sectional-style of Anglo-Canadian land use restricted 

access to the decreasing buffalo hunts for the aboriginal peoples. 

Similarly, the Indians of the prairies were undergoing a period of 

culture stress and transition -from a hunting mode' of production to 

a more sedentary lifestyle due to a recent famine cycle and 

failures in the buifalo hunts. In many ways, they - could be 

described as a purchase society' (Helms, 1969) which was entering 

one or more of the stages which characterize a revitalization 

movement (Wallace, 1972) . 

When the tensions erupted into conflict during 1869-1870 and, 

again, in 1885 the Canadian state took action within the provisions 

of the Constitution Act (1867) and deployed troops and police 'to 
- 1 

deal with the "rebellions." Both rebellions faileff~as a result of 

internal dissention among the rebel~/~atriot;s. and, in the second 



instance, armed opposition by resolute opp~nents. Resolviug this 

order-maintenance crisis by force, the Dominion government then 

tried- and sentenced the aboriginal leadership for keditgn and 

, treason. Following the trials;-+ possible aboriginaP redstance 

was minimized. The results of those trials included: e 

1. Aboriginal leaders executed: 09 

2. Indians imprisoned: 2'3 

4. =~ndian/~etis killed in action: 49 

The, state managed to ensure its continued growth and expansion into 
-- . 

the prairies of the, then, North-West Territories. The Dominion 

government retaliated against the aboriginal populations ,as a 

whole, by enacting repressive legislation which had as their stated 

goals: protection, civilization, and assimilation. The final< 

component of the state-ethnicity-stability triad presented by yotyl 
- 

(1987) was formed by the NWMP remaining on the prairies, keeping 

the peace and supportingthe 1ocal'~ustices-of-the-peace, and the 

few Stipendiary/Police Magistrates, thus ensuring that justice was* ** 
i 2. 

seen to be done, at least on paper. - h i  

- Between the second Riel Rebellion and the discovery of gold in 
,- 

what was to become the Yukon Territory, the Dominion governme~t - 

carried out symbolic and developmental activities aimed at securing 

Canada's frail claims to the western prairies and the unforetold 

wealth of her I1Arctic Attic." With the advent of the Klondike Gold 

Rush, the Dominion government enacted additional legislation to 

give the pretence of Canadian sovereignty. However, when the 

mainly American miners began to operate informal "miner s councils11 
I 

to administer justice in the gold fields and the Dominion 

government rbalized thak-this was, like the gold fields themselves, 

an untapped bonanza of customs duties and tax revenues. 

Subsequently, the Dominion government dispatched a reinfsrced 
t 
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company of heavy infantry  fro^ the Royal 'Canadian Regiment, a 
detachment of Horse Artillery with packable cannbn, and over two 

; t k s  
hundred mounted policemen! The Canadian Red ensimand/or Imperial 

Union Jack flew over tbe Yukon declaring Canadian sovereignty. 

The Yukon was declared a Provisional District within'the 

~ o r t h - ~ e ~ t  ~erritories and the appropriate 'civil Servants were 

appointed. A judicial system was also introduced info the ~istrict 
$ 

and although the llsystemll conviked and- sentenced offenders to 

lengthy terms of incarceration, they were served, for the most 

part, in local NWMP guardrooms. Once again, the Canadian state 

ensured it growth and expansion * in terms of geographic and 

institutional expansion. Interesting comments have emerged from 

. this period of time which illustrated that the government, 
its agents, were not well disposed towards the aboriginal peoples 

of the area having found them less industrious and self-sufficient . 
tQan their counterparts on the prairies. 

During the next thirty years, .approximately 1905-1930, the 

Dominion gbvernment answered chal&nges to its arctic sovereignty 

from its circumpolar rivals, i.e. Denmark, Norway, and the United 

States, through the courts, and lump sum payments, and a 

sovereignty patrol, the Canadian Arctic Expedition (1913-1918), 

under the guise of a survey of .the lands and their peoples. During 

.the same period, the Dominion pwernment consolidated its 

legislative and developmental sodereignty over the aboriginal 

peoples of Canada. Amendments to the Indian Act restricted the 

practice of aboriginal customs, relegated status Indians to a 

strange, agricultural lifestyle on the worst possible land for 

those purposes, enculGurated aboriginal children in the new ways 

through compulsory school attendance, and most damaging of all, 

authorized Indian Agents toinculcate a sense of despair, through 

a system of tutela* and patronization. 

As these events were occurring, the peoples of the Northwest \ 



Territories were clamouring for more autonomy and representative 

government. Changes to the Northwest Territories Act (1875) 

resulted in the shrinking of the Territorial land mass as the 

provinces of Alberta and ~tlskatchewan were created while the 

provinces of ~anitoba, Ontario, and Quebec had their , respective 

boundaries exteqded northwards. At this time, the colonial nature 

of government in the North became more apparent as the Northwest 

Territorial Council remained a collection of federally appointed A 

civil servants residing in Ottawa. 
-- z.' 

During the next *one and one-half decades, the Dominion 

government remained silent on aboriginal and northern issues, 

preferring, it seemed, to ignore these marginalized populations 
- 

when ever .possible. 

: With the advent of the Second World War, attention was paid to 

the Northwest Territories but not to the aboriginal peoples of - 

Canada. The stra ic location and resources ofr the North were : ,  , 

6 exploited and, t , began a new era in Federal-Territorial 
relations. This inattention towakds the aboriginal peoples of 

Canada was.also changing as the Dom?inion government had a difficult 

time accepting its own treatment of it; citizens whil condemhing 

other nations. Indeed, the aboriginaLpeoples of ~anada did not. - 
yet have the right to vote in federal elections! 

? .r 

Since the end of the'war, the Dominion government entered a 

new phase in its relations with the marginalized peoples of the 

North and the, even less advantaged, aboriginal peoples of Canada. 
/ 

 his phase could best be described as the corporate phase, wherein, 
the   om in ion government attempted and, in many ways, succeeded in 

governing from a distance: responsibility and control without 

accountability! By granting limited autonomy, but retaining fiscal 

control, to a newly-created Government of y e  - 1. Northwest Territories 

it sould assert sovereignty in the Arctic. Through similar 

measures, it was able to devolvg much of its mandated 
f i  
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respokibiljkies to a band, the Sechelt Band, while retaining a 
I 

9 large degree of fiscal control. An implicit warning from the - 2 
Dominion government is apparent to both the territorial government 

and - the aboriginal peoples: -If you can't fiandle this little 

authority, which we doubt, yout$l never be granted it again@! 

The current directions in aboriginal affairs and northern 

b development which the Dominion government appears to be heading 
still conforms to the state-ethnicity-stability- relationships 

expressed by Motyl (1987). Again, the senior level of government 

is attempting to extinguish ,4and claims and, wherever .possible, 

existing trqaties. The municipal/regcknif$l and land claims models A 
v , , 

.appear to working and afford a mechanism .by wh.3ch. the Dominion 

government could negotiate its constitutional responsibilities away 
T 

Since the signing of the James Bay Agreement - - (19761 75 the . 

status of reserve lands and aboriginal culture have been in 

question and !will continue to be contentious if the various 

: .governments of the day are capable of unilateral or unequal 

bilateral 'change-s to the title of -'aboriginal lands. The current 

jargon includes the term "land claimsn as a central part of the 
b 

aboriginalor "lndiantt question in Canada. - ~ t  this point, it seems 

extremely appqopriate to note that; 

as most people who are involved in this field are aware 
that the term Land Claims is too narrow to cover the 
political, economic, cultural and administrative issues 
involved. Even "Native Claimsu seems to confer a 
suppliant status on the native people, and begs the moral 
and legal questions. A new relationship between native 
people and major Canadian institutions is being worked 
out (Crowe, 1979:31). 

The history of aboriginal/gover$ment relations ii Canada 

--i 

has 

75 The James ~ a y '  and Northern Quebec Native Claims 
Settlement Act (1976, RSC 1976-77, 25-'26 Elizabeth 11, 

, c.32, hereafter the James Bay Agreement (1976). 



been assimilationist from the onset of the last one hundred and 

twenty years. The ethnocentric and racist practices of successive 

goverpments have done little else than to create a cycle of 

dependency &ong Canada s aboriginal peoples where once self - 
determinism and pride existed (Mayes, 1978) . There has been little 

' I  

real change in this situation over the last century. This inaction 

on the part of the Dominion government and Canada's aboriginal 

'peoples have been a denial of the past by the former and an 

enshrining of the past by many of the latter. 

The currerrt policies and practices of the various'levels of 

Dominion government have been motivated by a sincere desire to 

"solve the Indian question" since 1945, albeit from a position of b 2 

power and advantage. Unfortunately, there is no political method - 
available to them which would nut be seen as racist or cultural 

genocide by either the Can'adian electorate or the world-at-large. 

It only- remains to He seen how long the patience of the 

aboriginal peoples will continue te withstand the policies and 

practices of the Dominion governmcht, their loss of status as a 

charter member of the Canadian polity, a d what actions will be 
'. 3 

undertaken at that time. Comments by, then, Minister of Indian and 

Northern Affairs, Hon. Bill McKnight, to the effect that northern 

aboriginal peoples, as far as land claims are concerned, should 

"take the money and the land or nothingvt is indicative of both the 

power and the growing impatience of that level of government. 

Dominion government practices have not only marginalized Canada's 

aborigiinal peoples but, now have a new weapon in the decolonization 

process. Indeed, the power of the government in this tGpe of 

.power/agency relationship will be illuqtrated to the remainder of, 

the country along with the internalization of dependency and 

inferiority by many aboriginal peoples, if the programs set up to 

replace dependency under a colonial-style administration fail. 

Throughout this thesis, the writer has been selective in his 
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choice of which events, isdues, and personalities to present to the . 
reader. This is not intended to imply that those topics not 

included were, in any way, unworthy of note. On the contrary, , they * ' 

l- 

are significant, but the choice of events and interpretations was 

carried out in order to present a viable examination of the legal 

and social change which have occurred in- the Northwest Territories 
& 

since 1870. ~ndeeh, this thesis is' indicative of the approach 

presented by ~iexander Motyl in his Will the Non-Russians , 

Rebe1?(1987) and offers one, of the many, perspectives available to 

scholars examining the relations between the 'Canadian state, its 

subordinant Northwest Territories, and the aboriginal peoples of 
k 

the North and the nation as a whole. While the llproblem&which 
L) 

have be.en discussed throughout these chapters 'were interpreted 

through actions of the hegemonic institutions of the Dominion 

government, they have fail to account, as Motyl (1987) noted in the , 

Soviet experience, for the constraints which a state's patterns 

authority place upon it. These patterns: 

both delimit the possible range of a state's policies and 
demand the implementation of certain of these policies. 
In this case, the state itself is its own primary 
confining condition. Paradoxically, the logic of 
survival may, under certain circumstances, fatally 
circumscribe state autonomy and thus, prove to be the 
major obstacle to s'elf-maintenance. Unable to prevent or 
contain those forms of collective activity that are both 
supportive of or detrimental to them, unable to act ; 
autonomously, states may freeze, ineffectively pursue 
survival, and perhaps cease to exist. Quite simply, they 
will have lost the tug-of-war (Motyl, 1987:19). 

In closing, one is left with three questions which beg 

answers : 

1. Will the Dominion government " continue to deny the 
existegce of aboriginal title, rzquiring the aboriginal 
peoples to accept ~ariesatake-style negotiations? -. 

(state reactiori) 



2. Will the socio-structural deprivation experienced by 
Canada's aboriginal peoples be redressed or continue? 

(reaction to ethnicity) 

3 .  Will the current trend towards civil disobedience and/or 
armed confrontation continue to be hallmarks of the 
government-aboriginal relations in Canada? 

(threats to stability) 

e 

Failure to answer these questions may result in the Canadian state 

losing the stability tug-of-war conceived by ~otyl (1987). 
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APPENDIX I 

The Royal proclamation of 1763 

(Reprinted in RSC 1970, Appendices, pp.125) 
(Reprinted in Aboriqinal.Peo~les and the Law, 1989. pp.52-54) 

And,whereas it is just and reasonable, and essenti'al to our 
Interest, and the Security of our Colonies, that the several 
Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who 
live under our Protection, should not be molested or disturbed 
in the Possession of such Parts of Our Dominions and Territories 
as, not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved to 
them, or any of-them, as their Hunting Grqnds - We do 
therefore, with the Advice of our Privy Council, declare it to 
be Our Royal Will and Pleasure, that no   over nor or Commander in 
Chief in any of our Colonies of Quebec, East Florida, or West 
Fldorida, do presum~, ' upon my Pretence whatever, to grant 
Warrants qf Survey, or pass any Patents for Lands beyond the 
Bounds of their respective Governments, as d-escribed in their 
Commissions; as also that no Governor or Commander in Chief in 

\ny of our other Colonies or Plantations in America do presume 
for the present, and until our further Pleasure be Known, to 
grant W3rrants of Survey, or pass any Patents for Lands beyond 
the Heads or Sources of any oE the Rivers which fall into the 
Atlantic Ocean from the West and North West, or upon any Lands 
whatever, which, not ha ing been ceded to or purchased by Us as B aforesaig, are reserve to the said Indians, or any of them. 

And We do further declare it to be Our R~yal Will and 
Pleasure, for the present as aforesaid, to reserve under our 
Sovereignty, Protection, and Dominion, for the use of the said 
Indians, all the Lands and Territories not included within the 
Limits of Our said new Governments, or within the Limits of the 
Territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, as also all the 
Lands and Territories lying to the Westward of the Sources of 
the Rivers which fall into the Sea from the West and North West 
as aforesaid: 

And We do hereby Strictly forbid,.,,on Pain of our 
Displeasure, all our loving subjects f-rom maklnq any Purchase or 
Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any Lands above 
reserve, without our special leave and License for the Purpose 
first - obtained'. \ 

And, We do further strictly enjoin and require all Persons 
whatever who have either wilfully or inadvertently seated 
themselves upon any Lands within the C~untries above described, 
or upon any other Lands which,' not having been ceded to or 



d 
purchased by Us, are still reserved to the said Indians as 
aforesaid, forthwith to remove themselves from such Settlements. 

I 

And Whereas Great Frauds and Abuses have been committed in 
purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the Great Prejudice of our 
Interests, and to the  rea at Dissatisfaction of the said Indians; 
In Order, therefore, td prevent such Irregularities for the 
future, and to the End that the Indians may be convinced of our 

'-*stice and determined Resolution to remove all reasonaljle Cause 
of Discontent, We do, with the ~dvice of our Privy Council, 
strictly rejoin and require, that noxprivate Person do presume 

. to make any Purchase from tne said Indians of any Lands reserved 
to the said Indians, within those parts of our colonies where, 
We have thought proper to allow Settlement; but that, if at any 
Time ahy of the said Indians should be inclined to dispose of 
the said Lands, the satne shall be Purchased only for Us, in our 
Name, at some public Meeting or Assembly of the said Indians, to 
be held for the Purpose of the Governor or Commander in Chief of 
our Colony respectively within which they -shall lie; and in case 
they shall lie within the limits of any Proprietary Government, 
they &hall be purchased only for the Use and in the name of such 
~roprketaries, comfortable to such Directions and Instructions 
as We or they shall think proper to give for the Purpose; And We 
do, by the Advice of our Privy Council, declare and enjoin, that 
the Trade with the said Indians shall be free and open to all 
our Subjects whatever, provided that every Person who may 
incline to trade with said Indians do take out a License for 
carrying on such Trade from the Governor or Commander in Chief 
of any of our Colonies respectively where such Person shall 
reside, and also give Security to observe such ~egulations as We 
shall at any Time think fit, by ourselves or by our Commissaries 
to be appointed for this ~urpose, to direct and appoint forthe 
Benefit of the said Trade; 

And We do hereby authorize, enjoin, and require the 
Governors and Commanders in Chief of all our Colonies 
respectively, as well those under Our immediate Government as 
those under the Government and Direction of Proprietaries, to 
grant such Licenses without Fee or Regard, taking especial care 
to insert therein a Condition, that such License shall be void, 
and the Security forfeited in the case that Person to whom the 
same is granted shall refuse or neglect to observe such 
Regulations as We shall think proper to prescribe as aforesaid. 

And We do further expressly enjoin and require all Officers 
whatever, as well as Military and those Employed in the 
Management and Direction of Indian Affairs, within the 
Territories reserved as aforesaid for the Use of said Indians, 
to seize and apprehend all Persons whatever, who standing 
charged with Treason, Misprisons of Treason, Murders, or other 
Felonies or Misdemeanors, shall fly from Justice and take Refuge 
in the said Territory, and to send them under a proper Guard to 
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t h e  Colony where t h e .  C r i m e  was committed o f  which t h e y  s t a n d  
accused ,  in o r d e r  t o  t a k e  t h e i r  T r i a l  f o r  t h e  same. 

- 

.Y 
a 

_ >  

~ i v e n  a t  o u r  Court  a t  
@ S t .  Jamest t h e  7 t h  Day 

o f  October  1763, i n  t h e  
~ h i r d  Year o f  o u r  Reign. 

h ? 

GOD SAVE THE K I N G  
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APPENDIX I1 

STATUTES CONCERNJNG NORTHERN CANADA 

~mperial Statutes 

An A c t  o f  S e t t l e m e n t ,  1701., 12-13 W i l l i a m  111, c . 2 ,  1701  
&i 

Articles o f  c a p i t u l a t i o n  ( 1 7 5 9 )  . 
T h e  T r e a t y  o f  P a r i s  ( 1 7 6 3 ) .  

R o y a l  p r o c l a m a t i o n  ( 1 7 6 3 )  

An ~ c t  f o r  the F u r t h e r  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  E n g l i s h  C r i m i n a l  Law i n t o  
U p p e r  Canada,  1 8 0 0 ,  40 George  111, c.$, 18011. 

\ 

An A c t  f o r  e x t e n d i n g  the J u r i s d i c t i o n  o f  C o u r t s  o f  J u s t i c e  i n  
the  P r o v i n c e s  o f  Lower and  Upper  Canada,  t o  t h e  T r i a l  and 
Punishment o f  C r i m e s ,  and O f f e n s e s  w i t h i n  cer ta in  p a r t s  o f  N o r t h  
America a d j o i n i n g  t o  the  S a i d  P r o v i n c e s ,  43 George  1 1 1 ,  c .  1 3 8 ,  
1 8 0 3 .  

'. 
An A c t  f o r  R e g u l a t i n g  the F u r  T r a d e  and e s t a b l i s h i n g  a C r i m i n a l  
~ u r i s d i c t i o n  w i t h i n  ce r ta in  p a r t s  o f  North A m e r i c a ,  1 8 2 1 ,  1 - 2  
G e o r g e  I V ,  c . 6 6 ,  1821 .  

colonial Laws V a l i d i t y  A c t  (An A c t  t o  remove D o u b t s  a s  t o  t h e  
V a l i d i t y  o f  C o l o n i a l  Law) ,  1865,.  28-29 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 6 3 ,  1865 .  

T h e  B r i t i s h  North America A c t  (An A c t  f o r  the  Union o f  Canada,  
Nova ~ c o t i a ,  and  New B r u n s w i c k ,  and the Government  there o f ;  and 
f o r  P u r p o s e s  c o n n e c t e d  therewi th) ,  1 8 6 7 ,  30-31 V i c t o r i a ,  c .  3 ,  

h l 8 6 7 .  

R u p e r t ' s  Land A c t  (An A c t  f o r  enabl ing  Her Majes t y  t o  a c c e p t  a 
S u r r e n d e r  upon  Terms  o f  the L a n d s ,  P r i v i l e g e s ,  and R i g h t s  o f  
" T h e  G o v e r n o r  and  Company o f  A d v e n t u r e r s  o f  Eng land  t r a d i n g  i n t o  
~ u d s b n l s  Bay," and f o r  a d m i t t i n g  the same i n t o  the  Dominion o f  
C a n a d a ) ,  1 8 6 8 ,  31-32 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 1 0 5 ,  1868 .  

Her Majesty1 s O r d e r - i n - C o u n c i l  A d m i t t i n g  R u p e r t  s Land and  t h e  
North-West ~ e r r i t o r y  i n t o  the Union, ( J u l y  23, 1 8 7 0 )  . - 

T h e  B r i t i s h  North America A c t  (An ~ c t  r e s p e c t i n g  the  
establishment o f  P r o v i n c e s  i n  t h e  Dominion o f  C a n a d a ) ,  1 8 7 1 ,  34- 
35 v ic tor ia ,  c . 2 8 ,  1871 .  

T h e  B r i t i s h  North Amer ica  A c t  (An A c t  respect ing the 
R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  i n  the P a r l i a m e n t  o f  Canada o f  T e r r i t o r i e s  w h i c h  
f o r  the time being form p a r t  o f  the Dominion of Canada,  b u t  a r e  
not i n c l u d e d  i n  any P r o v i n c e ) ,  1 8 8 6 ,  49-50 V i c t o r i a ,  c .  3 5 ,  1886 .  



S t a t u t e s  o f  W e s t m i n s t e r , , l 9 3 1 ,  22 George V ,  C.4. 1931. ,  

Dominion Statutes 

The  N o r t h w e s t  T e r r i t o r i e s  A c t ,  1 8 6 9 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 32-33 
V i c t o r i a ,  c .  3 ,  1869.  

An A c t  respecting Procedure  i n  c r i m i n a l  C a s e s ,  and o t h e r  m a t t e r s  
r e l a t i n g  t o  criminal  Law, 1869 ,  S t a t u t e s  of Canada, 32-33 
V i c t o r i a ,  c .  2 9 ,  1869.  

An A c t  r e s p e c t i n g  the d u t i e s  o f  J u s t i c e s  o f  the Peace ,  o u t  o f  
S e s s i o n s  i n  re la t ion  t o  persons charged  w i t h  I n d i c t a b l e  
O f f e n s e s ,  1 8 6 9 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 32-33 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 3 0 ,  1869.  - 
An A c t  r e s p e c t i n g  t h e  Crimi'nal Law, and t o  r e p e a l  c e r t a i n  
enactments there i n  m e n t i o n e d ,  1 8 6 9 ,  S t a t u t e s  , . o f  Canada, 32-33 
V i c t o r i a ,  c . 3 6 ,  1869.  

The  Manitoba A c t ,  1 8 7 0 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 33 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 3 ,  
1870.  

~n ~ c t  r e s p e s t i n g  t h e  force and e f f e c t  o f  the A c t s  o f  the 
P a r l i a m e n t  o f  Canada, i n  and i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  the P r o S i n c e  o f  
Manitoba,  and the C o l o n y  o f  B r i t i s h  Columbia when it becomes a 
P r o v i n c e  o f  the Dominion, 1 8 7 1 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 34 V i c t o r i a ,  
c . 1 3 ,  i 8 7 0 .  
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- A n  A c t  t o  e x t e n d  t o  t h e  P r o v i n c e  o f  Manitoba certain o f  t h e  
C r i m i n a l  Law now i n  force i n  the other P r o v i n c e s  o f  t h e  
Dominion, 1 8 7 1 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  ~ a n a d a ,  34 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 1 4 ,  1 8 7 1 . -  
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An A c t  t o  make f u r t h e r  prbvis>on for  the government o f  the North 
West T e r r i t o r i e s ,  1 8 7 1 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 34 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 1 6 ,  
1871.  

An A c t  f u r t h e r  t o  m e n d  t h e  " A c t  t o  make further  p r o v i s i o n  for  
t h e  government  o f  t h e d o r t h  West ~ e r r i t o r i e s , "  1 8 7 3 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  
Canada, 36 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 3 4 ,  1873.  

An A c t  respecting the A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  o f  ~ u s ' h c e ,  and for t h e  
E s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  a P o l i c e  Force  i n  t h e  North W e s t  T e r r i t o r i e s ,  
1 8 7 3 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 36 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 3 5 ,  1873.  

An A c t  t o  amend "An A c t  t o  make f u r t h e r  provision a s  t o  Dut i e s  
o f  Customs i n  Manitoba and t h e  North West T e r r i t o r i e s , "  and 
f u r t h e r  t o  res t ra in  t h e  i m p o r t a t i o n  or manufac turer  o f  
In tox ica t ing  L i q u o r s  i n t o  or i n  the North West T e r r i t o r i e s ,  
1 8 7 4 ,  S t a t u t e s  o f  Canada, 37 V i c t o r i a ,  c . 7 ,  1874 .  
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An Act to amend "An Act respecting the administration of Justice 
for the establishment of a Police Fo n the North-West 
~erritories, 1874, Statutes of Canada, toria, c.22, 1874. 

An Act to establish a, Supreme Court, and a Court of Exchequer, 
for the Dominion of Canada, 1875, Statutes of Canada, 38 
victoria, c.11, 1875. 

An Act to amend and consolidate the Laws respecting the North- 
West Territories, 1875, Statutes of Canada, 38 Victoria, c.49, . 
1875. 

An Act further to amend "An Act respecting the Administration of 
Justice and for the establishment of a Police Force in the 
North-West Territories," 1875, Statutes of Canada, 38 Victoria, 
c.50, 1875. . . 
~n Act respecting the North-West Territories,, and to create a 
separate Territory out of part thereof, 1876, Statutes of 
Canada, 39 Victoria, c.21, 1876. 

An Act to amend the Acts, therein mentioned, as respects the 
importation or manufacturer of intoxicants in the North-West 
Territories, 1876, Statutes of Canada, 39 Victoria, c.22, 1876. 

An Act to amend the "North-West Territories Act, 1875,It 1877, 
Statutes of Canada, 40 Victoria, c.7, 1877. 
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An Act to make provision for improvement in Prison Discipline, 
1877, Statutes of Canada, 40 Victoria, c.39, 1877. . , 

An Act to amend and consolidate as amended the several 
enactments respecting the North-West Mounted Pol ice Force, 18 79, 
statutes of Canada, 42 victoria, c.36, 1879. 

An Act respectirlg the safe keeping of dangerous Lunatics in the 
North-West Territories, 1879, Statutes of Canada, 42 Victoria, 
c.38, 1879. . 
An Act to amend and consolidate the several Acts relating to the - 

North-West Territories, 1880, Statutes of Canada, 43 Victoria, 
c.25, 1880. 

An Act to remove doubts as to the effect of "The North-West 
Territories, Act, 1880, and to amend the same 1882, Statutes of 
Canada, 45 Victoria, c.28, 1880. 

An Act to amend "The North-West Territories, 1880,11, 188.4, 
Statutes of Canada, 47 Victoria, c.23, 1880. 



An Act respecting the administration o f  jus t ice ,  and other 
matters, i n  the North-West Terr i tor ies ,"  1885, Statutes of 
Canada, 48-49 Victoria, c.51, 1885. 

An Act t o  authorize the augmentation o f  the North-West Mounted 
Police, 1885, Statutes of Canada, 48-49 ~ictor%a, c.53, 4885. 
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An A& respecting the North-West Mounted Pol i c e  Force, 1885, 
Statutes of Canada, 48-49 Victoria, c.54, 1885. 

Am Act further t o  amend the  law respecting the  North-West . 
Terr i tor ies ,  1886, Revised Statutes of Canada, 49 Victoria, 
c.25, 1886. 
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An Act Respecting the North-West Mounted Police, 1886, Revised 
Statutes of Canada, 49 Victor-ia, c.45, 1886. 

An Act respecting the North-West Terr i tor ies ,  1886, Revised 
Statutes of Canada, 49 Victoria, c.50, 1886. 

An Act respecting Real Property i n  t he  Terr i tor ies ,  1886, 
~evised Statutes of Canada, 49 Victoria, c.51, 1886. , 

An Act t o  amend the  North-West Terr i tor ies ,  Act, 1887, Revised 
Statutes of Canada, 50-5LVictoria, c.2.8, 1887. 

An Act respecting the Council o f  the North-West Terr i tor ies ,  
1887, Revised Statutes of Canada, 50-51 Victoria, c.29, 1887. 

An Act t o  amend the Revised S ta tu tes ,  Chapter f i f t y -one  
respecting Real Property i n  the Terr i tor ies ,  1887, Revised 
Statutes of Canada, 50-51 Victoria, c.30, 1887. 

An Act. t o  amend' the ~ e v i s e d  S ta tu tes  o f  Canada, Chapter f i f t y ,  
respecting the North-West Terr i tor ies ,  1888, Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 51 Victoria, c.19, 1888. 

An Act further t o  amend Chapter f i f t y -one  o f  the  Revised 
S ta tu tes  o f  Canada, "The Terr i tor ies  Real Property Act,'' 1888, 
~evised statutes of Canada, 50 Victoria, c.20, 1888. 

An Act respecting the application o f  certain laws therein 
mentioned t o  the Province o f  Manitoba, 1888, Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 51 Victoria, 2.33, 1888. 

An Act t o  amend the ~ e v i s e d  S ta tu tes  respecting the  North-West 
Mounted Police Force, - 1889, Revised .Statutes of Canada, 52 
Victoria, c.25, 1889. 

An Act t o  authorize the  granting o f  Pensions t o  members o f  the 
North-West Mounted Police Force, 1889, Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 52 Victoria, c.26, 1889. - A 4' 



An Act to amend the Acts respecting the North-West Territories, 
-1891, ~evised Statutes of Canada, 54-55 Victoria, c.22, 1891. 

An Act respectxng the Criminal Law, 1892, Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 55-56 Victoria, c.29, 1892. a 

An Act further to amend the Acts respecting the North-West 
~erritories, 1894, Revised Statutes of Canada, 57-58 Vict , c. 17, 
1894. 

An Act ,to amend the consolidate the Acts respecting the North- 
West Mounted Police Force, 1894, Revised Statutes of Canada, 57- 
58 Victoria, c.27, 1894. 

An Act to consolidate and amend the Aats respecting  and in the 
Territories, 1894, Revised Statutes'of Canada, 57-58 Victoria, 
c.28, 1894. 

An' Act further to amend the Acts respecting the North-West 
TerritoTPes, 1895, Revised Statutes of Canada 58-59 Victoria, 
c.31, _1895. 
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An Act further to amend the Acts r e ~ ~ e - ~  the North-West 
Territories, 1897, Revised Statutes of Canada, 60-61 Victoria, 
c.28, J.897. 

An Act respecting Trials by Jury in certain cases in the North-'. 
West Territories, 1897, Revised Statutes of Canada, 60-61 
Victoria, c. 32, 1897. 

An Act fur the^ to amend the Acts respecting the North-West 
Territories, 1898, Revised Statutes of Canada, 61 Victoria, c.5, 
1898. 

An Act . to amend the Mounted Police Pension Act, 1889, 1898, 
RevisediStatutes of Canada, 61 Victoria, c.33, 1898. 
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An Act respecting the Supreme Court of the North-West 
Territories, 1900, Revised Statutes of Canada, 63-64 Victoria, , %  

c.44, 1900. 

An Act further to amend the Acts respecting the North-West 
Territories, 1902, Revised Statutes of Canada, 2 Edward VII, 
c.24, 1902. 

An Act to amend the North-West Territories Act, 1903, Revised 
statutes of. Canada, 3 Edward VII, c-.40, 1903. 

The Alberta Act, 1905,Revised Statutes of Canada, 4-5 Edward 
VII, c.3, 1905. \ t. 
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The S a s k a t c h e w a n  A c t ,  1905, Revised Statutes of Canada, 4-5 
Edward VII, c.42, 1905. 

The I n d i a n  A c t ,  R.S .C,  1985, c .  149, I - 6 .  

province of Upper Canada 

An A c t  I n t r o d u c i n g  the E n g l i s h  'Civil Law i n t o  Upper  Canada,  
1792, ~tafutes of Province of Canada, 32 George 111, c.1, 1792. 

An A c t  f o r  the F u r t h e r  I n t r o d u c t i o n  of E n g l i s h  C r i m i n a l  Law i n t o  
Upper  Canada, 1800, Statutes of Province of Canada, 40 George 
111, c.1, 1800. 

An A c t  for  the Bet ter  Protection o f  the L a n d s  and  P r o p e r t y  o f  
I n d i a n s  i n  Lower .Canada. Statutes of Province of Canada, 13-14 
Victoria, c.42, 1850. 

An A c t  for  the P r o t e c t i o n  o f  the  I n d i a n s  i n  U p p e r  Canada from 
I m p o s i t i o n ,  and the  P r o p e r t y  O c c u p i e d  or E n j o y e d  b y  them from 
T r e s p a s s  and I n j u r y .  Statutes of Province of Canada, 13-14 
Victoria, c. 74, 1850. 

A n . A c t  f o r  the g r a d u a l  C i v i l i z a t i o n  o f  the  I n d i a n  tr ibes i n  the 
Canadas .  Statutes of Province of Canada, 20 Victoria, c.26, 
1857. 

An A c t  f o r  the Temporary  Government  o f  R u p e r t ' s  Land and the 
North-Western T e r r i t o r y  when U n i t e d  w i t h  Canada.  Statutes of 
province of Canada, 32 & 33 Victoria, c.3, 1869. 

Province of Alberta B 

An A c t  r e s p e c t i n g  the Supreme C o u r t ,  1907, 7 Edward VII, c.3, 
1907. 

An A c t  r e s p e c t i n g  t he  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t s ,  1907, 7 Edward VII, c. 4, 
1907. 

Province of Manitoba 

An A c t  t o  e s t a b l i s h  a Supreme C o u r t  i n  the  P r o v i n c e  o f  M a n i t o b a ,  
a n d , - f o r  o ther  p u r p o s e s ,  1871, 34 Victoria, c. 2, 1871. 

An Ac t  t o  amend a n  A c t  t o  e s t a b l i s h  a  Supreme C o u r t  i n  the  
P r o v i n c e  o f  Man i toba ,  1872, 35 Victoria, c. 3, 1872. 
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province of Saskatchewan 

An Act respecting the Establishment of a Supreme Court in and 
for the province of Saskatchewan, 1907, 7 E d w a r d  VII, c.8, 1907. 

An Act respecting the ~stablishment of a District Court aAd for 
the practice and procedure. therein, 1907, 7 E d w a r d  VII, c.9, 
1907. 

Northwest Territories 

An Ordinance respecting Municipalities, RONWT, 1974, c. M-5-. 

, respecting Regional and Tribal Councils , RONWT, 
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4. COMPREHENSIVE CLAIMS TASK FORCE 
RECOMMENDATIONS (1985) 

Agreements should recognize and affirm aboriginal rights. 
The policy should allow for the negotiation of aboriginal 
self-government. 
Agreements should be flexible enough to ensure that their 
objectives are being achieved. They should provide sufficient 
certainty to protect the rights of all parties in relation to 
land and resources, and to facilitate investment and 
development. 
The process should be open to all aboriginal peoples who 
continue to use and to occupy traditioqal lands and whose 
aboriginal title to such lands has not been dealt with either 
by a land-cession treaty or by explicit legislation. - 

The policy should allow for variations between and within 
regions based on historical, political, econ&mic, and cultural 
differences. - 
Parity among agreements should not necessarily mean that their 
contents are identical. 
Given the comprehensive nature of agreements and the division 
of powers between governments under the Canadian Constitution, 
the provincial and territorial governments should be 
encouraged to participate in the negotiations. The 
participation of the provinces will be necessary in the 
negotiation of matters directly affecting the exercise of 
their jurisdiction. 
The scope of negotiations should include all issues that will 
facilitate the achievement of the objectives of the claims 
policy. 
Agreements should enable aborigin-a1 peoples and the Government 
to share both the responsibility for the management of land 
and resources and the benefits from their use. 
Existing third-party interests should he dealt with equitably. 
Settlements should be reached through negotiated agreements. 
The claims process should be fair and expeditious. 
An authority indepe~dent of the negotiating parties should be 
established to monitor the process for fairness and progress, 
and to ensure its accountability to the public. 
The process should be supported by government structures that 
separate the functions of facilitating the process and 
negotiating the terms of agreement. 
The policy should provide for effective implementation of 
agreements. (DIAND, 1985:31-32). 


